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Over the past decade processor manufacturers have pivoted from increasing uniprocessor performance to multicore architectures. However, utilizing this computational power has proved challenging for software developers. Many concurrency platforms and languages have emerged to address parallel programming challenges, yet writing correct and performant parallel code retains a reputation of being one of the hardest tasks a programmer can undertake.

This dissertation will study how runtime scheduling systems can be used to make parallel programming easier. We address the difficulty in writing parallel data structures, automatically finding shared memory bugs, and reproducing non-deterministic synchronization bugs. Each of the systems presented depends on a novel runtime system which provides strong theoretical performance guarantees and performs well in practice.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Until the beginning of the 21st century programmers tasked with improving performance enjoyed a special advantage. During that time processor performance improved rapidly, with chip speed doubling approximately every 18 months. Rather than spend time designing new algorithms or performance engineering, programmers could simply wait until the next chip came out. By simply replacing their current hardware with the new chip, performance would automatically improve.

By 2005 it was clear this “free lunch” was over [175]. Faced with problems with heat, power consumption, and current leakage, processor manufacturers stalled in their efforts to increase clock speeds and uniprocessor instruction throughput. Instead, they have increasingly turned to multicore architectures, as shown in figure 1.1. Compare, for example, two of Intel’s desktop processors: the Pentium 4 660, released in 2005, and the Core i9-7900X, released in 2017 (data from the Intel ARK Database [52]). The 660 runs a single core at 3.6 GHz, while the i9 runs 10 cores at 3.3 GHz. The benefits obtained from these new parallel architectures depend on writing effective parallel software.
Figure 1.1: Multiprocessor trends over the past 40 years. Original data up to the year 2010 collected and plotted by M. Horowitz, F. Labonte, O. Shacham, K. Olukotun, L. Hammond, and C. Batten. New plot and data collected by K. Rupp [159]

Unfortunately, writing correct and efficient parallel programs is challenging. For years parallel software was written by programming with persistent threads, such as POSIX threads [98] (“pthreads”), Windows threads [87], and Java threads [85]. Programming to these threading APIs requires manually managing low-level scheduling, synchronization and task decomposition. Such details often require brittle boiler-plate code and tend to become intertwined with program logic. Combined with the nasty non-determinism that often comes from using shared memory in parallel and it is no wonder that parallel programming has a reputation of low productivity and hopelessness [130, 94, 95].
The need to more easily use multicore hardware has driven the development of concurrency platforms. The goal of such systems — which may be language libraries, language extensions, or even entire programming languages — is to provide an simpler abstraction for writing efficient parallel software. Popular systems include Cilk Plus [99], Intel TBB [181], OpenMP 3.0 [143], Habanero Java [40], Task Parallel Library [122], Chapel [41], and X10 [43], among others.

These concurrency platforms provide a programming abstraction known as dynamic multithreading (sometimes called “dthreading”), wherein the programmer uses parallel primitives to specify pieces of the program that are logically parallel. The platform relies on a runtime system to map this logical parallelism to the hardware at runtime. Such systems are processor-oblivious, meaning that they do not depend on any particular hardware configuration. Programmers using such systems need not be concerned with scheduling, load balancing, or the underlying hardware.

At the same time, we have seen the development of a set of dynamic tools to improve the experience of parallel programming. These include things like bug detectors (e.g. [166, 103, 152, 72, 164]), record and replay systems (for replaying specific non-deterministic executions, e.g. [146, 6, 125, 63]), profilers and performance tuning tools (e.g. [165, 176, 177, 102]. These tools operate at runtime, performing extra work while the program executes to accomplish the goals of the tool. These tools are useful even within the realm of concurrency platforms, as dynamic multithreading platforms do not entirely erase the burden of shared memory or performance tuning.
1.1 Contributions

This dissertation investigates how runtime schedulers can be co-designed with programming tools to improve the experience of parallel programming. The focus is on developing tools to help handle shared memory, which is often a source of insidious non-determinism. The process of scheduler/tool co-design also produces new insights for new schedulers that can extend the classes of computations normally considered by concurrency platforms.

This dissertation discusses the following projects:

- Batcher [4], which leverages a runtime scheduler to efficiently and transparently coordinate concurrent operations to a shared data structure.
- CRacer [185], an algorithm for detecting shared memory bugs that, with the help of the runtime scheduler, is asymptotically optimal and runs in parallel.
- PORRidge [184], a system that eases debugging by recording some non-deterministic events and later replaying them in their original order.
- Two algorithms for detecting shared memory bugs in a larger class of computations than previous work has considered. The desire to implement these algorithms in the future led us to extend the Cilk Plus [99] platform to handle this larger class of computations.

The common element among the tools is that each leverages support from novel runtime scheduler. These runtime schedulers allow our tools to provide provable performance guarantees. Additionally, we implemented these systems and showed that each performs well in practice.
1.2 Outline

The rest of this dissertation is structured as follows. We first discuss some necessary background material used through this dissertation in chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes a runtime scheduler that provides a form of automatic synchronization in parallel programs that use data structures, while chapter 4 uses a variant of that runtime to provide asymptotically optimal detection of shared memory bugs. Chapter 5 presents a work-stealing runtime system that provides non-blocking support for handling asynchronous events in parallel program. We leverage that runtime to develop a tool to help debug non-deterministic bugs in chapter 6. We present recent work on detecting shared memory bugs in a very large class of computations in chapters 7 and 8. Chapter 9 concludes with some final thoughts on these tools and future work in this direction.
Chapter 2

Key Concepts in Dynamic Multithreading

This chapter sets the context for the projects in this dissertation by presenting the dynamic multithreading model. Traditionally, parallel software has been written using static threading, in which programmers manage virtual processors — threads — and manually partition work among them. In contrast, in dynamic multithreading the programmer specifies the logical parallelism of the program using primitives such as spawn/sync, async/finish, or parallel-for loops. At runtime, a scheduler is responsible for efficiently mapping this parallelism to the processing cores\(^1\). This class of programming languages includes the Cilk family [31, 77, 100], subsets of OpenMP [12], Threading Building Blocks [181], the Habanero family [15, 40], Task Parallel Library [121], X10 [40, 43], and many others.

We begin by describing how we model (section 2.1) and analyze (section 2.2) dynamically multithreaded programs. We discuss how dynamically multithreaded computations can be scheduled using work stealing in section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents the linguistic primitives

\(^1\)We will generally use the terms core and processor interchangeably in this dissertation.
supported by Cilk, whose model forms the basis of much of this dissertation. Finally, we provide a brief discussion on the issue of determinacy in section 2.5.

2.1 DAG Model

The execution of a dynamically multithreaded program can be modeled as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) (see [51, Ch. 27]). Nodes in such a DAG represent strands, a chain of sequential instructions without any parallel constructs. We can split chains of instructions into strands in any way that is convenient for us. Often for theoretical analysis, for example, strands will represent single instructions, whereas a Cilk programmer might think of strands as maximal chains of instructions without Cilk primitives. However, strands will always respect function boundaries — each strand belongs to a single function instance. A parallel control dependency between strands \( u \) and \( v \) is presented as an edge \( (u, v) \) in the DAG. In other words, \( v \) cannot execute until after \( u \) has completed.

The DAG represents a computation, which we formally define as the executed (not source code) instructions of a program given a specific input. Importantly, the DAG unfolds dynamically — strands and dependencies are not known ahead of time.

We call nodes with out-degree two spawn (sometimes fork) strands, while nodes with at least two incoming edges are sync (sometimes join) strands. Without loss of generality, this dissertation makes a few assumptions about the structure of strands. We assume that a sync strand does not immediately follow a spawn strand, and we assume binary forking — strands can have out-degree no greater than two. As Blumofe [28] notes, DAGs can be converted to binary forking.
As mentioned above, for our theoretical analyses we will define strands as unit-time computations — a single instruction on an ideal parallel computer where each instruction takes unit time to execute. Along with this assumption we will also ignore memory bandwidth and cache effects.

### 2.2 Analysis of Dynamically Multithreaded Computations

There are two key metrics of a DAG $A$: its **work**, denoted $T_1(A)$, is the time to execute all strands in $A$. Since we typically assume that strands represent unit-time instructions, this is just the total number of nodes in the DAG. The **span** (also **critical-path length** or **depth** in the literature), denoted $T_\infty(A)$, is the length of the longest path in the DAG.

It will generally be clear which DAG we are referring to, so will drop the function notation and typically write simply $T_1$ and $T_\infty$. More details on work and span can be found in [51, Ch. 27].

The DAG model specifies only the logical dependencies between strands in a computation; it does not specify the exact order in which instructions are executed, i.e. how strands are mapped to cores. Even without specifying a schedule, work and span provide us with two lower bounds on the total execution time of a DAG with work $T_1$ and span $T_\infty$. Since the span is a chain of dependencies, any execution must take $T_\infty$ time: $T_P \geq T_\infty$, where $T_P$ is the execution time on $P$ cores. This is known as the Span Law. On the other hand, each core can only execute one instruction at a time (in our simple performance model), so $T_P \geq T_1/P$, known as the Work Law.

The **speedup** of a computation represents the benefit from $P$-core execution compared to serial execution — $T_1/T_P$. From the Work Law above we know that $T_1/T_P \leq P$; applications
which exhibit a speedup of \( P \) achieve **linear speedup**. Although **superlinear speedup**, \( T_1/T_P > P \) is impossible in our model, this may occur in practice due to memory hierarchy effects. Another bound on speedup comes from the Span Law: \( T_P \geq T_\infty \implies T_1/T_P \leq T_1/T_\infty \). We call this last term the **parallelism** of a DAG, which intuitively represents the maximum speedup possible on any number of cores. It can also be thought of as the maximum number of cores that can be used to attain perfect linear speedup — once \( P > T_1/T_\infty \), the second speedup bound tells us that \( T_1/T_P \leq T_1/T_\infty < P \), so speedup cannot be linear. In practice, speedup is reduced by the overhead of scheduling computations, so achieving good speedup often requires parallelism to be much higher than the number of cores.

### 2.3 Scheduling Dynamically Multithreaded Computations

The convenient feature about the computation DAG is that it models the control-flow constraints within the program without capturing the specific choices made by the scheduler. The actual execution time of a parallel program, however, depends on which nodes are chosen to execute on each core during each time step. This is the responsibility of the scheduler. As mentioned in the previous section, the DAG unfolds dynamically, hence the scheduler must make online decisions about scheduling. In particular, at each time step the scheduler decides which **ready nodes** — those unexecuted nodes whose predecessors have all been executed — will be executed on which cores.

Naturally, it is a waste of time if there are idle cores in a system yet work to be done.Schedulers that do not allow this situation are called **greedy** [35, 64]. Ignoring scheduling overhead and assuming an ideal computer, schedulers with this property execute a computation DAG in time \( T_P \leq T_1/P + T_\infty \), thus achieving linear speedup if \( T_1/T_\infty \gg P \).
Building a greedy scheduler can be done by keeping a centralized pool of strands, into which cores put extra work (at a spawn strand) and from which cores take work. However, doing so leads to contention at this centralized site, resulting in high overheads in practice.

A randomized work-stealing scheduler [29], by contrast, is a decentralized scheduler, yet achieves the same theoretical performance as a greedy scheduler. The tools in this dissertation all depend on modifications to a work-stealing runtime scheduler, so we will now take some time to discuss the rules of work-stealing scheduling.

During execution, a work-stealing scheduler dynamically load balances a parallel computation across operating-system threads called workers, typically with one worker for each core in the system. Each worker maintains a deque, double-ended queue; when a worker creates nodes (e.g. by spawning a function), they are placed on the bottom of this worker’s deque. When it completes its current node (i.e. returns, it takes work from the bottom of the deque. If its deque becomes empty, the worker turns into a thief and chooses a victim worker to steal from. Victims are chosen uniformly at random, and stolen work is always taken from the top of the victim’s deque. In other words, workers treat the bottom of their own deque as a stack and the top of other deques as a queue. Throughout this dissertation steals take only a single unit of work per steal, though the work-stealing literature sometimes considers other strategies [21, 129, 134, 158].

Given a computation with work $T_1$ and span $T_\infty$, a randomized work-stealing scheduler executes the computation in expected time $\frac{T_1}{P} + O(T_\infty)$ on $P$ processors [29]. This bound can also be extended to a high probability bound. Note that this bound is asymptotically equivalent to the greedy scheduling bound and asymptotically optimal since it is at most twice the Work Law and the Span Law. Work-stealing is also effective in practice since
communication, and hence contention, only needs to occur when a worker runs out of work. For many computations steals are infrequent, keeping overheads low.

The runtime schedulers in this dissertation all serve different purposes, but they have one common feature: they allow workers to have more than a single deque. Deciding when these deques are created and how they are used allows our tools to function and determine their performance guarantees. Each of the tools was implemented by modifying the Cilk Plus [99] work-stealing scheduler to add the necessary functionality.

2.4 Expressing Parallel Programs: Fork/Join Parallelism

For most of this dissertation we will restrict our parallelism to the fork/join programming model, perhaps the most common abstraction for concurrency platforms. This model is often thought of as roughly corresponding to a parallel version of the divide and conquer paradigm.

Here we will use Cilk programming keywords, spawn and sync\textsuperscript{2}, to explain the fork/join programming model; other languages may differ in keywords or may provide this abstraction in other ways, such as library routines. Parallelism is created using spawn. When a function instance $F$ spawns another function instance $G$ by preceding the invocation with spawn, the continuation of $F$ — the statements after the spawning of $G$ — may execute in parallel with $G$ without waiting for $G$ to return. The sync instruction acts as a local barrier; the control flow cannot move past a sync in function $F$ until functions previously spawned by $F$ have returned. Figure 2.1 shows a simple fork/join program to compute the $n$th Fibonacci number.

\textsuperscript{2}The Cilk Plus dialect actually uses cilk spawn and cilk sync, but we will omit the cilk prefix throughout this dissertation.
int fib(int n) {
    if (n < 2) {
        return n;
    }
    int x = spawn fib(n - 1);
    int y = /*spawn*/ fib(n - 2);
    sync;
    return x + y;
}

Figure 2.1: A fork/join program using spawn and sync. Note that the second spawn is optional, since there is no code between it and the corresponding sync.

The Cilk Plus dialect of Cilk also provides a mechanism for parallelizing for loops in the form of a cilk_for keyword. However, this does not actually provide any power beyond the spawn and sync keywords, as these are implemented using divide-and-conquer recursion using spawn and sync.

It is important to note that these keywords denote the logical parallelism of the computation, not than the actual parallel execution. The runtime scheduler is responsible for deciding which logically parallel pieces of code actually execute in parallel. This frees the programmer from any kind of scheduling concerns. In fact, the programmer need not even be aware of the number of cores on the system that is to run the program. In other words, this model is processor-oblivious.

Fork/join programs generate a class of DAGs called series-parallel DAGs. These DAGs have a single source node (no incoming edges), a single sink node (no out-going edges), and can be constructed recursively:

- **Base Case**: the DAG consists of a single node that is both the source and the sink.
• **Series Composition**: let $G_1 = (V_1, E_1)$ and $G_2 = (V_2, E_2)$ be SP DAGs on distinct vertices. Then the graph $G$ is formed by taking the union of the two graphs, with one additional edge from $sink(G_1)$ to $source(G_2)$, is also series parallel. Moreover, $G$ has source and sink $source(G) = source(G_1)$ and $sink(G) = sink(G_2)$.

• **Parallel Composition**: let $G_L = (V_L, E_L)$ and $G_R = (V_R, E_R)$ be SP-dags on distinct vertices. Then the following graph is also series parallel: the graph $G$ formed by the union of $G_L, G_R$, a spawn node $f$ with edges from $f$ to both sources, and a sync node $j$ with edges from both sinks to $j$. $source(G) = f$ and $sink(G) = j$. We refer to $G_L$ and $G_R$ as the **left subdag** and **right subdag**, respectively, of both the spawn $f$ and sync $j$.

Non-series-parallel DAGs cannot be generated by fork/join programs, so not all parallel programs can be written with this linguistic model. Many important programs, however, are expressible in this way. Moreover, the structure of series-parallel DAGs admits a space-efficient work-stealing scheduler implementation [30] and is relatively easy to reason about. Series-parallel structure is vital to the analysis of the systems in chapters 3 and 4.

### 2.5 Determinism and Races

One of the most challenging aspects of parallel programming is dealing with shared memory. A dynamically multithreaded program in which every memory location is updated with the same sequence of values in every execution on a given input is deterministic. Deterministic programs will always produce the same DAG given the same input, and will behave the same no matter how they are scheduled. Non-deterministic programs, on the other hand, are
the bane of parallel programmers, since bugs may appear and disappear based on how the program is scheduled.

In a parallel program intended to be deterministic, a **determinacy race** [71] (or **general race** [137]) occurs when multiple logically parallel instructions access the same memory location, and at least one is a write. Determinacy races can cause non-deterministic behavior and are often bugs. Worse, because these bugs rely on the order of concurrent instructions, they may lie dormant for a long period before a particular sequence causes a malfunction. For example, the massive 2003 power blackout in the Northeastern US was caused, in part, by a race condition [151].

Determinacy races have called various names in the literature, including harmful shared-memory access [140], race conditions [172], access anomalies [61], and data races [132]. We have taken our definition of determinacy race from Netzer and Miller [137] who formally define and discuss various types of races. Chapters 4, 7 and 8 present our work on automatically detecting these types of races at runtime. We discuss a different debugging method for a different type of non-determinism bug, called an atomicity bug, in chapter 6.
Chapter 3

Implicitly Batching Data Structure Operations with Batcher

Many algorithms rely on having efficient data structures, allowing large amounts of data to be stored, accessed, and modified efficiently. When used sequentially, they allow algorithm designers to reason separately about the algorithm itself and data structure operations. This modularity allows programmers to easy analyze the runtime of algorithms that use data structures.

A common approach when using data structures within parallel programs is to employ concurrent data structures — data structures that can cope with multiple simultaneous accesses. Designing and using concurrent data structures, however, is challenging. In fact, the design of a new concurrent data structure is often a publishable result. Moreover, the existing performance theorems do not often imply linear speedup for the enclosing program — the normal way to analyze parallel algorithms using data structures is to assume the worst-case latency for each operation. In most cases the worst-case is linear in the number
of processors, $\Omega(P)$. Assuming $n$ operations, the running time is at least $\Omega(nP/P) = \Omega(n)$ — the same as the sequential runtime!

In some sense concurrent data structures make the problem harder than it needs to be by trying to cope with arbitrary access patterns. They make no use of the fact that all data structure operations belong to the same enclosing program. A key idea in this chapter is to leverage the fact that operations can in fact coordinate with each other with the help of a carefully designed runtime scheduler.

An alternative to concurrent data structures allows for a manual version of such coordination: batched data structures. These data structures are designed to operate on a group of data structure operations collectively. The programmer is responsible for manually collecting a group of operations and for ensuring no other operations are invoked while a “batch” is in progress. These structures are easier to design than concurrent data structures since only one batch is active at a time, allowing parallelism in batches while reducing the need for complicated concurrency control. They are also relatively easy to analyze — we can simply add the running time of a sequence of batches to the enclosing program. For example, the running time of parallel algorithms for shortest paths and minimum spanning tree [36, 62, 145] have been proved using batched parallel priority queues [36, 53, 62, 163].

Unfortunately, applying this technique to existing algorithms often requires severe code re-structuring. In some cases a restructuring is actually impossible. Consider the case of an on-the-fly race detector [132, 19, 154], which updates order-maintenance data structures on spawns and syncs in a program. To correctly detect races the data structure must be updated before continuing — delaying operations could miss some races. So it seems impossible to reorganize operations into batches in this case. We will consider this case further in chapter 4.
This chapter describes Batcher [4], which does this kind of “batching” coordination automatically and behind the scenes. The scheduler we design allows batched data structures to be used with a broad class of parallel programs that make parallel accesses to data structures. The performance theorem we prove allows data structures to be analyzed, meaning that a parallel program may be analyzed without considering the specific data structure implementation. The performance theorem also achieves an efficient running time with the help of a special runtime scheduler. For example, for $n$ access to a search tree with large enough $n$, our theorem yields a completion time of $\Theta(n \log n / P)$, which is asymptotically optimal and has linear speedup. We are unaware of any comparable aggregate bounds for concurrent search trees.

This technique of implicit batching essentially achieves the benefits of both concurrent and batched data structures. The programmer provides two components: (1) a parallel program $C$ containing parallel accesses to an abstract data type (ADT) $D$, and (2) a batched data structure implementing the data structure $D$. The scheduler dynamically and transparently organizes the program’s parallel accesses to the data structure into batches, with at most one batch executing at a time.

Using implicit batching gives the benefits of batched data structures without restructuring the enclosing program $C$. The scheduler is responsible for grouping any concurrent accesses to the abstract data type $D$ into batches and invoking the appropriate implementation of a batched operation. The programmer need only implement this batched operation, which may be implemented using dynamic multithreading. Since our scheduler handles all synchronization and ensures that at most one batch is executed at a time, such batch operations can typically avoid handling concurrency, omitting locks or atomic operations.
Implicit batching closely resembles flat combining [88], where each concurrent access to a data structure queues up in a list of operation records, and this list of records (i.e., a batch) is later executed sequentially. Implicit batching may be viewed as a generalization of flat combining in that it allows parallel implementations of batched operations, instead of only a sequential one allowed by flat combining. Due to sequential batches, flat combining does not guarantee provable speedup guarantees. However, flat combining has been shown to be more efficient in practice than some of the best concurrent data structures under certain loads. We implemented a prototype of Batcher showing that it has the potential to improve performance even more than flat combining.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. First we discuss Batcher’s interface and some example data structures in section 3.1. This is followed by a discussion of the extensions to the work stealing runtime scheduler required by Batcher in section 3.2. Next section 3.3 provides a theoretical analysis of batched data structures that use Batcher. Section 3.4 presents a short evaluation of our prototype implementation, while section 3.5 discusses related work. Finally, we provide some concluding thoughts and potential future work in section 3.6.

3.1 Using Batcher

We first describe how to use Batcher—designing and analyzing data structures—with no knowledge of the runtime system; the scheduler design is deferred to section 3.2. We distinguish between two different types of programmers. In the sequential case the data structure programmer implements an ADT $D$, while the algorithm programmer writes a program $C$ that makes calls to this ADT’s interface. With Batcher each of these programmers instead interface with the Batcher runtime system, which combines these two modules and performs scheduling.
Wherever the program would make a call to the ADT interface, it instead makes a call into
the runtime system using the \texttt{Batchify} operation. This function takes in a pointer to the
data structure and a pointer to an \texttt{operation record}. The operation record contains data
about the required operation (e.g. an element to insert into the data structure), as well as
a location into which to place the result. As far as the algorithm programmer is concerned,
\texttt{Batchify} resembles a normal procedure call to access a \textit{concurrent data structure}, and the
control flow blocks at this point until the operation completes. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 shows how
a simple shared counter can be implemented using Batcher. We will discuss this example
further in section 3.1.2.

Instead of providing an interface to the algorithm programmer, the data structure program-
mer provides a batched operation, denoted by \texttt{Bop}. A batched operations receives an array
of operation records with information about the necessary operations. Since Batcher guaran-
tees that at most one batch operation is in progress at a time, the batch operation need not
consider any concurrent accesses from other operations. This simple access pattern makes
it easier to design parallel batch operations – these operations can generate parallelism like
any dynamically multithreaded program, e.g. using \texttt{spawn/sync} or parallel loops.

\subsection*{3.1.1 Analyzing Programs with Batcher}

One of the promises of Batcher is the ability to analyze algorithms and data structures
separately and combine the results easily. Hence we need a separate model for algorithms
and batched data structures, even though the two unfold together as part of a computation.

Recall from chapter 2 that we can model dynamic multithreaded computations as DAGs,
and that at each time-step the scheduler decides which nodes to execute. We model the
enclosing program as such a DAG except that we replace calls to \texttt{Batchify} with special
data structure nodes which may take longer than unit-time to execute. We call this structure
the **core DAG**, defining the **core work** $T_1$ as the number of nodes in the core DAG, and
the **core span** $T_\infty$ as the longest path through the core DAG in terms of number of nodes.
This is just as in chapter 2, ignoring the fact that data structure nodes are not unit-time.
We let $n$ denote the total number of data structure nodes and $m$ denote the maximum data
structure nodes along any path in the DAG. Surprisingly, the analysis of our scheduler does
not need any information about these nodes.

Each call $A$ to a batched data structure operation (i.e. an invocation of $\text{Bop}$) is modeled
as a separate subcomputation with a DAG $G_A$. Accordingly, we let $w_A$ and $s_A$ denote the
work and span of this batch DAG. Additionally, $w_P(n)$ is defined to be the maximum total
work for any sequences of batches which execute $n$ total data structure operations ($n$ calls to
$\text{Batchify}$). We define the **data structure span** $s_P(n)$ as the worst-case span of any batch
DAG $G_A$ in any such sequence subject to the restriction that $w_A/s_A = O(P)$, meaning that
the batch has limited parallelism. When the data structure’s analysis is not amortized this
definition can be simplified to the worst-case span of any size-$P$ batch DAG. We assume a
fixed $P$, so we will use $w(n)$ and $s(n)$ as shorthand for $w_P(n)$ and $s_P(n)$ throughout this
chapter.

With that analytic model, in section 3.3 we prove that Batcher provides the following per-
formance guarantee:

**Theorem 3.1.** Batcher executes such a program in expected time at most

$$O \left( \frac{T_1}{P} + T_\infty + \frac{w(n) + ns(n)}{P} + ms(n) \right).$$
assuming that $s(n) \geq \lg P$ (true since we only allow binary forking) and that the only synchronization of the program occurs through syncs; the algorithm or data structure code does not use explicit synchronization primitives such as locks or atomic operations.

Note that $w(n)$ and $s(n)$ are metrics of the data structure itself — they do not consider how an enclosing program uses the data structure! Hence Batcher makes using data structures in parallel programs nearly as easy as in sequential programs — you can analyze the data structure separately from the algorithm that uses it. As we will see in the next section, this theorem implies nearly linear speedup for many parallel batched data structures.

3.1.2 Batched Data Structure Examples

To illustrate the use of Batcher and its performance bound, we now present some examples. We are not claiming any new data structure ideas here, we only want to drive home the power of batched data structures and show how to apply the bound.

**Concurrent counter.** As a simple example, consider a core program that makes $n$ completely parallel increments to a shared counter, as given by figure 3.1. This example is for illustration only, and is not intended to be very deep. This program has $\Theta(n)$ core work and $\Theta(\lg n)$ core span (with binary forking). The shared counter is an abstract data type that supports a single operation `Increment`, which atomically adds a value (possibly negative) to the counter and returns its current value.

A trivial concurrent counter uses atomic primitives like fetch-and-add to `Increment`. If the primitive is mutually exclusive (which is true for fetch-and-add on current hardware), then $n$ `INCREMENTS` take $\Omega(n)$ time. The total running time of the program is thus $\Omega(n)$ regardless of the number of processors.
1 \textbf{parallel_for} \ i = 1 \text{ to } n
2 \quad B[i] = \text{INCREMENT}(A[i])

Figure 3.1: A parallel loop that performs \(n\) parallel updates to a shared counter. Here, \(A[1..n]\) is an array of values by which to increment (or decrement if negative) the counter, and \(B[1..n]\) holds any return values from the INCREMENTS.

3 \textbf{struct OpRecord} \{ \textit{int value; int result;} \}

\textbf{INCREMENT}(\textit{int x})
4 \quad \textbf{OpRecord} \ \textit{op}
5 \quad \textit{op.value} = \textit{x}
6 \quad \textbf{Batchify(this, op)} \ // \text{ask the scheduler to batch \textit{op}}
7 \quad \textbf{return} \ \textit{op.result}

\textbf{Bop(OpRecord D[1..size])}
8 \quad \text{let } v \text{ be the value of the counter}
9 \quad D[1]'s value field = \(v + D[1]'s value\)
10 \quad \text{perform parallel-prefix-sums on \textit{value} fields of } D[1..size],
11 \quad \text{storing sums into \textit{result} fields of } D[1..size]
12 \quad \ // \text{now } D[i]'s result = \sum_{k=1}^{i} D[k]'s value
13 \quad \text{set the counter to } D[size]'s result

Figure 3.2: A batched-counter implementation. As we shall see in section 3.2, line 6 logically blocks, but the processor does not spin-wait. The Bop is called by the scheduler automatically.

One could instead use a provably efficient concurrent counter, e.g., by using the more complicated combining funnels [168, 167]. Doing so would indeed yield a good overall running time, but these techniques are not applicable to more general data structures. As we shall see next, the implicitly batched counter achieves good asymptotic speedup with a trivial implementation.

Figure 3.2 shows a sample batched counter. Here, when the core program makes an INCREMENT call, it creates an operation record which is handed-off to the scheduler. The scheduler
later runs the batch increment \textbf{Bop} on a set of increments. The main subroutine of the batched operation is “parallel prefix sums”, which \textit{in parallel} computes $\sum_{k=1}^{i} D[k]$ for every $i$. It is easy to prove that returning $\sum_{k=1}^{i} D[k]$ yields linearizable [91] counter operations. Prefix sums is a commonly used and powerful primitive in parallel algorithms, and hence we consider this 4-line implementation of \textbf{Bop} to be trivial. Adaptations of Ladner and Fischer’s approach to prefix sums [114] to the fork-join model have $O(x)$ work and $(\lg x)$ span for $x$ elements.

To analyze the execution of this program using Batcher, we need only bound $w(n)$, the total work of arbitrarily batching $n$ operations, and $s(n)$, the span of a batched operation that processes $P$ operation records (performs $P$ increment operations). Since the work of prefix sums is linear, we have $w(n) = \Theta(n)$. Since a size-$P$ batch has $O(\lg P)$ span (dominated by prefix sums), we have $s(n) = O(\lg P)$. We thus get the bound $O(T_1 + \frac{n \lg P}{P} + m \lg P + T_\infty)$ for performing $n$ INCREMENTS, with at most $m$ along any path. The core dag of figure 3.1 has $T_1 = O(n)$, $T_\infty = O(\lg n)$, $m = 1$, so we have a running time of $O(\frac{n \lg P}{P} + \lg n)$ for $n > P$. This nearly linear speedup is much better than for the trivial counter.

\textbf{Search tree.} There exists an efficient batched 2-3 tree [148] in the PRAM model, and it is not too hard to adapt this algorithm to dynamic multithreading. The main challenge in a search tree is when all inserts occur in the same node of the tree, e.g., when inserting $P$ identical keys. The main idea of this batched search tree is to first sort the new elements, then insert the middle element and recurse on each half of the remaining elements. This process allows for each of the new keys to be separated by existing keys without concurrency control. It is not obvious how to leverage the same idea in a concurrent search tree.
See [148] for details of the batched search tree. Suffice it to say that a size-$x$ batch is dominated by two steps: (1) a parallel search for the location of each key in the tree, having $O(x \lg n)$ work and $O(\lg n + \lg x)$ span, and (2) a parallel sort of the $x$ keys, having $O(x \lg x)$ work. The data structure span is thus $s(n) = O(\lg n + \text{sort}(P))$, where \text{sort}(P) = O(\lg P \lg \lg P)$ [50] is the span of a parallel sort on $P$ elements in the dynamic-multithreading model. The data structure work $w(n)$ is maximized for $n/P$ batches of size $x = P$, yielding $w(n) = O(n \lg n)$ data structure work. Applying theorem 3.1, we get a running time of $O\left(\frac{T_1 + w(n) + s(n)}{P} + ms(n) + T_\infty\right) = O\left(\frac{T_1 + n \lg n + n \lg P \lg \lg P}{P} + m \lg n + m \lg P \lg \lg P + T_\infty\right)$. For large enough $n$ (specifically, $n = \Omega(P \lg \lg P)$, this reduces to $O\left(\frac{T_1 + n \lg n}{P} + m \lg n + T_\infty\right)$, which is asymptotically optimal in the comparison model and provides linear speedup for programs with sufficient parallelism. For instance, a program obtained by substituting the increment operation with an insert in figure 3.1 would yield the running time of $O(n \lg n/P)$, implying linear speedup, even though the program only performs data structure accesses.

**Amortized stack.** We now briefly describe an example, namely a LIFO stack, which has amortized performance bounds. The data structure is an array that supports two operations: a \texttt{Push} that inserts an element at the end of the array, and a \texttt{Pop} that removes and returns the last element. Such an array can be implemented using a standard table doubling [51] technique, whereby the underlying table is rebuilt (in parallel) whenever it becomes too full or too empty. To \texttt{Push} a batch of $x$ elements into an $n$-element array, check if $n + x$ elements fit in the current array. If so, in parallel simply insert the $i$th batch element into the $(n+i)$th slot of the array. If not, first resize the array by allocating new space and copying all existing elements in parallel. \texttt{Pops} can be simultaneously supported by breaking the batch into a \texttt{Push} phase followed by a \texttt{Pop} phase.
To analyze this data structure, the (amortized) work of a size-$x$ batch is $\Theta(x)$, yielding $w(n) = \Theta(n)$ (worst case). The work of any individual batch, however, can be as high as $\Theta(n)$ when a table doubling occurs. More importantly, any batch $A$ that has $w_A$ batch work has batch span $s_A = O(\lg w_A)$. Hence any batch $A$ that performs $w_A \geq P^2$ work has parallelism $w_A/s_A = \Omega(P^2/\lg P)$. We thus conclude that the data structure span is $s(n) = O(\lg(P^2)) = O(\lg P)$. Plugging these bounds into theorem 3.1, we get a total running time of $O(T_1 + n \lg P + m \lg P + T_\infty)$.

### 3.2 Runtime Scheduler

This section presents the high-level design of the Batcher scheduler, a variant of a distributed work-stealing scheduler. Since Batcher is a distributed scheduler, there is no centralized scheduler thread and the operation of the scheduler can be described in terms of state-transition rules followed by each of the $P$ workers. First, we overview some important properties of Batcher and the intuition for its performance analysis. Then we describe the internal state that Batcher maintains in order to implicitly batch data structure operations and to coordinate between executing the core and batch dags. We then describe how batches are launched and how load-balancing is done using work-stealing.

At a high level, calls to Batchify correspond to data structure nodes and Batcher is responsible for implicitly batching these data structure operations and then executing these batches by calling Bop. When a worker $p$ encounters a data structure node $u$ (i.e., $p$ executes a call to Batchify), $p$ alerts the scheduler to the operation by creating an operation record $op$ for that operation and placing it in a particular memory location reserved for this processor. Eventually, $op$ will be part of some batch $A$ and the scheduler will call Bop on $A$. Unlike core nodes, however, the data structure node can logically block for longer than
one time step and $u$’s successor(s) in the dag do not become ready until after this call to Bop returns, that is, the operation corresponding to $u$ is actually performed on the data structure as part of a batch.

Inherent to implicit batching is the idea that the batch the scheduler invokes only one batch at a time. Hence the data-structure implementation need not cope with concurrency, simplifying the data-structure design. The following invariant states this property for Batcher.

**Invariant 3.2.** At any time during a Batcher execution, at most one batch is executing.

There are many choices that go into a scheduler for implicit batching. For Batcher, we made specific choices guided by the goal of proving a performance theorem. Three of the main questions are what basic type of scheduler to use, how large batches should be, and when and how batches are launched. As far as the low-level details are concerned, we chose in favor of simplicity where possible. Batcher restricts batch sizes, as stated by the following invariant; this size cap ameliorates application of the main theorem as it simplifies the analysis of any specific data structure.

**Invariant 3.3.** In a Batcher execution, batches contain at most $P$ data structure nodes.

Finally, whenever an operation record is created and no batch is currently in progress, Batcher immediately launches a new batch; it does not wait for a certain number of operations to accrue; this decision is important for the theoretical analysis. Therefore, batches can contain as few as one operation. Launching a batch includes some (parallel) setup to gather all operation outstanding operation records, executing the provided (parallel) batched operation Bop thereby inducing a batch dag, and some (parallel) cleanup after completing. Since the setup/cleanup overhead is scheduler dependent, we account for the overhead separately, and the batch dag comprises only the steps of Bop.
**Intuition behind the analysis.** We have already exposed one significant difficulty for analysis of Batcher: since batches launch as soon as possible, some batches may contain just a single data-structure node. If this were true for every batch, then all operations would be sequentialized according to invariant 3.2, and it would seem impossible to show good speedup. In addition, the batch setup and cleanup overhead is the same, regardless of batch size; therefore, having many small batches may incur significant overhead.

Fortunately, small batches fall into two cases, both being good: (1) Many data structure nodes accrue while a small batch is executing. These will be part of the next batch, meaning that the next batch will be large and make progress toward the batch work $w(n)$. (2) Not many data structure nodes are accruing. Then the core dag is not blocked on too many data-structure nodes, and progress is being made on the core work $T_1$. In both cases, the setup and cleanup overhead of the small batch can be amortized either against the work done in the next batch or the work done in the core dag.

### 3.2.1 Batcher State

The Batcher scheduler maintains three categories of shared state: (1) collections for tracking the implicitly batched data structure operations, (2) status flags for synchronizing the scheduler, and (3) deques for each worker tracking execution-DAG nodes and used by work stealing. With the exception of one global flag, most of this state is distributed across workers, with each worker only managing specific updates according to the provided rules that define the scheduler.

To track active data structure nodes, Batcher maintains two arrays. When a worker encounters a data structure node (executes a call to `Batchify(op)`), instead of accessing the data structure directly, an operation record $op$ is created and placed in the **pending array**
and the data structure node is suspended. Batcher guarantees that each worker has at most one suspended node / pending operation at any time; therefore this pending array may be maintained as a size-$P$ array, with a dedicated slot for each of the $P$ workers. Batcher also maintains a working set, which is a densely packed array of all the operation records being processed as part of the currently executing batch.

To synchronize batch executions, Batcher maintains a single global active-batch flag. In addition, each worker $p$ has a local work-status flag (denoted $Status[p]$), which describes the status of $p$'s current data structure node. Batcher guarantees that at any instant, each worker has at most one data structure node $u$ that it is trying to execute. For concreteness, think in terms of the following four states for worker status $Status[p]$:

- **pending**, if $p$ has an operation record $op$ for a suspended data structure node $u$ in the pending array.
- **executing**, if $p$ has an operation record $op$ for a suspended data structure node $u$ in the working set, i.e., a batch containing $u$ is currently executing.
- **done**, if the batch $A$ containing $u$ has completed its computation, but $p$ has not yet resumed the suspended node $u$.
- **free**, if $p$ has no suspended data structure node.

If $Status[p]$ is pending, executing, or done, we say $p$ is trapped on operation $u$. Otherwise, we say $p$ is free.

Finally, Batcher maintains two deques of ready nodes on each worker: a core deque for ready nodes from the core dag, and a batch deque for ready nodes from a batch dag. In particular, the deques in Batcher obey the following invariant:
**Invariant 3.4.** Ready nodes belonging to the core dag $G$ are always placed on some worker’s core deque, whereas ready nodes that belong to some batch $A$’s batch dag $G_A$ are always placed on some worker’s batch deque.

Associated with these deques, each worker $p$ also has an **assigned node** — the node that $p$ is currently executing. At any instant, the assigned node of $p$ may conceptually be associated with either the core deque or the batch deque, depending on the type of node being executed by that worker. Some workers may be executing core nodes while others are executing batch nodes.

### 3.2.2 Batcher Algorithm

Batcher uses a variant of work stealing, with some augmentations to support implicit batching. Free workers and trapped workers behave quite differently. Initially all workers are free, and all ready nodes belong to the core dag, and Batcher behaves similarly to traditional work stealing. As data structure nodes are encountered, however, the situation changes. The scheduling rules are outlined in figure 3.3 and described below.

Free workers behave closest to traditional work stealing. A free worker is allowed to execute any node (core or batch), but it only steals if both of its deques are empty. Specifically, if either deque is nonempty, the worker executes a node off the nonempty deque, and any newly enabled nodes are placed on the same deque. Batcher thus maintains the following invariant:

**Invariant 3.5.** Workers that have **free** status in Batcher can have at most one of their deques non-empty, i.e., they have nodes either on the batch deque or core deque, but not both.
When $p$ is free and both deques are empty:

steal from random victim, using alternating-steal policy

When a data-structure node $u$ is assigned to (free) worker $p$:

insert operation record into $pending[p]$

$Status[p] = pending$

suspend $u$

// $p$ is now trapped

When $p$ is trapped and its batch deque is empty:

if $Status[p] = done$

$Status[p] = free$

resume executing the core deque from

suspended data-structure node $u$

// $p$ is now free

else if global batch flag = 0 and

compare-and-swap(global batch flag, 0, 1)

run $\text{LaunchBatch}$

else steal from random victim’s batch deque

Figure 3.3: Scheduler-state transition rules invoked by workers with empty deques. When the appropriate deque is not empty, the worker removes the bottom node from the deque and executes it.
If both deques are empty, however, the free worker performs a steal attempt according to an **alternating-steal policy**: each worker’s $k$th steal attempt (successful or not) is from a random victim’s core deque if $k$ is even, and from a random victim’s batch deque if $k$ is odd. The alternating-steal policy is important to achieve the performance bound in section 3.3.

When a (free) worker $p$ executes a data structure node $u$, $p$ first inserts the corresponding operation record $op$ in its dedicated slot in the pending array, and then it changes its own status to pending. At this point, the $p$ becomes trapped on $u$, and according to invariant 3.5, it has an initially empty batch deque.

Unlike free workers, which are allowed to execute both core and batch work, trapped workers are only allowed to execute nodes from a batch deque. If a trapped worker $p$ has a nonempty batch deque, it simply selects a node off the batch deque as in traditional work stealing. If it has an empty batch deque, however, it performs the following step. First, it checks whether its data structure node $u$ has finished, i.e., if $Status[p] = \text{done}$. If so, it changes its own status to free and resumes from the suspended data structure node on the core deque. Otherwise, it checks the global batch status flag and tries to set it using an atomic operation if no batch is executing. If successful in setting the flag, $p$ “launches” a batch. If it is unsuccessful (someone else successfully set the flag and launched a batch) or if a batch is already executing (status flag was already 1) it simply tries to steal from a random victim’s deque. Batcher guarantees that if no batch is executing, then all workers have status either pending, done or free; therefore, only pending workers can succeed in launching a new batch.

**Launching a batch.** Launching a batch corresponds to injecting the parallel task LAUNCH-BATCH (see figure 3.4), i.e., by inserting the root of the subdag induced by this code on a worker’s batch deque. This process has five steps. First, the pending array is processed in
LaunchBatch()

1. parallel_for $i = 1$ to $P$
   
   if $Status[i] = \text{pending}$ then $Status[i] = \text{executing}$

2. compact all executing op records, moving them from pending array to working set
   
   // using parallel prefix sums subroutine

3. execute Bop (the actual parallel batch) on records in working set

4. parallel_for $i = 1$ to $P$
   
   if $Status[i] = \text{executing}$ then $Status[i] = \text{done}$
   
   remove done op records from the working set.

5. reset global batch-status flag to 0

Figure 3.4: Pseudocode for launching a batch. This method executes as an ordinary task in a dynamic multithreaded computation, i.e., it may run using any number of workers between 1 to $P$ workers, depending on how work-stealing occurs.

parallel, changing the status of all pending workers to executing, thereby acknowledging the operation record. Second, the executing records are packed together in the working-set array, which can be performed in parallel using a parallel prefix sums computation. Third, the actual batched operation (Bop) is executed on the records in working set. Fourth, the pending array is again processed in parallel, changing the status of all executing workers to done. Finally, the batch-status flag is reset to 0. In practice, several of these steps can be merged, but we are not concerned about these low-level optimizations in this paper.

As mentioned above, launching a batch incurs some overhead, such as updating status fields and compacting the pending array into working-set, beyond the execution of the batched operation Bop itself. We refer to this overhead as the batch-setup overhead. Note that this set-up procedure is itself a dynamic multithreaded program with $\Theta(P)$ work and $\Theta(\log P)$ span, primarily due to the cost of the parallel_for and parallel prefix sums computations over $P$ elements. This set-up work is performed in exactly the same way as the batched operation Bop is performed — that is, the nodes of this procedure are placed on batch
deques and are executed in parallel (via work-stealing) by workers working on these deques. Note, however, that for the purposes of the dag metrics, the overhead is not counted as part of the batch work, batch span, or data structure span; this omission is by design since the overhead is a function of the scheduler, not the input program. This fact is one of the challenges in proving that Batcher has a good running time, and it is exacerbated by the fact that the overhead is as high for a batch containing 1 operation as it is for a batch containing \( P \) operations. Nevertheless, we shall show (section 3.3) that Batcher is provably efficient.

**Not trapped long.** The following lemma shows that a worker is not trapped for very long by a particular operation (at most 2 batches).

**Lemma 3.6.** Once the operation record for a data structure node \( u \) is put into the pending array, at most two batches execute before the node completes.

**Proof.** Consider an operation \( u \) whose status changes at time \( t \) to pending. Any batch finishing before time \( t \) does not delay \( u \). Any batch \( A \) launched after time \( t \) observes \( u \) in the pending array, and incorporates it in \( A \) and completes it; this accounts for one batch execution. According to invariant 3.2, there can only be one batch that is launched before \( t \) and finishes after \( t \), which accounts for the second batch.

**Correctness of state changes.** Each worker is responsible for changing its own state from done to free and free to pending. There is thus no risk of any races on these state changes. The changes from pending to executing and executing to done may be performed by an arbitrary worker, but these changes occur as part of the parallel computation LAUNCH-BATCH. Since LAUNCH-BATCH is itself race free and only one LAUNCH-BATCH occurs at a time (protected by the global batch-status flag), these transitions are also safe.
3.3 Theoretical Analysis

We now analyze the performance of Batcher. We first provide some definitions and the statement of the completion time bounds. Then we use a potential function argument to prove the performance bounds.

Definitions and theorem statements. We will analyze the running time using the computation dag $G$ and the set of batch dags that represent batches generated due to implicit batching performed by Batcher. We will analyze the running time using an arbitrary parameter $\tau$, which will be later related to the data structure span $s(n)$. We define a few different types of batches. A batch $A$ is $\tau$-wide if its batch work is more than $P\tau$. A batch is $\tau$-long if its batch span is more than $\tau$. These definitions only count the work and span within the batched operations themselves, not the batch-setup overhead due to Batcher. Since $\tau$ is implied, we often drop it and call batches wide or long. Finally, a batch is popular if it processes more than $P/4$ operation records; that is, it contains more than $P/4$ data structure nodes. A batch is big if it is either long, wide or popular, or if it occurs immediately before or after a long, wide or popular batch. All other batches are small.

The above definitions are with respect to individual batches that arise during an execution. We next define a property of the data structure itself, analogous to data structure work.

Definition 3.7. Consider any sequence of parallel batched operations and a real value $\tau$. The $\tau$-trimmed span of the sequence of batches is the sum of the spans of the long batches in the sequence. The $\tau$-trimmed span of a data structure, denoted by $S_\tau(n)$, is the worst-case $\tau$-trimmed span for $n$ data structure nodes grouped arbitrarily into batches.
We now state our main theorem, a bound on the total running time of a Batcher computation, which is proven at the end of this section. The restriction that \( \tau \geq \lg P \) arises from binary forking.

**Theorem 3.8.** Consider a computation with \( T_1 \) core work, \( T_\infty \) core span, and \( n \) data structure nodes with at most \( m \) falling along any path through the dag. For any \( \tau \geq \lg P \), let \( S_\tau(n) \) and \( w(n) \) denote the worst-case \( \tau \)-trimmed span and total work of the data structure, respectively. Then Batcher executes the program in \( O\left(\frac{T_1+w(n)+n\tau}{P} + T_\infty + S_\tau(n) + m\tau\right) \) expected time on \( P \) processors.

This theorem holds for any \( \tau \geq \lg P \); however, it does not provide intuition about which \( \tau \) is best. There is a trade-off: increasing \( \tau \) increases \( n\tau \) and \( m\tau \), but decreasing \( \tau \) increases \( S_\tau(n) \) since more batches become long. As we shall see at the end of this section, setting \( \tau = s(n) \), the data structure span, yields theorem 3.1 as a corollary since other terms dominate \( S_\tau(n) \).

**Corollary 3.9.** Batcher executes the program described in theorem 3.8 in expected time

\[
O\left(\frac{T_1+w(n)+ns(n)}{P} + ms(n) + T_\infty\right).
\]

### 3.3.1 Proof Approach

As with previous work-stealing analyses, our analysis separately bounds the total number of processor steps devoted to various activities; in our case, these activities are core work, data structure work, stealing (and failed steal attempts), and the batch-setup overhead. We then divide this total by \( P \), since each processor performs one processor step per time step, to get the completion time.
It is relatively straightforward to see that the number of processor steps devoted to core work is $T_1$ and the number of time steps devoted to data structure work is $w(n)$. The difficulty is in bounding the number of steal attempts and the batch set up overhead. To bound the number of steal attempts, we adopt a potential function argument similar to Arora et al.’s work-stealing analysis [8], henceforth referred to as ABP. In the ABP analysis, each ready node is assigned a potential that decreases geometrically with its distance from the start of the dag. For traditional work stealing, one can prove that most of the potential is in the ready nodes at the top of the deques, as these are the ones that occur earliest in the dag. Therefore, $\Theta(P)$ random steal attempts suffice to process all of these nodes on top of the deques, causing the potential to decrease significantly. Therefore, one can prove that $O(PT_\infty)$ steal attempts are sufficient to reduce the potential to 0 in expectation.

The ABP analysis does not directly apply to bounding the number of steal attempts by Batcher for the following reason. When a data structure node $u$ becomes ready and is assigned to worker $p$, $p$ places the corresponding operation record in the pending array and $u$ remains assigned (control flow does not go past $u$) until results from $u$ are available. But $u$ may contain most of the potential of the entire computation (particularly if $p$’s deque is empty; in this case $u$ has all of $p$’s potential). Since $u$ cannot be stolen, steals are no longer effective in reducing the potential of the computation until the batch containing $u$ completes. To cope with this difficulty, we apply different progress arguments to big batches and small batches.

**Big batch steal attempts.** For big batches, we apply the ABP potential function to each batch’s computation dag. Nodes in a batch dag are never “suspended” in the way data structure nodes are, so the ABP argument applies nearly directly. We charge this case against the $\tau$-trimmed span or the data structure work. (As a technical detail, we must also show
that $P$ steal attempts overall equate to $\Omega(P)$ steal attempts from batch deques in order to complete the argument.)

**Other steal attempts.** Unfortunately, small batches do not contribute to the $\tau$-trimmed span, so the above approach does not apply.\(^1\) Instead, we apply extra machinery to bound these steal attempts. The intuition is that if many steal attempts actually occur during a small batch, then the batch should complete quickly (i.e., within $O(\tau)$ time steps). On the other hand, if few steal attempts occur then the workers are being productive anyway, since they are doing useful work (either core work or data structure work) instead of stealing.

To apply this intuition more formally within the ABP framework, we augment each data structure node to comprise a chain of $\tau$ “dummy nodes,” which captures these cases by appropriate potential decreases in the augmented dag.

### 3.3.2 DAG Augmentation and Potential Function

We create an augmented computation dag, the $\tau$-execution dag $G(\tau)$, by adding a length $\Theta(\tau)$ chain of **dummy nodes** before each data structure node in the computation dag. The work of this dag is $W_{G(\tau)} = T_1 + O(n\tau)$ and span is $S_{G(\tau)} = T_\infty + O(m\tau)$.

For the purpose of the analysis, we suppose the scheduler executes the augmented dag instead of the original dag. The scheduler operates with one corresponding difference: when a worker encounters a data structure node, this node remains assigned to the worker, but $\Theta(\tau)$ nodes of the dummy-node chain are placed at the bottom of its core deque. If a worker $p$ steals from another worker $p'$’s core deque and a dummy node is on the top of that deque, then $p$ steals and immediately processes the dummy node. This steal is considered a successful

\(^1\)Adding even $P$ steal attempts for each of potentially $n$ small batches would result in $\Omega(nP)$ steal attempts or $\Omega(n)$ running time, i.e., no parallelism.
steal attempt. When a worker returns from a batch, all the dummy nodes on the bottom of its deque disappear. Note that dummy nodes are only for accounting. Operationally, this runtime system is identical to the one described in section 3.2, except the analysis now just counts some unsuccessful steals as successful steals. More precisely, whenever a dummy node is stolen from a victim’s deque, the corresponding steal in the real execution is unsuccessful because the victim’s deque was empty.

We now define the potentials using this augmented dag. Each node in $G$ has **depth** $d(u)$ and **weight** $w(u) = S_G - d(u)$. Similarly, for a node $u$ in the batch dag $G_A$, $d(u)$ is its depth in that dag, and its weight is $w(u) = s_A - d(u)$. The weights are always positive.

**Definition 3.10.** The **potential** $\Phi_u$ of a node $u$ is $3^{2w(u)-1}$ if $u$ is assigned, and $3^{2w(u)}$ if $u$ is ready.

The **core potential** of the computation is the sum of potentials of all (ready or assigned) nodes $u \in G$. The **batch potential** is the sum of the potentials of all $u \in G_A$ where $A$ is the currently active batch (if one exists).

The following structural lemmas follow in a straightforward manner from the arguments used throughout the ABP paper [8], so we state them without proof here.

**Lemma 3.11.** The initial core potential is $3^{S_G}$ and it never increases during the computation.

**Lemma 3.12.** Let $\Phi(t)$ denote the potential of the core dag at time $t$. If no trapped worker’s deque is empty, then after $2P$ subsequent steal attempts from core deques the core potential is at most $\Phi(t)/4$ with probability at least $1/4$.

---

2ABP does not explicitly capture these three lemmas as claims in their paper — some of their proof is captured by “Lemma 8” and “Theorem 9” of [8], but the rest falls to inter-proof discussion within the paper.
Lemma 3.13. Suppose a computation (core or batch) has span $S$, and that every “round” decreases its potential by a constant factor with at least a constant probability. Then the computation completes after $O(S)$ rounds in expectation, and the total number of rounds is $O(S + \lg(1/\epsilon))$ with probability at least $1 - \epsilon$.

The following two lemmas extend lemmas 3.11 and 3.12 to batch potentials. The proofs of these lemmas can also be derived from ABP proofs in a similar manner.

Lemma 3.14. The batch potential $\Phi_A$ increases from 0 to $3^{2s_A}$ when $A$ becomes ready, and never increases thereafter.

Lemma 3.15. Let $\Phi_A(t)$ be the potential of batch $A$ at time $t$. After $2P$ subsequent steal attempts from batch deques, the potential of $A$ is at most $\Phi_A(t)/4$ with probability at least $1/4$.

Since different arguments are required for big and small batches, we partition steal attempts into three categories. A big-batch steal attempt is any steal attempt that occurs on a time step during which a big batch is executing. A trapped steal attempt is a steal attempt made by a trapped worker (a worker whose status is not free) on a time step when no big batch is active. A free steal attempt is a steal attempt by a free worker (a worker whose status is free) on a time step when no big batch is active. We can now bound the different types of steal attempts and the batch-setup overhead.

**Big-batch steal attempts.** The big-batch steal attempts are bounded by the following lemma. The proof of this lemma is the most straightforward of the three cases.

Lemma 3.16. The expected number of big-batch steal attempts is $O(n\tau + PS_\tau(n) + w(n))$. 
Proof. We first prove that if \( L \) is the set of big batches, the expected number of big batch
steal attempts is \( O(P \sum_{A \in L} s_A) \).

Consider a particular big batch \( A \). When the first round starts, the potential of the batch
is \( 3^{2s_A} \) (lemma 3.14). Divide the steal attempts that occur while the batch is executing into
rounds of \( 4P \) steal attempts, except for the last round, which may have fewer. While \( A \) is
executing, at least half the steal attempts are from batch deques, since all the trapped steals
are from batch deques, and half the free steals are from batch deques by the alternating steal
policy. Therefore, in every round, at least \( 2P \) steal attempts are from batch deques. Applying
lemma 3.15, the potential of the batch decreases by a constant factor with probability \( 1/4 \)
during each round. Therefore, applying lemma 3.13, we can conclude that there are expected
\( O(s_A) \) rounds while \( A \) is active.

We use linearity of expectation to add over all big batches. We first add over long, wide and
popular batches. The total span of long batches is \( S_\tau(n) \) by definition. There are at most
\( w(n)/P \tau \) wide batches, and at most \( n/P \) popular batches. If they are not also long, they
have span less than \( \tau \). We triple the number to account for batches before and after long,
wide or popular batches. Therefore, we can see that the number of rounds during big batches
is \( O(S_\tau(n) + n \tau/P + w(n)/P) \). Since each round has at most \( 4P \) steal attempts, we get the
desired bound.

Free steal attempts. Here, each “round” consists of \( 4P \) consecutive free steal attempts
(during which no big batch is active). Recall that when a worker becomes trapped, it places
\( \Theta(\tau) \) dummy nodes on the bottom of its core deque. We say that a round is bad if, at the
beginning of the round, some trapped worker’s core deque is empty (does not have any core
nodes or dummy nodes). Otherwise, a round is good. Note that bad rounds only occur while
some batch is executing; otherwise no worker is trapped. We bound good and bad rounds separately.

Good rounds do not have the problem of too much potential being concentrated in a suspended data structure node of a trapped worker. During a good round, there is more potential in the dummy nodes than the suspended data structure node itself, and steal attempts reduce potential.

**Lemma 3.17.** The number of good rounds is $O(S_G)$ in expectation and $O(S_G + \lg(1/\epsilon))$ with probability at least $1 - \epsilon$. Therefore, the number of free steal attempts in good rounds is $O(PS_G)$ in expectation and $O(PS_G + P\lg(1/\epsilon))$ with probability at least $1 - \epsilon$.

**Proof.** During a good round, there are $4P$ total steal free steal attempts, and thus by the alternating steal policy, half of these ($2P$) are from core deques. Since no trapped worker’s deque is empty when the round begins, we can apply lemma 3.12 to conclude that each round decreases the core potential by a constant factor with a constant probability; being interrupted by a big batch only decreases the potential further. We can then apply lemma 3.13 to conclude that there are $O(S_G)$ rounds show the requisite bound; multiplying by $P$ gives the bound on the number of free steal attempts during good rounds.

We can now bound the number of bad rounds using the following intuition. The number of bad rounds is small since small batches have small spans, chances are most small batches finish before any trapped worker runs out of dummy nodes.

**Lemma 3.18.** The total number of free steal attempts during bad rounds is $O(n\tau)$ in expectation.
Proof. A worker $p$ places $\Theta(\tau) = b\tau$ dummy nodes, for constant $b$, on its core deque when it becomes trapped. There is a bad round if its core deque is stolen from at least $b\tau$ times before $p$ becomes free again. There are two cases:

**Case 1:** worker $p$ is trapped for $k\tau$ rounds, for some constant $k$; applying a Chernoff bound, during $k\tau$ rounds, each core deque is stolen from $< k_1\tau + k_2\lg P$ times with probability $>(1 - 1/P^2)$ for appropriate settings of constants $k_1$ and $k_2$. If $\tau \geq \lg P$ and $b = k_1 + k_2$, then $p$’s deque runs out of dummy nodes with probability $< 1/P^2$. Since there can be at most $k\tau$ bad rounds, we get the expected number of bad rounds $O(\tau/P)$.

**Case 2:** worker $p$ is trapped for more than $k\tau$ rounds, for constant $k$. From lemma 3.6, we know that $p$ is trapped for at most 2 batches, say $A_1$ and $A_2$. Therefore, at least one of $A_1$ and $A_2$, say $A_i$, must be active for more than $k\tau/2$ rounds. We first bound the number of rounds during which $A_i$ can be active, with high probability. If $A_i$ is active throughout a round, then there are at least $2P$ steal attempts from batch deques during the round $r$ (since half the free steal attempts hit batch deques) and lemma 3.15 applies. If a batch starts or ends during $r$, its potential decreases by a constant factor trivially. We can then apply lemma 3.13 to show that with probability at least $1 - \epsilon$ the batch $A_i$ is active for $O(s_{A_i} + \lg(1/\epsilon)) = O(\tau + \lg(1/\epsilon))$ rounds, since $A_i$ is not long. ($p$ is waiting for the small batch $A_2$; therefore, the preceding batch $A_1$ is also not long.) We know that $O(\tau + \lg 1/\epsilon) < k_1\tau + k_2\lg 1/\epsilon$ for some constants $k_1$ and $k_2$; we set $\epsilon = 1/P^2$ and $k/2 = k_1 + 2k_2$. The probability that $A_i$ is active for $k\tau/2$ rounds is at most $1/P^2$. There can be at most $P\tau$ bad rounds for $A_i$, since each round takes at least one time step, and a small batch has at most $P\tau$ work. Therefore, the expected number is at most $O(\tau/P)$.

Adding over the $n$ batches that can trap a worker, and over $P$ workers, gives us $O(n\tau)$ in total. \qed
Corollary 3.19. Ignoring the batch-setup overhead, the expected number of steps taken by free processors when no big batch is active is \( O(T_1 + w(n) + n\tau + P\mathcal{S}_G) \).

Proof. A free worker is either working (at most \( T_1 + w(n) \) steps) or stealing (bounded by lemmas 3.17 and 3.18).

Trapped steal attempts and batch-setup overhead. We next analyze the steal attempts by trapped workers during small batches. The key idea is as follows. Recall that a worker is trapped by a batch \( A \) only if it has a pending data structure node whose operation record is being processed by \( A \) or will be processed by the succeeding batch \( A' \) (see lemma 3.6). If more than \( P/2 \) workers are trapped on a \( A \), then either \( A \) or \( A' \) must be popular, in which case \( A \) is called big. Therefore, at most \( P/2 \) workers a be trapped by a small batch.

Lemma 3.20. The expected number of processor steps taken due to batch-setup overhead and trapped steal attempts is \( O(T_1 + w(n) + n\tau + P\mathcal{S}_G + PS\tau(n)) \).

Proof. The batch-setup overhead is \( O(P) \) per batch. After it launches, each batch executes for at least 1 time step and only one batch executes at a time. For big batches, during this one time step, the workers perform \( P \) steps of either work (bounded by \( T_1 + w(n) \)) or big batch steals (bounded by lemma 3.16). We can amortize the batch-setup overhead against these \( P \) steps. For small batches, at least \( P/2 \) processors are free and again they perform either work or free steals (bounded by corollary 3.19), and we can amortize the batch-setup overhead against this quantity. Adding these gives us the bound on batch-setup overhead.
Even if we pessimistically assume that trapped workers do nothing but steal during small batches, since at least half the workers are free, we can amortize these steals against the steps taken by free workers which either work or steal or perform batch setup steps. \hfill \Box

**Overall running time.** We can now bound the overall running time. We combine the bounds from lemmas 3.16 to 3.18 and substitute \( \mathcal{S}_G = T_\infty + m\tau \) and divide by \( P \) (since there are \( P \) workers performing these steps) to prove theorem 3.8.

**Proof of Theorem 3.8.** From lemmas 3.16 to 3.18 and 3.20, we know that the expected number of big-batch steal attempts is \( O(n\tau + PS_\tau(n) + w(n)) \), free steal attempts is \( O(PT_\infty + Pm\tau + n\tau) \), and trapped steal attempts is \( O(T_1 + w(n) + n\tau + \mathcal{S}_G + PS_\tau(n)) \). The total batch-setup overhead is \( O(T_1 + w(n) + n\tau + \mathcal{S}_G + PS_\tau(n)) \). Adding the total work and dividing by \( P \) gives the result. \hfill \Box

We can now set an appropriate value for \( \tau \) to get the bound on Batcher performance. This corollary is equivalent to theorem 3.1.

**Proof of Corollary 3.9.** We get this bound by setting \( \tau \) to be equal to the data structure span \( s(n) \). Recall that long batches are defined as batches with batch span longer than \( \tau \), and \( \tau \)-trimmed span \( S_\tau(n) \) is defined as the sum of the spans of all long batches. Recall, also, from the definition of the data structure span \( s(n) \) is defined as follows: For any sequence of batches comprising a total of \( n \) data structure nodes, such that no batch contains more than \( P \) data structure nodes, \( s(n) \) is the worst case span of any batch individual \( A \) that also has parallelism limited by \( w_A/s_A = O(P) \).
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Since the program has a total of $n$ data structure nodes, and Batcher only generates batches with at most $P$ data structure nodes, the only batches with $s_A > s(n)$ are those where $w_A/s_A = \Omega(P)$. Now, say $L$ is the set of long batches. For all $A \in L$, we have $w_A = \Omega(P s_A)$, since all other batches have span smaller than $s(n)$, hence also smaller than $\tau$, since $s(n) = \tau$. That is, the long batches are all batches with large parallelism. Therefore, $w(n) \geq \sum_{A \in L} w_A = \sum_{A \in L} \Omega(P s_A)$. Since $S_{\tau}(n) = \sum_{A \in L} s_A$, we conclude that $w(n) = \Omega(P S_{\tau}(n))$, or $w(n)/P = \Omega(S_{\tau}(n))$. The bound follows from theorem 3.8 as $w(n)/P$ dominates $S_{\tau}(n)$. \hfill \Box

### 3.4 Empirical Evaluation

Our prototype implementation was built by modifying the Cilk-5 [77] runtime system. The main difference between the theoretical and the practical design is within the LAUNCH-BATCH operation (figure 3.4). Because we are running on a relatively small number of cores (compared to the size of the data structure), we used a sequential implementation for the status changes status changes (lines 1 and 4) and the compaction (line 2).

Our preliminary evaluation uses a skip-list data structure. Our batch insert (Bop) into the skip list has three steps. (1) build a new skip from a set of records, (2) perform searches for these nodes in the main skip list, and (3) splice the new list into the main list. Since the new list is small (batch size), we perform steps 1 and 3 sequentially, whereas the searches into the large main list in step 2 are performed in parallel. The core program is simply a parallel-for loop that inserts into the skip list in each iteration (e.g., as in figure 3.1). Note that this is a bad case for Batcher since all of the work happens within the data structure, and hence the overheads are tested.
In all our experiments, we first initialize the skip list with an initial size. We then timed the insertion of 100,000 additional elements into this skip list. To simulate bigger batches without the NUMA effects of going to multiple sockets, each Batchify call creates 100 insertion records. We compared Batcher with a sequential implementation where all 100,000 elements are inserted sequentially (without concurrency control).

We conducted experiments on a 2-socket machine with 8 cores per socket running Ubuntu 12.04. The processor was Intel Xeon E5-2687W. The machine has 64GB of RAM and 20MB of L3 cache per socket. For our experiments, we pinned the threads to a single socket on this machine.

These experiments are meant to be only a proof-of-concept (though chapter 4 uses a variant of this runtime system for a real-life application, showing its practical value). Nevertheless, the results indicate that implicit batching is a promising approach, at least for reasonable data structures and large-enough batches. For the particular experiment here, Batcher’s performance on 1 processor is comparable to that of a sequential skip list, and hence the overhead is not prohibitive. In addition, Batcher provides speedup when running on multiple processors.

Figure 3.5 shows the throughput of Batcher and a sequential skip list with initialSize 20,000, 100,000, 1 million, 10 million and 100 million (e.g. BAT20000 shows Batcher’s with initial size 20,000). For initial size 20,000 and 100,000, SEQ performs better than BAT on a single processor. This is because inserts into small skip lists are so cheap that Batcher’s overheads begin to dominate. However, even on these small skip lists, Batcher provides speedup, and outperforms the sequential skip list on multiple processors. For larger skip lists, the inserts get expensive enough that they dominate Batcher’s overhead, and Batcher performs comparably with the sequential list even on 1 processor.
More interestingly, Batcher’s speedup increases as the skip list gets larger. At size 100 million, Batcher provides a speedup of about $3 \times$ on 6 processors, and $3.33 \times$ on 8 workers. These results indicate that implicit batching is a promising approach, at least for reasonable data structure and large-enough batches.

![Figure 3.5: Throughput of Batcher and sequential skip list insertion for various initial sizes of skip lists (higher is better).](image)

**Flat combining.** We view flat combining [88] as a special case of implicit batching where batches execute sequentially. Hender et al. [88] show that flat combining significantly outperforms a good concurrent skip list, at least for certain workloads, providing additional validation for the idea of implicit batching. In our experiments, flat combining and Batcher perform similarly on 1 core. However, the performance of flat combining decreases with...
increasing cores (their experiments also show this). In contrast, the prototype Batcher implementation shows speedup.

### 3.5 Related Work

In addition to flat combining, Batcher most closely resembles various software combining techniques, designed primarily to reduce concurrency overhead in concurrent data structures. In some combining techniques [70, 88, 144], each processor inserts a request in a shared queue and a single processor sequentially executes all outstanding requests later. These works provide empirical efficiency, but we are not aware of any theory bounding the running time of an algorithm using these combiners. Batcher improves upon these techniques by operating on the “request queue” in parallel and by providing runtime theory. Other software-combining techniques include (static) combining trees [83] or (dynamic) combining funnels [167] which apply directly to data structures with composable operations like lock objects, counters, or stacks. These do have a provably $O(\lg P)$ overhead, but do not address more general structures.

Several related mechanisms designed for dynamic multithreading have a grounding in theory.Reducers [79, 123] in Cilk can be used to eliminate contention on some shared global variables, but are not designed to replace a generic concurrent data structure, since they create local views on each processor rather than maintain a single global view. It is also unclear how to analyze reducers that include highly variable amortized costs. Helper locks [3] provide a mechanism that allows blocked workers to help complete the critical section that is blocking them and is not specifically designed for data structures. Conceptually, one can use this mechanism to execute batches; however, directly applying the analysis of [3] leads to worse completion time bounds compared to using Batcher.
Concurrent data structures themselves are widely studied [93]. Most theoretical work on concurrent data structures focuses on correctness and forward-progress guarantees like linearizability [91], lock freedom [89], or wait freedom [90]. While wait-free structures often include a worst-case performance bound, the bound may not be satisfying when applied in the context of an enclosing algorithm. For example, a universal wait-free construction of [48] has a worst-case cost that includes a factor of $P$, the number of processors, which implies serializing all data structure operations. Experimental studies of various concurrent B-tree data structures alone spans over 30 years of research [16, 18, 80, 84, 106, 107, 108, 109, 111, 112, 115, 150, 161, 160, 162, 171, 34]. These results typically fall short of bounds on running time, with [18] being one exception assuming uniformly random accesses.

Several batched search trees exist, including 2-3 trees [148], weight-balanced B-trees [68], and red-black trees [75]. Moreover, some of these data structures [68, 75] exhibit good practical performance.

### 3.6 Conclusions and Future Work

Batcher brings the use and design of the data structures in parallel programs closer to that of sequential programming. The scheduler provides implicit batching, allowing enclosing programs to essentially treat batched data structures as concurrent data structures. Batcher is theoretically efficient and preliminary experiments indicate it can provide speedup in practice, especially when Batcher’s overheads can be amortized by expensive data structure operations.

Several open questions remain in this direction. On the practical side, many more data structures could be written to support Batcher. What data structures are more easily and
efficiently expressed in this manner? Are there real applications that are sped up by use of Batcher? On the one hand, there may be some significant constant factors hidden in the big-O notation. But on the other hand, there are several secondary effects like contention on shared locations (which Batcher largely avoids) that may give it a competitive advantage.

Batcher may be improved by some design variants. It may be possible, for example, to remove or reduce the $O(\lg P)$ overhead with a different communication mechanism. Another design point is when Batcher decides to start a batch. We took the simple approach of starting a batch as soon as any operation is invoked, but there are many possibilities. We might allow threads to notify Batcher of a set of operations and then manually start a batch, which may happen to include operations from other thread as well. Or we could employ a lazy approach — strands that invoke BATCHIFY are simply suspended, perhaps using the mechanism from chapter 5. Batches might only be started after a certain threshold of failed steal attempts, indicating that many strands are suspended waiting on data structure operations. There are many fruitful directions to explore here.

This approach may also be useful to statically threaded programs. A pthreaded program might make calls to Batcher, which operates with a pool of work-stealing threads separate from the pthreads.
Chapter 4

Parallel Race Detection for Fork-Join Programs

As discussed in section 2.5, race conditions are among the most insidious bugs in modern software, since the output is dependent on the order of particular events. Debugging determinacy races\(^1\) is a challenging aspect of parallel programming. To ease the burden, race detectors identify instances of determinacy races and the code that causes them.

There are three types of race detection algorithms. In static race detection, the source code of a program is analyzed to identify races. Unfortunately, static race detection is an NP-hard problem [137], and thus such algorithms either resort to identifying false positives or missing some races. A trace-based, or post-mortem, race detection algorithm [138, 46, 5] records the instructions of a computation\(^2\). After the computation has completed, this trace, which may be exorbitantly large, is analyzed to find races. In “on-the-fly” race detection [132, 71, 154, 155, 19], we analyze a program as it executes. This approach adds overhead to programs, but provides a strong correctness guarantee – both consistency and correctness. In this context this means that for a particular input, these race detectors report a race if and only if the

\(^1\)Hereafter we will simply use the term race.

\(^2\)Recall from section 2.1 that a computation refers to a program with a specific input
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program contains a race on that input. In other words, if different schedules can result in writes being reordered with respect to other accesses to the same memory location.

At every memory access, an on-the-fly race detector retrieves the history of previous accesses to the memory location and asks if they could happen in parallel with the current access. Thus on-the-fly race detectors require two main components. The memory access history tracks the previous readers and writers to each memory location. The SP-Maintenance algorithm maintains information on the series-parallel relationship between strands in the program – whether or not two strands are logically parallel. Most race detection research has focused on the SP-maintenance component, using very similar access history schemes. Unfortunately, existing SP-maintenance algorithms have performance shortcomings – most execute serially [71], while others have high worst-case overhead [154, 155] or are impractical to implement and limit parallelism [19].

This chapter presents an asymptotically optimal and parallel algorithm for SP-maintenance on fork-join programs, **WSP-Order**. For a given deterministic computation with work \( T_1 \) and span \( T_\infty \), WSP-Order executes the computation in expected time \( O \left( \frac{T_1}{P} + T_\infty \right) \) on \( P \) processors. Since executing a parallel program takes \( \Omega \left( \frac{T_1}{P} + T_\infty \right) \) without performing SP-maintenance, WSP-Order is asymptotically optimal.

WSP-Order builds directly on the SP-Order algorithm proposed by Bender et al. [19]. SP-Order solves the SP-maintenance problem sequentially with a pair of order-maintenance (OM) data structures, which support constant-time operations. However, it is not immediately clear how to produce an efficient parallel version of SP-Order due to its reliance on the shared OM data structures. Bender et al. [19] propose a significantly more complicated algorithm allowing parallel execution, but it has non-constant overhead.
Rather than modifying SP-Order itself, WSP-Order achieves its efficiency by integrating a modified work-stealing scheduler [29] with modified OM data structures. A key insight is that SP-Order uses OM data structures in a well structured way — concurrent accesses to the data structures do not logically conflict; therefore, in principle, concurrent updates to the data structure can generally proceed without concurrency control. Occasionally, however, the OM data structures undergo relabel operations, wherein a large portion of the data structure is modified. These relabels, which are necessary to achieve the optimal performance bounds, do conflict with concurrent operations. Coping with relabels in the OM data structure is the main challenge in parallelizing SP-order and achieving asymptotically optimal performance.

The high-level ideas behind WSP-Order are to (1) forbid concurrent accesses during relabels, but otherwise allow all concurrent OM operations to proceed without any significant concurrency control; (2) use parallelism within relabel operations to ensure that they can finish quickly; (3) modify the scheduler to prioritize relabels; and (4) ensure that relabels do not occur “too frequently” by relabeling more eagerly. As we shall see in later sections, these four modifications are sufficient to achieve provably good performance while still allowing practically efficient implementation. Here:

Combining WSP-Order with an access-history algorithm provides a performant parallel race detection algorithm. Maintaining access history unfortunately requires concurrent updates on reads, so providing guarantees for race detection is difficult without a strong contention model. By assuming a constant-time priority-write primitive, however, CRacer can provide full race detection in expected time $O \left( \frac{T_1}{P} + T_\infty \right)$.

**Outline.** Section 4.1 describes the SP-maintenance problem in detail and reviews SP-Order, the sequential algorithm upon which WSP-Order builds. We describe the design of
WSP-Order in section 4.2, analyze its performance in section 4.3, and describe empirical results of our implementation in section 4.4. Section 4.5 discusses some related work before concluding in section 4.6.

### 4.1 Series-Parallel Maintenance

This section describes the series-parallel (SP) maintenance problem, sketches how SP-Order solves it, and shows how SP-Order is used to detect races. SP-Order adds no asymptotic work to a computation, but forces a computation to run sequentially.

One way to maintain series-parallel relationship between strands is to build the computation graph during execution. That is, for each newly created strand, we would create a new node and insert the appropriate edges into a graph data structure. While simple, this approach requires exorbitant space and requires a graph traversal at each query.

#### 4.1.1 Graph Labeling

For fork-join computations, various labeling schemes [132, 140] have been devised that avoid maintaining the entire computation graph. These techniques assign two or more labels to each strand at creation time (in Cilk Plus, at a `spawn`) and compare labels to determine series-parallel relationships. In the English-Hebrew labeling [140], for example, two strands $x$ and $y$ are logically parallel if and only if their “English” and “Hebrew” labels disagree: $x_e < y_e$ and $x_h > y_h$ or vice versa, where the subscripts denote the labels.

Assigning fixed labels is complicated since the computation graph is expanding dynamically. When choosing the label for the left child of a strand, for example, we do not know how many descendants the right child will have. This problem can be fixed by using large strand
labels [140]. Unfortunately, doing so grows the label size with the number of forks in a program, requiring non-constant time to compare labels.

4.1.2 SP-Order

Keeping fixed labels is actually overkill for this problem – we don’t care if labels change, provided the correct ordering is maintained. This is a good fit for order-maintenance (OM) data structures, which efficiently maintain a total order of elements. The semantics of a “total order” type can logically be thought of as a linked list, but the implementation need not be a list. These data structures provide an operation \( \text{insert}(x, y) \) to insert a new strand \( y \) after an existing strand \( x \), and an operation \( \text{order}(x, y) \), which returns whether or not \( x \) occurs before \( y \) in the ordering. SP-Order uses two such structures – one each for the English and Hebrew orderings.

There are several different order-maintenance data structures [58, 57, 20, 183], achieving \( O(1) \) amortized\(^3\) cost per operation. Hence SP-Order can maintain SP relationships with only constant-time overhead.

SP-Order [19] uses order-maintenance data structures to maintain two different total orderings related to Nudler and Rudolph’s the English and Hebrew labeling scheme [140]. Figure 4.1 shows pseudocode for how SP-Order maintains these orderings for all strands in the computation\(^4\) In the frame of each function \( F \), SP-Order has pointers to elements in English and Hebrew structures representing its currently executing strand. On spawns, it creates nodes for three new strands: the newly spawned function, the continuation strand,

\(^3\)There are worst-case versions of the sequential order-maintenance data structures [57, 20], but those updates are inherently sequential. The amortized versions, however, are much easier to parallelize.

\(^4\)The original description of SP-Order is with respect to a series-parallel parse tree; we adopt an operational description here.
and the strand immediately after the corresponding spawn (this last one need only be created for the first spawn of the sync block). These three new elements are inserted after the current strand in both orderings. In the English ordering their order is spawn then continuation then sync. In the Hebrew ordering, their order is continuation then spawn then sync. These orderings are sufficient to determine SP relationships [140]; a strand $x$ logically precedes strand $y$ if and only if $x$ precedes $y$ in both orderings.

**On $F$ spawning $G$:**

```
6 if first - spawn = true
7   first - spawn = false
8   create OM-ELEMENT for F.sync.e and F.sync.h
9   OM-INSERT(Eng, F.curr.e, F.sync.e)
10  OM-INSERT(Heb, F.curr.h, F.sync.h)
11 create OM-ELEMENT for G.curr.e, G.curr.h,
    F.cont.e, and F.cont.h
12  OM-INSERT(Eng, F.curr.e, G.curr.e, F.cont.e)
13  OM-INSERT(Heb, F.curr.h, F.cont.h, G.curr.h)
14  F.curr.e = F.cont.e;
15  F.curr.h = F.cont.h
```

**On $F$ passing sync:**

```
16 first - spawn = true
17  F.curr.e = F.sync.e
18  F.curr.h = F.sync.h
```

**On $F$ calling child $H$:**

```
19  H.curr.e = F.curr.e
20  H.curr.h = F.curr.h
```

**On a called child $H$ returning to $F$:**

```
21  F.curr.e = H.curr.e
22  F.curr.h = H.curr.h
```

Figure 4.1: The SP-Order algorithm. SP-Order maintains two OM data structures, Eng and Heb. For a function $F$, elements representing the currently executing strand are in $F.curr.e$ and $F.curr.h$. $F.cont.e$ and $F.cont.h$ represent $F$’s continuation strand after the spawning of $G$. $F.sync.e$ and $F.sync.h$ represent the strand after the corresponding sync in $F$. 
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We use the SP-Order’s SP-maintenance algorithm without modification; therefore, the correctness guarantee follows from correctness of SP-Order (presented in [19]). In addition, while SP-Order was described as sequential algorithm, it works in parallel out of the box if we can insert and query into the English and Hebrew structures concurrently. (The question is performance.)

4.1.3 OM Implementations

To understand WSP-Order we’ll need some details about the order-maintenance data structure. As mentioned above, OM data structures can provide both inserts and queries in constant time. To provide this, the structure is divided into a top and bottom level. The bottom-level structures, called groups, contain the actual elements of the order (in this case, strands), while pointers to bottom-level structures are maintained in the top-level structure.

Both elements and groups contain (integer) labels. Group labels are unique among all groups, and element labels are unique within a group. The group levels serve to order elements in two different groups; we can think of each element as having two labels $L_B$ and $L_T$, for bottom-level and top-level, respectively. So queries can be performed in constant time by comparing the labels of two elements and of their respective groups – $x$ precedes $y$ in the total order if and only if (1) $L_T(group(x)) < L_T(group(y))$, or (2) $group(x) = group(y)$ and $L_B(x) < L_B(y)$.

To insert element $y$ after element $x$, we try to insert $y$ directly after $x$ in $x$’s group, assigning it a label between $x$ and $x$’s successor. If such a label assignment is possible, we are done. In some cases, however, $x$’s label one less than its successor. In this case the group is full and requires a relabel operation. There are two steps involved in relabel operations: (1) splitting $x$’s group into smaller groups, spacing out the labels; (2) pointers to the new groups are
inserted into the top-level structure, possibly performing operations to ensure the top-level structure is balanced. Note that although labels may change, the ordering of two elements in the structure must always be consistent.

If we make sure that each group contains $\Omega(lg n)$ elements, the total number of splits and top-level insertions is $O(n/lg n)$. We can ensure the cost of top-level insertions is $O(lg n)$. Thus the cost for insertion is $O(1)$ amortized.

### 4.2 WSP-Order

We now present the WSP-Order algorithm for maintaining SP relationships in parallel. This algorithm originally appeared in [185]. WSP-Order modifies the work-stealing runtime system and OM data structures to allow SP-order to run in parallel. The theoretically-optimal algorithm is presented here; our implementation involves minor changes which we describe in section 4.4.

#### 4.2.1 Overview

Although SP-Order is not inherently sequential, concurrent updates to OM data structures are problematic.

One possible way to parallelize SP-Order would be to use the Batcher scheduler from chapter 3 along with a batched OM data structure. Unfortunately, since most OM operations are constant time, Batcher itself adds $\Omega(lg P)$ work/time to each data-structure access\(^5\). Therefore, even with an efficient OM data structure, it seems impossible to achieve an optimal SP-maintenance algorithm using Batcher directly.

\(^5\)Since this $lg P$ overhead is additive, Batcher’s performance theorem is great for high-cost data structures like concurrent search trees. But it falls short on constant-cost data structures like order-maintenance
WSP-Order does better by leveraging the insight that both the OM data structure and SP-Order algorithm are well structured; most concurrent accesses do not logically conflict. When the occasional relabel is necessary, however, a large portion of the data structure is modified and may conflict with concurrent operations.

There are four main design principles for WSP-Order:

1. If no relabel is in progress, all operations can be allowed to proceed without any synchronization. Otherwise some concurrency control is necessary to ensure that concurrent operations do not conflict.

2. Relabel operations can be quite long, blocking inserts and queries. We need to use parallelism within relabels so that they finish quickly.

3. Even with parallel relabels, core work may be blocked during a relabel. Workers may spend too long stealing core work, only to quickly realize they cannot continue until the relabel operation has finishes. Thus we provide runtime scheduler support to guide workers towards helping active relabel operations, prioritizing relabels.

4. Even with parallel relabel operations, relabels may occur “too frequently”. We reduce the number of relabels by relabeling more eagerly.

The remainder of this section explains each of these in detail. We first explain the mechanism for reducing concurrency control and the scheduler modifications. Then we describe the implementation of the OM data structure used by WSP-Order. Finally, we present how to perform fewer relabels and how to do relabels in parallel.
4.2.2 Concurrency Control

The main insight of our approach is to utilize the structure of fork/join parallelism to avoid synchronization for most OM operations. Most inserts and queries take a fast path which requires very little synchronization. Occasionally (for relabels), operations must use a slow path, for which we use a simple locking scheme.

First we note that all insertions in SP-Order insert directly after the strand currently being executed by that worker. Any concurrent insertions involve different strands and thus have no logical conflicts. Further, each insert of $y$ after $x$ need only touch the $x$’s node, i.e. changes are local. As long as no relabel operation is in progress, this means that concurrent inserts can safely operate in parallel. Finally, queries are read-only operations – they only compare labels. Consequently, barring a change to labels or groups, queries and inserts can also occur concurrently.

Thus the main issue is to avoid a relabel overlapping with an insert or query. To do so we use a two-level locking scheme. Each worker has a local lock that it must acquire before performing any insert or query. There is also a single global lock to protect relabel operations. When a relabel is in progress, the relabel process acquires the global lock as well as all the local locks. Therefore, a relabel cannot be concurrent with any insert or query; however, inserts and queries from different workers can proceed concurrently with each other.

Figure 4.2 shows the pseudocode for the underlying insert operation used by OM-Insert.

When a worker $w$ is trying to insert element $y$ after element $x$, it first checks to see if the group that $x$ belongs to is already full (line 4). If so, $w$ either triggers a relabel process (line 7) if one is not in progress (the global lock is free), or it joins the ongoing one (line 9). If the group is not full, $w$ proceeds to acquire its local lock (line 10) and perform the insert
If the local lock is not free, a relabel is in progress, and \( w \) joins the relabel (line 17). If the local lock is free, the insert always succeeds since the group was not full before the insert. The insert may cause the group to become heavy or full, however, in which case the group is marked as heavy (line 14) and will be split in the next relabel. (We will describe the condition a group being heavy and the relabel process in later subsections.)

There are a few subtleties in the code shown. First, checking if the group is full must be in the loop, since even though \( w \) may join an ongoing relabel process, that relabel process may not include \( g \) (for instance, the relabel process started before \( g \) became heavy). In this case, \( g \) remains full after this particular relabel operation finishes, and \( w \) will need to recheck \( g \) for fullness and possibly start another relabel operation. Second, the local-lock acquire must also be in the loop, since \( w \) may fail to acquire the lock, join the relabel, and must retry the insert again when the relabel ends. Finally, since RELABEL is a parallel operation, the worker who initiated RELABEL’s may not be the one who executes its final instruction. Note that it is important to release the global lock at the end of RELABEL (as opposed to in INSERT after START_RELABEL returns), so the global lock must be thread-oblivious, i.e. allowing acquisition and release by different workers.

### 4.2.3 Prioritizing Relabels with Scheduler Support

Unfortunately, it is not enough to simply parallelize the relabel operation. Since an ongoing relabel prevents other concurrent OM operations, we want an ongoing relabel to finish quickly; moreover, workers blocked on an insert or query should help with the relabel instead of being idle. Prioritizing relabels in this way requires scheduler support much like that in chapter 3. Each worker has a DS deque in addition to its core deque. Only work associated with relabel operations is contained on the DS deque, while the core deque holds all other
work. When workers steal work from some other worker’s core deque, they place it on their own core deque, and when they steal work from some worker’s DS deque, they place it on their own DS deque. This scheme differs from Batcher in how we switch to the DS deque and in that there is no “collection” of batch operation records, facilitating a simpler and more concise analysis.

In general, workers prioritize the DS deque, enabling relabels to finishes quickly. In particular, when a worker \( w \) starts a relabel (\texttt{START_RELABEL} in line 7), \( w \) suspends the current strand, switches to the DS deque to work on relabel, and does not return until discovering that the relabel has finished. Likewise, when a worker \( w \) fails to acquire a global or local lock (i.e., a relabel is in progress), \( w \) invokes \texttt{JOIN_RELABEL} (in lines 9 and 17), which suspends the current strand, switches to work-steal on the DS deque until the relabel finishes. Finally, when the current deque is empty, \( w \) checks the global lock before performing a steal attempt. If the global lock is held, it starts work stealing on the DS deques. If the global lock is free, it operates on the core deque, resuming any suspended strand. If the core deque is empty, it starts work stealing from core deque.

4.2.4 OM Data Structure Implementation

Before we describe the parallel relabel, we must first describe in more detail the implementation of the OM data structure used in WSP-Order.

\textbf{Bottom-level structure:} In sequential versions of OM data structure, the bottom-level structures are typically implemented as linked lists. WSP-Order, however, must iterate over all elements in parallel during relabels. Therefore, in WSP-Order, these are implemented as unbalanced binary tree where each internal node has exactly two children. All the OM
elements are stored in the leaves. Each element has an integer label corresponding to its root-to-leaf path (as in a trie), i.e., 0 for left child and 1 for right child, with the root starting from the high-order bit of a $b$-bit machine word. Any unused trailing bits are implicitly 0s. Each element also stores its depth in the tree (i.e., the logical label length) and its group identifier.

To insert a new element $y$ after an existing element $x$, first assign $y$ the same group as $x$. Next, create a new internal node with $x$ and $y$ as the left and right children, respectively, and splice that node in place of $x$ in the tree. Next, assign $y$ the label induced by its root-to-leaf path by appending a 1 to $x$’s label, i.e., $L_B(y) = L_B(x) + 2^{b - \text{depth}(x)}$. Finally, record $y$’s depth and implicitly refine the precision of $x$’s label by incrementing $x$’s depth. It is not hard to see that $y$’s label correctly matches the root-to-leaf path to $y$ and that these updates can be performed in constant time. Note that the label induced by $x$’s path does not change since 0s are appended regardless, so concurrent queries on $x$ are not affected by the update.

The structure is considered **full** when the depth of any node reaches $b$ — in this case, we no longer have space to insert another node immediately after the currently inserted node while keeping the number of bits in the label at most $b$. At this point, a relabel is triggered, which will change the labels of all elements in this group.

**Top-level structure:** WSP-Order needs to operate on the top-level structure in parallel, so a structure like Dietz’s original tree-based version [58] is most appropriate. Here, we describe the basic sequential structure for concreteness, and while some of the details differ slightly from previously published structures, we are not claiming any new ideas here.

The top-level structure is a balanced binary tree where each internal node has exactly two children. Like the bottom-level structures, all elements are stored in the leaves, and each
element is explicitly labeled according to its root-to-leaf path. The elements (leaves) of the
top-level structure are (pointers to) the bottom-level groups. Since the top-level structure
can be much larger than bottom-level structures, we must maintain a balanced tree to ensure
that labels fit in a machine word. Therefore, the easy insertion algorithm described earlier is
not sufficient. On the other hand, all inserts into the top-level structure occur inside relabel
operations, so they are protected by the global lock.

Since the labels of elements change whenever its root-to-leaf path changes, rotation-based
balancing schemes do not readily apply. Instead, most implementations of the top-level struc-
ture use some form of weight balance. For each node, WSP-Order maintains a size corre-
sponding to the number of leaves in the node’s subtree, and a depth corresponding to the
distance from the root to the node. We say that a node \( r \) is out of balance if some specific
conditions on \( \text{size}(r) \) are not met. When a node becomes out of balance, the entire subtree
rooted at \( r \) must be rebuilt. It is not important to understand the specific condition used —
there are many balance conditions that would work, e.g., scapegoat trees [7, 81]. Rebuilding
the appropriate subtree can be easily implemented as parallel tree walks, with \( O(\text{size}(r)) \)
work, which is sufficient to achieve \( O(\log n) \) work per top-level insert [7, 81].

4.2.5 Reducing Relabel Frequency

Even with minimal concurrency control and runtime scheduler support, simply parallelizing
the relabel operation (described next\(^6\)) would not be enough. The problem is that there may
be as many as \( \Theta(n/\lg n) \) relabel operations over the course of \( n \) inserts into an OM data
structure. It turns out that a parallel relabel operation incurs at least \( \Theta(\lg n) \) span\(^7\) and each

\(^6\)We describe reducing the relabel frequency first since it complicates the actual relabel details.

\(^7\)It requires a rebalance of a tree with \( n \) elements.
relabel occurs one after another (since only one can occur at a time), all relabels together would incur $O(n)$ span, which can be as bad as $O(T_1)$.

We can reduce the frequency of relabels by being proactive in our relabels. In a typical OM data structure, a relabel splits on the group that is full, inserting these new groups into the top-level structure. Our proactive relabel will split any groups that are “close enough” to full at each relabel. Given a label size of $b$ bits, we say a group is heavy if there exist two elements only $b/2$ bits apart (or less). During a relabel we can split all such groups in parallel, avoiding any asymptotic increase to the work or span.

We make two changes to keep track of heavy lists. First, each bottom-level structure has a bit flag to indicate whether the structure is heavy. Second, each worker has a local array that stores a list of heavy groups to be read when performing a relabel. When a worker $w$ performs an insertion that results in a $\geq b/2$-bit label, $w$ performs a test-and-test-and-set on the heavy bit. If $w$ manages to set the bit, then a pointer to this group is added to $w$’s local array of heavy groups; otherwise, $w$ does not retry. This procedure ensures that a heavy group is stored on only one worker’s local array and trivially takes $O(1)$ time.

After a relabel, no heavy groups remain, meaning that there is at least $b/2$ space between each element in a group. Each insertion $\text{insert}(x, y)$ halves the space between $x$ and the immediately following element. Since each worker inserts after its own current strand, we can only halve any given interval once per time step. The result is that after a relabel we are guaranteed $O(\lg n)$ timesteps until another relabel is necessary.
4.2.6 Parallel Relabels

We now describe how to parallelize the relabel operation. Recall that during a relabel, all the heavy groups are split — that is, all the elements from a full group are partitioned into new groups. These newly created groups are then inserted into the top-level structure, which must be rebalanced.

Figure 4.2 also shows the high-level control flow for the relabel procedure. It first acquires all local locks in parallel. These lock acquisitions are blocking, retrying until successful. Second, all heavy lists from \( P \) workers’ local arrays are concatenated in parallel using prefix sums (line 3). Next, in parallel, we split all heavy groups. Since groups may be large, each split is further parallelized using two parallel, recursive tree walks. The first walk calculates the size of the subtree of each internal node. (These calculations are performed in postorder, i.e., when returning from recursive tree walks.) Given a size-\( m \) bottom-level tree, the second walk splits the tree into \( \Theta(m/b) \) shallow, fully balanced bottom-level trees of size \( \Theta(b) \) and depth \( \Theta(\log b) \). One method is to write all elements into an array in order (in parallel) using size information at internal nodes to determine array offsets, split the array into subarrays of \( \Theta(b) \) elements, and then recursively build shallow balanced trees of these segments. Pointers to these new groups are stored in an array attached to the original group’s node, for easy parallel access.

Rebalancing the top-level tree in parallel is more complicated. Since we split the heavy groups into multiple groups, some leaves in the top level tree (corresponding to groups that were just split) now represent multiple groups and the ancestors of these nodes have a different size now. We must be careful when updating sizes to avoid race conditions on the internal nodes. The process is as follows:
1. For each split group in parallel (i.e., a parallel loop over the list of heavy groups), follow the leaf-to-root path up the tree, marking all ancestor nodes via test-and-set (no locks needed because the races are benign).

2. Recursively walk down the tree in parallel, only along the marked paths, updating the sizes of internal nodes in postorder as before. For the base case, the size of each modified leaf is the number of new bottom-level structures into which that group was split.

3. Recursively walk down the tree again in parallel, stopping the recursion at each branch that finds an out-of-balance node. Note that there may be many out of balance nodes, but starting from the root finds all the highest ones.

4. Rebuild all out-of-balance subtrees in parallel. Similar to bottom-level tree splits, we can first recursively build an array of leaves, and then use this array to construct a new balanced subtree.

Finally, all marked nodes are unmarked in parallel, all heavy arrays emptied in parallel, and then all local locks released in parallel before releasing the global lock.

### 4.3 Theoretical Performance Analysis

This section analyzes the performance of WSP-Order. That is, we consider the total execution time of a computation (with work $T_1$ and span $T_\infty$) augmented to perform SP-maintenance using WSP-Order. At a high level our analyzes analyzes two distinct “phases” of computation. We separately analyze time spent in these phases. During **core phases** only core work (the original computation) and fast inserts and queries occur. When a relabel begins\(^8\), the

---

\(^8\)We say a relabel begins when the global lock is acquired.
current core phase ends and a relabel phase beings. The next core phase beings when this relabel finishes.

As long as inserts and queries (apart from rebalances) take $O(1)$ time, it is not hard to see that the total time spent in core phases is $T_P = O(T_1/P + T_\infty)$ in expectation for a program with $T_1$ work and $T_\infty$ span on $P$ processors, following from a standard work stealing analysis [29]. The challenge is stitching together the core phases and the relabel phases. The crux of the argument is to leverage the fact that rebalances are provably infrequent, and hence the number of relabel phases is $O(T_P/\log n)$. We then apply a work-stealing analysis to each relabel phase to conclude that they also take $O(T_1/P + T_\infty)$ time overall.

### 4.3.1 Performance Model

For our theoretical analysis, we make the following modeling assumptions. These assumptions are common in the related literature but not always called out explicitly.

First, our base model is a transdichotomous RAM [74], meaning that (1) $b$-bit machine words support standard arithmetic and bit operations in constant time, and (2) all pointers fit in a single word. Therefore $b > \lg n$, and all top-level labels fit in a constant number of machine words. Similarly, $b > \lg P$. Second, we assume that all processors operate at the same speed, e.g., that workers are not swapped out to run an operating-system task. Note that this assumption is for performance only, not correctness. Third, for SP maintenance and work stealing, the basic atomic primitive is a compare-and-swap (CAS). We assume that each CAS completes (possibly failing) in constant time regardless of contention. Finally, for our lock objects, which can be implemented using CAS, we assume further that there is some degree of fairness. In particular, if worker $w_1$ is spinning on a lock, and worker $w_2$ releases the lock,
then we assume that $w_1$ acquires the lock before $w_2$ can reacquire it. In WSP-Order, there is never more than one worker spinning on a lock, so this assumption is reasonable.

### 4.3.2 Core Phases

We argue that OM operations during core phases are fast and bound the total time in core phases.

**Lemma 4.1.** Each data-structure operation performed during a core phase completes in $O(1)$ time and does not conflict with any other operations.

**Proof.** By definition, during the core phase the global lock is not held, and no rebalances occur. Thus, an insert operation consists of 1) acquiring the processor’s local lock, 2) performing an insert into a bottom-level structure, 3) potentially performing a test-and-set on a group and adding a heavy group to the processor local array of heavy groups, and 4) releasing the local lock. Since there is no competition on the locks when the global lock is not held and test-and-sets are constant-time, each step takes $O(1)$ time. All inserts add new elements either after the element representing currently executing strand in the OM structures. Since each strand is executed by a different processor, concurrent inserts operate with respect to different insertion points and there are no conflicts during inserts. Queries are similar, modulo the details of the query itself which also takes $O(1)$ time. To see that inserts do not conflict with queries, it is enough to observe that 1) all queries by SP-order query elements that have already been inserted into the OM structures, and 2) no insert changes the label of any existing elements, unless it triggers a rebalance.

**Lemma 4.2.** Consider a $P$-processor execution of a series-parallel computation augmented to perform SP-maintenance. Let $T_1$ and $T_\infty$, respectively, denote the work and span of the
underlying a posteriori computation DAG, i.e., not counting the SP-maintenance operations. Then the total time spent in core phases, including SP-maintenance operations, is $T_P = O(T_1/P + T_\infty)$ in expectation.\footnote{In fact, this bound can be extended to a high probability bound as in [29]. Specifically, with probability at least $1 - \epsilon$, the time is $O(T_1/P + T_\infty + \log P + \log(1/\epsilon))$.}

Proof. First, augment every node in the computation DAG by $O(1)$ to reflect the worst-case time of any OM operation apart from relabels (with constants chosen according to lemma 4.1). We refer to this DAG as the augmented core DAG.

Observe that, according to a standard work-stealing analysis [29], the augmented core DAG executes in $O(T_1/P + T_\infty)$ expected time on $P$ processors. It remains only to confirm that the execution of core phases is no worse than executing the augmented core DAG. In particular, consider the execution with all relabel phases elided. By lemma 4.1, all data-structure operations during this subexecution take $O(1)$ time. Moreover, when a processor starts working on its DS deque (only during a relabel phase), it simply suspends works on its core deque and resumes where it left off at the start of the next core phase. The execution thus corresponds to a work-stealing execution of the augmented core DAG, except that some nodes (finished during relabel phases) may be removed for free. Specifically some processors (those neither stealing nor performing data-structure operations) may continue to make progress on their core deques during relabel phases, which only improves the time bound of core phases. \qed

4.3.3 Relabel Phases

We next analyze the work and span of relabel phases, which we can use to get total time spent in relabel phases by applying a work-stealing analysis. We will subdivide the phases further to consider the running time.
Lemma 4.3. The amortized work complexity of each order-maintenance insert is $O(1)$.

Proof. This analysis is very similar to the standard order-maintenance analyses, e.g., [57]. The only difference is in our parallel implementations of the structures.

Consider any bottom-level tree that is split, i.e., that is heavy at the start of the relabel phase, and $m$ be the number of elements in the tree. The split is implemented as several (parallel) tree walks, so the work is asymptotically the number of nodes in the tree. By construction, each internal node has 2 children, so the number of internal nodes is less than $m$. The total work is thus $O(m)$.

To get $O(1)$ work per element, we need to charge this $O(m)$ work against $\Omega(m)$ new insertions. Again consider the bottom-level tree. When this tree was created (the result of a previous split), it had $m' = \Theta(b)$ elements\textsuperscript{10}, and it was as balanced as possible, i.e., having depth $\lg b + O(1)$. Since it is now heavy, its depth has grown to $b/2$, meaning that it has experienced at least $\Omega(b)$ inserts. We charge the cost of the split against these insertions. That is, we divide the $O(m)$ cost by the $m - m'$ new insertions. Since $m' = O(b)$ and $m - m' = \Omega(b)$, we conclude that $m - m' = \Omega(m)$. The work per insertion is thus $O(m/(m - m')) = O(1)$.

The analysis of rebalancing the top-level structure is similar to that of scapegoat trees [81], where the amortized work of an insert is $O(\lg n)$ as long as the cost of rebuilding a subtree is linear in its size. In WSP-Order, the parallel rebalance process has two components (1) following leaf-to-root paths for each top-level insert, giving a worst-case cost of $O(\lg n)$ per top-level insert, and (2) tree walks, giving cost linear in size of the subtrees walked, which yields $O(\lg n)$ amortized work per the standard analysis. Adding these gives $O(\lg n)$ amortized work per top-level insert. Since each bottom-level structure contains $\Omega(b)$ elements,

\textsuperscript{10}Recall that $b$, the number of bits in an integer, satisfies $b = \Omega(\lg n)$. 
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the number of top-level inserts is $O(n/b)$ and giving the cost per insertion of $O((1/b) \lg n)$ = $O((1/\lg n) \lg n) = O(1)$.

Lemma 4.4. The span of each rebalance is $O(b)$, where $b$ is the number of bits in a machine word.

Proof. The algorithm first acquires all $P$ local locks. Since local locks are fair, it never has to wait for more than 1 operation to finish before it gets a lock and all non-rebalance operations finish in $O(1)$ time. Therefore, it can acquire all local locks in parallel with $O(\lg P)$ span. Concatenating each worker’s local list of heavy nodes and then splitting these list in parallel can be done with span $O(\lg P + \lg n)$. Next, bottom-level splits take $O(b)$ to perform divide and conquer on the trees. Finally, the top-level rebuilding has $O(\lg n)$ span to walk up the tree and $O(\lg n)$ span to perform the rebuilding tree walks. Adding these up gives $O(\lg P + \lg n + b) = O(b)$ by the transdichotomous assumption.

To bound the time in relabel phases, we subdivide the phases further. A busy subphase occurs while at least $P/2$ processors are still working on the core deques, i.e., since the beginning of this relabel phase, they have neither stolen nor tried to acquire a the local lock to perform data-structure operations. The remainder of the relabeling phase is the stealing subphase, i.e., when most processors are either working off or trying to steal from DS deques. Note that each relabel phase has at most one busy subphase and one stealing subphase — the busy subphase starts at the beginning of the relabel phase, and the stealing subphase persists to the end. But it is possible for a relabel phase to be entirely a busy subphase or entirely a stealing subphase.

Lemma 4.5. Consider a relabel phase consisting of a $w$-work rebalance. The expected time spent in the stealing subphase is $O(w/P + b)$, where $b$ is the size of a machine word.
Proof. By definition of a stealing phase, at least \( P/2 \) processors are performing work stealing on the DS deque. We can thus apply the work-stealing theorems to a dag with \( w + P \) work and \( b \) span (lemma 4.4), where the \( P \) work comes from the work of acquiring/releasing all \( P \) local locks. This gives expected time \( O((w + P)/P + b) = O(w/P + b) \).

4.3.4 Total Time across Relabel Phases

Consider the time bound in lemma 4.5. The work term, \( O(w/P) \), is good — the work is low (according to lemma 4.3) and the term implies linear speedup. The problem is the span term of \( O(b) \). Specifically, if there are too many relabel phases, e.g., \( n/b \) of them, then all we have concluded is that the total time spent in relabel phases is \( O(n) \), and we would be better off just running sequentially.

To get a good bound on runtime, we argue next there are not too many relabel phases. We do so by arguing that core phases have to be long.

Lemma 4.6. Let \( T_P \) be the total time spent in core phases. Then there are at most \( O(T_P/b) \) relabel phases.

Proof. In 1 timestep of a core phase, each worker can perform at most one insert into the bottom-level structures. Since each insert is to a different node in the tree, the depth of a bottom-level tree increases by at most 1 per timestep.

In addition, at the start of a core phase, all bottom-level trees have depth at most \( b/2 \). In particular, any trees deeper than \( b/2 \) are marked as heavy and split during a relabel phase. When split, any new bottom-level trees are built with a height of \( \lg b + O(1) < b/2 \) for sufficiently large \( b \). Since, by definition, a core phase ends when some bottom-level tree
reaches depth \( b \), each core phase requires at least \( b/2 \) time. It follows that the number of core phases (and hence the number of relabel phases) is at most \( O(T_P/b) \)

We are now ready to sum the time across all relabel phases. We consider the busy and stealing subphases separately.

**Lemma 4.7.** The total time in busy subphases is \( O(T_1/P + T_P/b) \), where \( T_1 \) is the work of the computation DAG not counting data-structure operations, \( P \) is the number of processors, and \( T_P \) is the total time of the core phases.

**Proof.** By definition, a busy phase is the time during which at least \( P/2 \) processors are working on the main computation. Ignoring failed lock acquisitions, each step makes \( \Omega(P) \) progress towards the work of the augmented core DAG. Unfortunately, some steps may be unproductive, namely when the local lock acquisition fails. But this can only happen once per processor per relabel phase, after which point the worker shifts to the DS deque. Moreover, all attempts to acquire the lock take \( O(1) \) time. The total work, including failed lock acquisitions, is \( O(T_1 + P T_P/b) \), where the \( T_P/b \) is the number of phases from lemma 4.6. Dividing by the \( P/2 \) yields the claim.

**Lemma 4.8.** The total expected time in stealing subphases is \( O(n/P + T_P) \), where \( n \) is the number of strands in the computation DAG, \( P \) is the number of processors, and \( T_P \) is the total time of the core phases.

**Proof.** Applying lemma 4.5 across relabel phases, the total time across all \( k \) stealing phases is \( O\left(\sum_{i=1}^{k} (w_i/P + b)\right) \), where \( w_i \) is the work of the \( i \)th stealing phase. By lemma 4.3, \( \sum_i w_i = \)
By lemma 4.6, the number of phases is \( k = O(T_p/b) \). We’re thus left with

\[
O \left( \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{w_i}{P} + \frac{b}{P} \right) \right) = O \left( n/P + (T_p/b)b \right)
\]

which proves the claim.

**4.3.5 Total Time for SP Maintenance**

Finally, we get the overall running time by adding the time for core phases and relabel phases together.

**Theorem 4.9.** Consider \( P \)-processor execution of a series-parallel computation augmented with WSP-Order. Let \( T_1 \) and \( T_\infty \), respectively, denote the work and span of the underlying a posteriori computation DAG, not counting the SP-maintenance operations. The completion time, including SP-maintenance operations, is \( O \left( \frac{T_1}{P} + T_\infty \right) \) in expectation.

**Proof.** From lemma 4.2, the total time in core phases is \( T_p = O(T_1/P + T_\infty) \) in expectation. Adding the time in busy and relabel subphases as given in lemmas 4.7 and 4.8, we get a total time of \( O(T_p + (T_1/P + T_p/b) + (n/P + T_p)) = O(T_1/P + T_\infty) \) since \( n = O(T_1) \).

Since executing the computation without maintaining series-parallel relationships also takes \( \Omega \left( \frac{T_1}{P} + T_\infty \right) \) time, this bound is asymptotically optimal, in expectation.

**4.3.6 Performance of Full Race Detection**

As described in the introduction, in addition to SP-maintenance, a parallel race detector must also maintain an access history. Our access history, briefly overviewed here, is similar to that of Mellor-Crummey’s [132] race detector. As Mellor-Crummey shows, it is sufficient
for the access history to record the last writer \( w \) and two readers — the “left-most” reader \( lr \) and the “right-most” reader, with respect to the computation DAG\(^{11}\). When a strand \( s \) writes to \( \ell \), the race detector now performs three queries in the SP-maintenance structure, reporting a race if any \( s \) is logically parallel with any of \( lr, rr, \) or \( w \). If not, \( s \) becomes the last writer. If \( s \) reads \( \ell \), \( s \) is only compared against \( w \) to find a race as before. However, additional queries are necessary to see if \( s \) is the new leftmost reader \( lr \) or rightmost reader \( rr \). Since each query SP-Order takes \( O(1) \) time, this race-detection operation takes \( O(1) \) time per memory access.

There is, however, one subtlety. Strands also update the access history if certain conditions are met, recording their identities. Since concurrent writers only occur in the presence of a race, contention on the last writer is not a performance problem. The readers, however, are another story. Multiple strands reading \( \ell \) simultaneously may be “left of” \( \ell \)’s current leftmost reader \( lr \). This means that we need some concurrency control on the access history to avoid losing important updates. Note that this is an issue in all race detectors that run in parallel.

Fortunately, the “left of” (and “right of”) relations induce total orders, and only the “left-most” (“rightmost”) reader’s update need be performed. It is possible to implement these relations using a priority-write primitive \([170]\). Assuming priority updates complete in \( O(1) \) time, which seems to match performance when the number of locations being updated is large \([170]\), updating the access history only adds \( O(1) \) work per read. Under that assumption, our race detection algorithm, including the access history, runs in \( O(T_1/P + T_\infty) \) expected time.

\(^{11}\)We consider a spawned strand to be the left child, and the continuation to be the right child.
4.4 Empirical Evaluation

This section evaluates the practical performance of CRacer, a parallel race detector using WSP-Order for SP-maintenance. We briefly overview the implementation of CRacer and present experimental results that evaluate CRacer’s overhead and scalability. The results show that a program augmented with WSP-Order (but not access history) generally runs less than $2 \times$ slower compared with the baseline running without race detection. Full CRacer also scales well, tracking the speedups obtained by the baseline and outperforming Cilkscreen [103], a well-engineered, state-of-the-art serial race detector from Intel when running on two or more cores. Finally, we also measured the frequency of relabel operations, and the results indicate that relabels occur infrequently and the eager splitting of heavy groups can indeed help.

4.4.1 Overview of Implementation

Our parallel race detector, CRacer, contains multiple components:

1. the WSP-Order algorithm, including a modified work-stealing runtime system as described in section 4.2.3 as well as an implementation of the OM data structure that does parallel relabels and eagerly splits heavy groups

2. compiler instrumentation for Cilk Plus’s parallel constructs and memory accesses

3. an implementation of the access history

The runtime modifications for WSP-Order are based on an implementation of Batcher (see chapter 3), which was originally developed by modifying MIT Cilk [77], and we have ported
it to Cilk Plus by modifying the Cilk Plus runtime. The instrumentation for Cilk Plus’s parallel constructs resembles previous work on tool annotations for Cilk Plus [182]; we have used the instrumentation developed for Cilkprof [165], which is implemented in a branch of LLVM/Clang compiler that contains Cilk Plus language extensions [104]. This branch of LLVM/Clang also implements ThreadSanitizer [166], which provides instrumentation for memory accesses. CRacer’s access history is maintained with a word (four-byte) granularity. We have done so for practical efficiency reasons, but it means that, CRacer may falsely report a race between strands that access two distinct bytes in the same four-byte granularity. Since most shared variables are at least four bytes (in our experience), we feel this is a worthwhile trade-off.

Our implementation differs from the theoretical design in section 4.2 in a few details. First, in the theoretical algorithm, if the global lock is held, workers always join a relabel operation when they steal. In our implementation, a stealing worker joins a relabel in progress with 50% probability. This scheduling strategy provides the same theoretical guarantees, but the full proof requires an analysis similar that in chapter 3. Second, we have implemented the bottom-level groups in the OM data structure as linked lists rather than trees, and the way we assign labels and marking lists heavy treats the lists as flattened trees. Thus the splits of the bottom-level groups are sequential. Third, instead of performing several traversals of the upper-level tree to determine size information, we walk up the tree only once, using atomic fetch-and-add instructions to increment the size of each node. Fourth, as mentioned in section 4.3.6, parallel readers may update the access history for a given location concurrently, and the theoretical algorithm assumes the use of priority write [170]. In practice, we simply acquire a lock whenever we need to update the location of in the access history, with separate locks for the last writer, left-most reader, and right-most reader per memory location. The
Table 4.1: Execution times for five benchmarks, in seconds. The WSP-Order column shows the execution time while performing WSP-Order but without any memory instrumentation overhead. The full(16) column shows execution time while performing full race detection on 16 cores, while all other columns show sequential execution time.

last three modifications potentially reduce the theoretical parallelism of the computation. However, they improve the overall performance in practice due to lower overheads.

Benchmarks. We evaluated CRacer on five benchmarks included with the Cilk-5 distribution [77]. The matmul program computes the product of two matrices using a divide-and-conquer algorithm, cholesky perform Cholesky decomposition on a matrix, fft computes a fast-fourier transform, heat performs a heat diffusion simulation, and cilksort sorts an array using parallel mergesort.

We ran our experiments on an Intel Xeon E5-2665 with 16 2.40-GHz cores on two sockets; 64 GB of DRAM; two 20 MB L3 caches, each shared among 8 cores; and private L2- and L1-caches of sizes 2 MB and 512 KB, respectively. Running times were averaged over five runs and are presented in seconds. The standard deviation was within 2% of the mean for most configurations, with a maximum of 8% for cholesky.

4.4.2 Overhead and Scalability

To evaluate the overhead of CRacer, we compare the following configurations:

- **baseline**: execution without race detection;
• **WSP-Order**: execution augmented with WSP-Order but not the access history management.

• **full**: execution running CRacer with full race detection (i.e., including both WSP-Order and the access history).

We obtain the WSP-Order configuration of CRacer by turning on only the instrumentation for Cilk Plus’s parallel control constructs but not memory accesses, allowing us to measure the overhead of only SP-maintenance (including relabel operations), but not include overheads due to access history management.

We also compare with the execution times of these benchmarks running with **Cilksan**, a serial race detector that implements the SP-bags algorithm [71] for SP-maintenance, and with **Cilkscreen** [103], a well-engineered, state-of-the-art serial race detector from Intel that implements the SP-bags algorithm but instrumented using PIN [128], a binary instrumentation framework from Intel, instead of compiler instrumentation. We have implemented Cilksan for fair comparison, since unlike Cilkscreen, Cilksan uses the same compiler instrumentation and access history management as CRacer; the only difference between Cilksan and CRacer is the SP-maintenance algorithm used.

Table 4.1 presents running times of the different configurations. First, note that the overheads due to WSP-Order (SP-maintenance only) shows minimal overhead compared with the baseline. The benchmark with the highest overhead is **fft**, with 1.78 times overhead. This indicates that WSP-Order can be implemented efficiently. Most of the CRacer overhead actually comes from the management of access history — full CRacer incurs another 30–132× overhead, with **heat** being the worst case. This is expected because the WSP-Order performs additional work only at parallel control constructs and function boundaries, whereas
Table 4.2: Speedup over the sequential version when running with different configurations. For each configuration, the speedup is computed with respect to the running time of the same configuration running on one core.

The access history management incurs additional overhead on every memory access, and for most applications, the number of memory accesses far exceeds the number of `spawn`, `sync`, and function boundaries. The overhead for `heat` is particularly bad, for CRacer as well as Cilksan and Cilkscreen, since compute-to-memory-access ratio is low.

Across all benchmarks, Cilksan outperforms Cilkscreen, so we compare to Cilksan. The ratio of CRacer execution time to Cilksan’s is generally less than 1.5. As column `full(16)` shows, however, CRacer utilizes parallelism to significantly outperform Cilksan when running on 16 cores. In fact, as long as the application has some parallelism, CRacer outperforms Cilksan on 2 or more cores.

To evaluate how well WSP-Order and CRacer scale, table 4.2 shows the speedup for each benchmark as we vary the number of cores used. For most benchmarks, our implementation of WSP-Order scales with the baseline, verifying the theory presented in sections 4.2 and 4.3.
Table 4.3: The effects of varying the heavy threshold when running CRacer 16 cores. The first column for a given benchmark shows the number of relabels. The other columns provide information about the number of heavy groups — the median and maximum for individual relabels, and the total number of heavy groups split across all relabels.

The exception is \texttt{cholesky}, which executes many spawns but only a small amount of work in each strand. In addition, the CRacer also scales as the number of processors increases, generally at the same rate as the baseline program.

4.4.3 Detailed Breakdown of Overhead

Figure 4.3 shows a breakdown of the overheads due to various components of CRacer for the \texttt{fft} benchmark. Due to lack of space, we present this breakdown only for \texttt{fft}. We chose \texttt{fft} due to the relatively high number of inserts and relabels required, which allows us to show meaningful results here. The x-axis shows the number of cores used, and the y-axis shows the aggregate processing time (i.e., number of cores used $\times$ wall-clock time) in seconds. As the WSP-Order line shows, access history contributes the bulk of the overhead. The other three lines break down the overheads of various components of maintaining the access history. As explained in section 4.3.6, the access history records three strands per memory location and on every access, the race detector queries both OM data structures with the current strands and all three strands, updating the access history as necessary. As shown in breakdown, half of the overhead of access history management is due to the 6 queries and the other half is due to checking and updating the access history. Moreover, whenever a strand $s$ tries to
update the shadow memory, it must acquire a lock. This locking overhead (the gap between lines nolocks and full) appears to be relatively small.

4.4.4 Effect of Eagerly Splitting Heavy Groups

We now analyze the effect of our modification to OM data structure where instead of only splitting full bottom-level groups, we eagerly split heavy groups. Recall that a tree is full when its depth reaches \( b \) and we set the heavy threshold as 50%; that is, a tree is considered heavy when it has depth \( b/2 \). In practice, we have implemented the bottom-level groups using lists, which means that we mark a list heavy when we discover a label with \( b/2 \) bits used before trailing 0s. We ask a few different questions here: (1) Does the eager splitting reduce the total number of relabels? (2) How many more splits do we get due to eagerly splitting trees? (3) What effect does the heavy threshold have on the number of relabels and the number of splits?

Table 4.3 shows the stats of relabel operations for three benchmarks running with CRacer on 16 cores. These numbers are from a single run; general trends are similar across runs. We varied the heavy threshold (described here as the percentage of the total bits in a label — 64 in our case). For the most part, relabels occur infrequently; in fact, we omit the results for matmul and cilksort because their executions contain no relabels even for very large input sizes. For heat and cholesky, some relabels occur but not many. We see that the total number of heavy groups decreases as we increase the heavy threshold, but the number of relabels does not change. This makes sense, since with a lower threshold, more groups get marked as heavy early, but no relabel is triggered until some group becomes full.

The interesting one is fft, which triggers the most relabels among all our benchmarks. When the heavy threshold is 1 (last row) — that is, we only split full nodes — as expected, most
relabels split only a single heavy group; very occasionally, a couple of heavy groups may become full concurrently and causes a relabel to split more than one group. Even by just decreasing the threshold to be .875, we already see that the median of the number of heavy groups increase to 5.7 and the number of relabels reduces dramatically. This trend continues as we decrease the heavy threshold. This result demonstrates that when many groups can become full during the execution, eager splitting indeed helps in decreasing the number of relabels.

4.5 Related Work

Netzer [137] formalized definitions for determinacy and data races. Static checking for races has been studied in [66, 131, 67], while [46, 138, 5] investigate post-mortem analysis. Research on race detectors for general parallel computations include [72, 164, 152, 65]. In addition to English-Hebrew labeling and SP-Order (and the related SP-hybrid), many algorithms have been proposed for on-the-fly race detection for series-parallel programs. Offset-span labels [132] are shorter than English-Hebrew labels, but still not bounded by a constant. The Nondeterminator race detector [71] runs serially and uses Tarjan’s nearly linear-time least-common-ancestor algorithm [178] to simulate the SP-parse tree of a computation. Raman et al. [154] develop a race detection algorithm for async-finish parallelism and implement it in Habanero Java [40]. Raman et al. [155] developed an simple parallel algorithm that maintains the entire computations tree; while it provides good empirical results, it provides no theoretical guarantees. That implementation takes advantage of compiler optimizations to avoid instrumenting all memory access; we have not yet applied such optimizations. Lastly, in contrast to existing race detectors for fork-join computations, TARDIS [105, 127] does
not explicitly keep track of the series-parallel relationships among strands. Instead, it employs a log-based access set and detects races by intersecting the access sets of logically parallel subcomputations at the join point. Moreover, it does not provide provably good time bounds as intersecting the access sets can lead to an asymptotic increase in the span of the computation.

Order maintenance is related to the problem of **online list labeling**. Here, each element in a list / total order must be assigned a distinct integer label $L(x)$ such that $L(x) < L(y)$ whenever $x$ precedes $y$ in the total order. List labeling is sufficient to implement order maintenance. Queries amount to label comparisons. During inserts, some elements may need to be relabeled, e.g., if a new element is inserted between existing elements with consecutive labels. Dietz’s first OM structure [58] implements list labeling by way of a weight-balanced binary tree, assigning $O(\log n)$-bit labels in $O(\log n)$ amortized time per insert. The $O(\log n)$ insertion bound is optimal for list labeling using labels of this size [38].

### 4.6 Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter presented WSP-Order, an on-the-fly algorithm for maintaining series-parallel relationships in fork-join programs. The algorithm operates in parallel without any asymptotic overhead. We validated the theoretical performance by implementing this algorithm together with an access history implementation, yielding CRacer, a practical race detection system with good speedup in practice.

There are undoubtedly many engineering improvements that could be made to CRacer. Since WSP-Order uses quite a bit of extra memory, one natural question is how to recycle memory for nodes in the order-maintenance data structure. Currently, once a strand is inserted it
will never be removed. But there may be times when we can detect when a strand will never be used again and reuse this memory.

WSP-Order is the only known algorithm for series-parallel maintenance that runs both in parallel and asymptotically optimally. Although its asymptotic performance cannot be improved, perhaps there are other asymptotically optimal algorithms that are simpler. Additionally, it would be interesting to consider how to extend this technique to other classes of parallelism, including pipeline parallelism or the use of futures. Chapters 7 and 8 discuss race detection for two such classes, although the technique used is quite different.
Figure 4.2: Pseudocode for the insert and the relabel procedures of the OM data structure.
Figure 4.3: Detailed breakdown of CRacer overheads for fft, in seconds. The lines `base` and `inserts` show the overall processing time when running the baseline and inserts configuration described earlier. The line `queries` shows the processing time after including the overhead for queries on top of the inserts configuration. The line `nolocks` shows the processing time of CRacer running in full configuration but does not acquire locks when updating the shadow memory. The line `full` shows the overall processing time of CRacer running in the full configuration.
Chapter 5

Runtime Scheduler Support for Non-Blocking Suspension

The Cilk Plus runtime scheduler is very effective for scheduling fork/join computations. Unfortunately, not all programs can be modeled as fork/join. One major gap includes programs that wait on asynchronous events. These may include external events such as communicating over a network or performing I/O, or internal events involving synchronization objects.

One advantage of static threading is that threads blocked on events (e.g. I/O) do not impede other threads since this model relies on the operating system to schedule threads. In Cilk, however, many lightweight strands are mapped to workers by the runtime scheduler. If the runtime scheduler has no knowledge of active asynchronous events (as is typically the case), a worker executing a strand that waits for an asynchronous event is blocked from doing any work whatsoever. Blocking Cilk workers this way can cause loss of parallelism, deadlocks, and unpredictability.
There is a tension here between programming for concurrency — attempting to minimize response time — and programming for parallelism — attempting to either maximize throughput or minimize completion time. In this chapter we help to alleviate this tension by supporting asynchronous events without real blocking. Strands that need to wait on an asynchronous operation can “suspend,” allowing the worker to work on other strands. Strands are resumed when the asynchronous operation has completed (although not necessarily right away).

Two previous runtime systems have attempted to deal with this problem. Concurrent Cilk [192] explores “promoting” some strands to full-fledged operating system threads when waiting on asynchronous operations. The Latency-Hiding Work Stealing scheduler [135] is more similar to our system, though we will see later the different design choices made. Both these systems are specialized for external events; they do not readily apply to the use of synchronization objects. Our runtime can deal with both external events and internal synchronization objects, expanding the class of computations that can be efficiently handled by our dialect of Cilk.

We start with a description of our low-level non-blocking API and then some examples of interfaces that can be built on top of it in sections 5.1 and 5.2. Section 5.3 describes how the runtime system implements the low-level API. Related work is discussed in section 5.4 and section 5.5 concludes.

5.1 Non-Blocking API

We first present our programmer interface for suspending and resuming. This API is fairly low-level and ideally is used by library designers to build higher-level interfaces.
void cilk_suspend (strand* save); // suspend and go work steal
void cilk_resume (strand* save, strand resume); // continuation is resumable
void cilk_suspend_and_resume (strand* save, strand resume);
void cilk_mark_resumable (strand *);

Figure 5.1: The application programming interface that allows non-blocking suspension.

Our terminology here differs slightly from our theoretical analyses of DAGs: in this chapter we use the term 
strand to refer to a chain of nodes with no parallel constructs. A strand suspended by the programmer is either blocked, meaning it cannot continue, or ready, meaning that is can be resumed but has not yet. All other strands are active, even if they are waiting at a sync point.

5.1.1 Suspending

The API functions for suspending a strand are shown in figure 5.1. The simplest function for suspending is cilk_suspend, which suspends the current strand and causes the worker thread to begin work-stealing. Strands that need to suspend execution must have some information saved so that they can later be marked as ready to be resumed. This is accomplished be defining an strand data structure (opaque to the programmer), and passing in a pointer to a strand to each suspension API call. Each suspension-related API call will use the pointer to write information about the suspended strand to that location.

Two other functions are provided that allow the programmer to specify a strand to resume, rather than work-stealing. The cilk_resume function suspends the current strand and resumes the strand indicated by the second parameter. The cilk_suspend_and_resume function does the same except the suspended strand is immediately marked as ready.
It is expected that the programmer initiate the asynchronous operation before making a suspension call. This includes taking any necessary steps to handle notification of operation completion, such as registering in an event loop.

5.1.2 Enabling Resumption

At some point suspended strands must be marked as ready. For example, an event loop may pool all outstanding network operations to handle their completion. A strand is marked ready by calling `cilk_make_ready(strand*)`. Note that we make no prescriptions on how users are notified that an event has completed. This low-level approach is thus applicable to many event-handling approaches, from polling event loops to signal handlers.

5.1.3 Resuming

Once a strand has been marked as ready, the runtime scheduler will automatically ensure that it is eventually resumed, so no action is required by the programmer. However, there may be times when a (newly) ready strand is more important than the strand currently executing on a worker. In this case the programmer can explicitly resume the ready strand by calling `cilk_suspend_and_resume`, as discussed above.

5.2 High-Level Interface Examples

The low-level API described above is really meant for library writers; it requires extra scaffolding to be used in many common cases. We give two examples of high-level interfaces that can be provided using the API. The first deals with internal events – synchronization events called *futures* – while the latter handles asynchronous I/O.
int foo(int x) {
    future<int> f = create_future bar(x);
    future<int> g = create_future baz(x);
    int y = baz(x);
    int z = get_future f;
    return y + z;
}

Figure 5.2: A simple program demonstrating the parallelism primitives used with futures.

5.2.1 Futures

Futures were first proposed in the late 1970s [76, 14] and have since been implemented in a variety of parallel platforms, including Habanero Java [40], X10 [43], Chapel [41], and C++11 [1].

Since Cilk Plus is an extension of C/C++, futures are available to use in Cilk programs as of C++11. However, creating a future in this manner creates a heavyweight operating system thread, causing a Frankenstein mix of persistent and dynamic multithreading. Using such futures prevents any performance guarantees and results in high overhead when many futures are used. Our system integrates futures into a modified Cilk Plus runtime to provide efficient scheduling of future tasks.

There are two parallel primitives used for programming with futures. Parallelism is created with create_future, while parallel computations can be joined with get_future. Figure 5.2 shows a simple example using these primitives. The create_future primitive precedes a function call to bar, promising to deliver the result of bar without suspending foo. In particular, the statement immediately returns with a future handle. In other words, bar and the instructions in foo after create_future can execute in parallel. The get_future
primitive can be applied to a future handle to join with the corresponding computation. In figure 5.2, the `get_future` blocks until `bar` has finished, then returns the result.

Create future operations create parallelism much like a `spawn` does (and would be implemented in a similar manner). However, unlike a `spawn`, futures need not be associated with an explicit `sync` operation. In fact, as figure 5.2 shows, use of futures can generate non-fork/join computation DAGs.

**Suspending.** Figure 5.3 shows how to handle a `get_future` operation on a future in the form of the `get()` method. We first check if that result is ready. If so, we simply continue on, returning the result. If not, however, we utilize the “suspend” functionality of our runtime system, allowing the current worker to work on other available tasks. The suspended strand is put at the end of a list of strands waiting on the result of that future.

**Resuming.** When a future computation completes, it must use the `finish` operation to set the result and notify suspended strands that it is complete. Each suspended strand should be made ready to continue with the `cilk_make_ready` call, though we leave it up to the implementer whether one of the suspended strands should be immediately resumed by the worker executing `finish`.

Similarly, many other synchronization objects can be supported, e.g. IVars, MVars, and channels [9]. We point out futures because they are a very common parallel construct in programs today, and we focus on them in later chapters.
template <typename T>
class future {

private:
T data;
int status;
strand_list suspended_list;

public:
void finish(T result) {
  data = result;
  status = 1;
  // mark all suspended strands as ready
}
T get() const {
  if (status == 0) {
    // append new strand node to suspended_list
    cilk_suspend(&node);
  }
  return data;
}
};

Figure 5.3: Example pseudocode for implementing futures using our non-blocking suspension API.
5.2.2 Asynchronous I/O

Handling asynchronous I/O is slightly trickier, since external events complete at arbitrary times, unrelated to the computation itself. One approach to such a library is to provide an event loop for handling I/O events. This event loop might run in a kernel thread in the background, for example, polling for completion of various I/O operations.

At an I/O operation, an event is registered with the event loop and the current strand is suspended. When the event loop notices that an operation has completed, it marks the strand as ready to be resumed.

5.3 Design of the Runtime Scheduler

This section discusses the runtime scheduling changes necessary to support suspending and resuming strands. The notion of suspended strands is not completely foreign to the Cilk Plus runtime system. For example, consider a computation that spawns a long-running task. In the meantime the continuation is stolen and completed, but cannot continue past the sync point until the long-running task is completed. At this point the continuation strand is suspended and the worker resumes work-stealing.

However, because of its restriction to fork/join computations, Cilk Plus is guaranteed that any strand needs to be suspended only when that worker’s deque is completely empty. This is not true for our runtime, which may suspend in arbitrary places.

There are three main design points in such a runtime, which we discuss in turn: suspending strands, marking suspended strands as ready, and resuming ready strands. We will explain
each in turn, followed by discussions on how they affect stealing policy and memory use, respectively.

5.3.1 Suspending Strands

There are two basic design choices for suspension. Conceptually, the simplest approach is to suspend the current strand and simply continue working from the bottom of that worker’s deque. Unfortunately, this is difficult to because of Cilk Plus’ implementation.\(^1\)

An alternative approach, and one our scheduler takes, is to suspend the entire current deque! This approach requires that each worker have a dynamically changing number of deques. This may seem drastic compared to the simpler approach, but it is really a generalization of the runtime systems presented in the previous chapters, which allowed each worker to have two deques. Suspending is then as simple as using C’s `setjmp` facility and saving this context information with the suspended deque. In fact, because of this design choice, the strand data structure from the previous section is simply a pointer to the deque structure, which must additionally contain the context information from `setjmp`.

To support these suspended deques, each worker now keeps two deque pools of suspended deques, one for blocked deques (containing blocked strands) and another for ready deques (containing ready strands). For simplicity, these deque pools are simply resizable arrays of deque pointers.

\(^1\)For those familiar with the Cilk Plus runtime system, it is difficult to “promote” the bottom frame in a deque. However, this approach is certainly possible with some engineering effort.
5.3.2 Resuming Strands

When marking a blocked deque/strand as ready, we need to transfer the deque from a worker’s blocked pool to its ready pool. To avoid having “holes” in a deque pool, we keep an index `tail` denoting the largest used index in the pool. When removing a deque, we decrement the tail and swap the deque at the old tail with the deque we are marking as ready. We are then free to add this ready deque to the pool of ready deques.

Because of our design choice to suspend entire deques, resuming a ready deque is relatively simple. We remove the deque from the ready pool, replace the worker’s deque with it, then use the context information stored with it to `longjmp` to it. Of course, if we are marking a deque as ready and going to immediately resume it, there is no need to place it in a ready pool. In that case we skip that step and directly resume the deque.

Note that our API provides a choice here: what should we do when a worker marks a strand as ready? Do we simply mark it as ready (moving the blocked deque to a ready pool), or should we suspend the current strand and jump to this newly ready strand? The right decision here depends on the application, so our API does not force either policy.

5.3.3 Stealing policy

For work-stealing to be efficient, all ready strands must be “stealable,” even those on the deque of a suspended strand. Hence we must change the stealing policy to choose among all deques, rather than just the $P$ active deques that exist in vanilla Cilk. One approach for this problem is to keep a global array of all deques in the system, as in Muller and Acar’s runtime [135]. We chose worker-local deque pools to avoid the synchronization required for such a global structure.
To perform a steal in our system, a thief first chooses a victim worker, then selects among their deques (active, suspended, and ready) to find a victim deque. If we select a ready deque, we **mug** the deque – taking it as our own, and using the associated context information to **longjmp** to the suspended strand. If we select a suspended deque with no work, we remove the deque from the suspended pool of that worker. Such a deque will not be touched until it is either marked as ready or directly resumed.

While relatively simple to implement, this approach has a problem. Work-stealing only load-balances effectively if all workers have approximately the same number of deques. We can take a randomized approach to balancing the number of deques, just like work-stealing itself. Whenever we suspend a deque, we choose two workers at random and transfer a suspended deque from the worker with fewer deques to the worker with more. As chapter 6 shows, this approximately balances the suspended deques among the $P$ workers.

### 5.3.4 A Note on Memory Use

Every time our runtime suspends a strand (and therefore a deque), it must also allocate a new runtime stack to use for any new work that will be stolen. A natural concern here is exorbitant memory use. Fortunately, though plenty of *virtual* memory is used, few physical pages are allocated. We found in chapter 6, for example, that although the number of memory mappings was very high, very few pages were touched on each runtime stack.

### 5.4 Related Work

The most related work is the latency-hiding work stealing runtime scheduler by Muller and Acar [135]. That runtime has the same goals as ours, though they make different design choices. For example, a deque is not necessarily suspended when a strand is suspended,
though strands are still “attached” to deques – if a deque is empty but still has suspended strands attached to it, the deque is suspended. That runtime is also focused on handling external asynchronous events such as I/O, tying itself to an event loop to handle event completion. More importantly for the purposes of this dissertation (and the parallel computing research group here at WUSTL), that runtime is implemented in parallel ML, while our runtime is implemented in Cilk Plus, making it usable with chapters 6 to 8 and perhaps other projects.

As discussed in the introduction, another approach is to “promote” blocking strands to operating system threads. Though sufficient for some application, this creates a complicated interplay between the operating system scheduling such promoted threads and the Cilk worker threads, making is harder to reason about system performance. Other approaches to providing lightweight non-blocking tasks either changes the C calling conventions, breaks legacy support [17], or creates a full runtime call-stack for each task [188].

The proof of work-stealing in Arora, Blumofe, and Plaxton [8] does not rely on any particular structure of the computation DAG, so it can apply to internal synchronization events such as futures if they are handled correctly. However, that bound would require working from the bottom of the deque when a strand is suspended. As noted, doing so in Cilk Plus is difficult for technical reasons. Moreover, we prove a bound for this design in chapter 6, as well as verifying that our scheduler is empirically efficient.

5.5 Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter presented a runtime scheduler for a broader class of computations than fork/join, encompassing both use of internal synchronization events and asynchronous external events.
The system was actually developed to support the research in chapter 6, but once developed we realized its value as a standalone system. The code for the system is open source at available at www.gitlab.com/wustl-pctg-pub/mdcilk.

It is ongoing work to evaluate the scheduler as a standalone system. What applications will see improved throughput or runtime with the ability to utilize all forms of parallelism, rather than just fork/join? What applications will see improved responsiveness by avoiding blocking for external events? It would also be interesting to compare this system to the two related works previously mentioned: Concurrent Cilk and Latency-Hiding Work Stealing, though the latter would require significant engineering effort to port to Cilk Plus.

There are many possible design variants for such a system. For example, we are in the process of developing a system that avoids the need to suspend entire deques when a strand is suspended. We suspect that some applications will see improved performance with this variant, though some applications are likely better off with the current design.
Chapter 6

Processor-Oblivious Record and Replay of Lock Acquisitions

In programs that use locks to protected shared objects, critical sections protected by the same lock execute in non-deterministic order. This is caused by different thread interleavings producing different lock acquisition orders. This non-determinism makes reproducing bugs notoriously difficult — a bug that manifests under one interleaving may not appear under another.

```
  cilk_for (int i = 0; i < pq.size(); i++) {
      Element e;
      lock(p);
      e = pq.removeMin();
      unlock(p);
      lock(l);
      list.append(l);
      unlock(l);
  }
```

Figure 6.1: A DRF program with an atomicity bug.
Consider the simple Cilk program in figure 6.1, where multiple tasks remove the minimum element from a priority queue and add it to a list. The goal of this program is to produce a sorted list of numbers. However, it contains an atomicity bug: because the accesses to the priority queue and the linked list are in separate critical sections, items may not be added to the linked list in order. Nevertheless, the bug only manifests if the tasks interleave in a particular manner. A record and replay system could help identify this bug by deterministically replaying a buggy execution, allowing a programmer to determine that two items are removed from the priority queue before either is added to the linked list.

A popular technique for addressing such non-determinism is record and replay [189, 149, 97, 116, 186, 33, 63, 82, 125, 190, 146, 136, 157, 118, 113, 96]. One execution records enough information about its behavior so that a second execution can faithfully replay that behavior, producing the same outcome. As a result, any bug that manifests during the recorded run will be reproduced during the replay run, easing the task of tracking down bugs.

In particular, this chapter focuses on programs that protect shared objects with locks. A record and replay system for these programs must ensure that critical sections protected by the same lock are executed in the same order during the record run and the replay run. Prior work on record and replay generally records thread interleaving, and tracking the behavior of the threads of a program as they execute, ensuring that during replay, threads interleave in the same way when executing critical sections. While this approach succeeds at its goal of replaying recorded behavior, it has the drawback of requiring that the replayed run use the same number of threads as the recorded execution.

This concession seems mild for static multithreaded programming models, where the number of threads is known. However, in a dynamic multithreading model the number of threads is not part of the model – the program is not even aware of how many processors or threads
are active. In the model described in chapter 2, programmers express logical parallelism in the program using the primitives spawn and sync and parallel-for loops, while a scheduler efficiently maps the parallelism to worker threads at runtime.

We are aware of no existing record and replay systems for dynamically multithreaded programming models. Even when keeping the same number of workers for recording and replaying, existing record and replay systems would face high overheads if applied to dynamic multithreaded programs. This is due not only to the many fine-grained tasks involved but also due to scheduling decisions. Dynamic multithreaded programs are usually scheduled with a randomized work stealing runtime scheduler: which workers execute which tasks when is non-deterministic and changes from one run to another. Including this non-determinism in a record-and-replay system would dramatically increase the information necessary to record.

This chapter presents PORRidge, a record and replay system designed for dynamically multithreaded programs. Unlike previous systems, this system is process-oblivious, just like the dynamic multithreaded model. This allows a program recorded using \( n \) worker threads to be replayed on \( m \) worker threads, where \( m \) may be greater than \( n! \).

PORRidge makes the following assumptions about programs. First, we assume that there are no parallelism constructs within critical sections. This is a standard assumption for dynamic multithreaded systems. We also assume programs are data-race free – the order of synchronization operations is controlled, given that accesses to shared data is correctly synchronized. While this seems like a strong assumption, we note that this is a common assumption for record and replay systems [82, 157] and that other race detection tools can be used before PORRidge is applied to a program.
Further, this assumption is due to our implementation only, which needs to track sources of non-determinism. The same techniques could apply to racy programs by using other tools to indicate any additional sources of non-determinism, such as determinacy races.

**Contributions**

In return for these assumptions, PORRidge provides the first record and replay system designed specifically for dynamically multithreaded programs. It is processor-oblivious and both theoretically and empirically efficient. By not recording runtime scheduling decisions PORRidge is able to achieve nearly optimal performance guarantees for recording and replaying. In particular, consider a computation with $T_1$ work and $T_\infty$ span (as usual). Since we are now considering a program with locks, let $B$ be the amount of work in critical sections. Then PORRidge records a computation in time $O(T_1/P + T_\infty + B)$ with $P$ workers. For a single lock, this bound is asymptotically optimal. Replay incurs higher overhead due to the need to respect additional dependencies on the order of critical section, running in time $O(T_1/P' + T'_\infty \log \log P')$ on $P'$ workers, where $T'_\infty$ is the span of the DAG augmented with the additional happens-before edges\(^1\). The consequence is that by using more cores we can make replay asymptotically faster than the recorded run.

We implemented our design using the Cilk Plus [99] runtime system presented in chapter 5. Our system shows good scalability and low overhead over a suite of six benchmarks, despite the need to respect extra dependencies during replay.

**Outline.** Section 6.1 describes the design details that allow PORRidge to efficiently record and replay lock acquisitions. We prove and discuss the performance bounds in section 6.2.

\(^1\)Do not confuse this term with the augmented span term from chapter 3; we use the same term but different notation here.
We present our implementation and empirical evaluation in section 6.3 and conclude in section 6.5

6.1 Design of PORRidge

The key insight behind PORRidge is as follows: there are multiple sources of non-determinism in scheduling when we execute a dynamic multithreaded program. For example, the random work stealing decisions that the scheduler makes. However, for a data-race free computation, a recording run need not record all this information to reproduce it faithfully during replay. The DAG that represents a computation is independent of the number of workers and for race-free computations, the only non-determinism arises from the order that tasks acquire locks. These lock acquires represent additional happens-before edges in the program DAG and recording these additional edges, i.e. the order in which various critical sections acquired a shared lock, is sufficient to ensure that the DAG can be replayed faithfully.

Therefore, during a recording run, PORRidge simply records these happens-before edges. More importantly, during the replay run, PORRidge ensures that the happens-before relationships that were recorded are respected: in other words, during replay, PORRidge schedules the augmented DAG which contains all these happens-before edges in addition to the original dependencies. While this new augmented DAG may have parallelism limited by the happens-before edges, its parallelism is not directly limited by the number of threads that the recording run executed on.

Another important property of PORRidge is that the recording system sits on top of its runtime. One possible way to record a Cilk computation is to include the Cilk runtime
in the scope of what is recorded, recording and subsequently replaying all of the non-
deterministic decisions regarding work stealing. But the Cilk runtime is highly parallel and
non-deterministic, and including it in the recording scope would dramatically increase the
amount of information to be recorded. Instead, PORRidge only records the happens-before
relationships.

Replay is more complex. The Cilk runtime system is not designed to obey happens-before
edges that are not directly part of the program itself. Therefore, PORRidge uses the mech-
anisms from the runtime system in chapter 5 to respect these dependencies. However, these
mechanisms, and generally all of the non-determinism of the scheduler, remain encapsulated
separately from the replay itself. By keeping the runtime (both during record and during
replay) outside the scope of the system, PORRidge is able to maintain low overhead.

6.1.1 Recording

PORRidge provides wrappers for the various thread lock objects and associated acquire/re-
lease functions. Conceptually, a lock object in PORRidge contains a pointer to the underlying
lock defined by the POSIX pthread specification [98] and an ordered list of successful lock
acquires to this lock. When a worker successfully acquires a lock, it simply adds its currently
executing strand (in the form of a strand ID, defined below) to the end of the list. If the lock
is not available, the worker spins. At the end of the recorded execution, every lock object
writes out the strands in the list to a log file in the order inserted.

Identifying Strands. For processor-oblivious replay, the information stored in the list
must uniquely identify the strands in the computation DAG and the identification must be
consistent across executions. Here, we use the idea of a pedigree [124], a sequence of integers
corresponding to the rank ordering of spawn statements in the ancestor functions (including this function) that lead to the current strand. Pedigrees uniquely identify each strand in a consistent manner since it depends only on the computation DAG and not on the schedule of strand execution.

The open-source Cilk Plus runtime [99] readily provides support for pedigrees; however, each read to a pedigree incurs a worst-case $\Theta(d)$ overhead, where $d$ is the maximum spawn depth, the number of spawn statements nested on the stack during serial execution. Since the pedigree must be read in every lock acquire, this causes lock acquires to incur $\Theta(d)$ overhead during record and replay. Ideally, we would like to keep the cost of lock acquire to be constant in order to guarantee both the record and replay time bounds.

To achieve the desired constant overhead, we use a strategy similar to DotMix [124] to give each strand a **strand ID**, which is effectively a hash of a pedigree that can be maintained and derived with constant overhead. DotMix works as follows. The runtime generates a size-$d$ vector $^2$ of random numbers using the seed at the beginning of the computation. Given a pedigree, DotMix takes dot-product of the pedigree with the vector and mods the dot-product result with a large prime $p$; a pedigree always hashes to the same random number provided that we use the same seed. Moreover, two random numbers generated via two different pedigree have a low probability of collision [124]. Using a similar strategy as DotMix, we obtain unique strand IDs with constant overhead per lock acquire. In particular, we calculate this dot-product online, adding constant overhead at each spawn, sync, and function return to maintain the correct, active strand ID for each worker.

$^2$In practice, we do not know $d$ ahead of time, so we simply use a constant (256) known to be large enough to support any reasonable computation.
Storing Strand IDs. The drawback of strand IDs is the (rare) possibility of collision. To detect collisions efficiently, the runtime employs a hash-list (instead of a list), which is a hash table whose values form a list implicitly by adding a next pointer to each entry in the hash table. To disambiguate collision, whenever a worker tries to add a strand id which is already in the table, it marks the first strand with the same strand ID as “has collision,” reads the full pedigree of the current strand and stores it in the hash-list. Note that a hash-list is kept separately for each lock. Finally, during recording, the runtime also keeps track of the head and the tail of the list with a lock object — the tail so that it can manage the implicit list and the head so that it can write the result to the log at the end of the execution.

6.1.2 Replaying

At the beginning of the replay, the runtime reads in the previously recorded log and recreates the hash-list. We maintain the invariant that the head pointer to the list node always points to the next strand that should successfully acquire the given lock. Each list node also contains a pointer to the runtime data necessary to enable suspending and resuming the strand (the strand data structure described in chapter 5). During replay, if a worker encounters a lock acquire for critical section a, and its predecessor — a lock release of the critical section b that was executed immediately before a during the recording run — has not executed yet, the worker should suspend the execution of the strand, since it is not ready in the augmented DAG. On the other hand, when some worker (in this case, the worker that executed b) releases a lock, it may enable critical section a (which was earlier tried and suspended). This worker must then resume this suspended critical section.

Lock Acquire. When a worker encounters a lock acquire, it checks the head pointer to see if this is the strand that should get the lock next. If so, it acquires the lock and continues
execution. Otherwise, the worker hashes its strand id and marks the corresponding hash-list node to indicate that the corresponding strand has been tried and suspended, and suspends the execution. The worker then uses the suspend capability of chapter 5 to suspend the strand and starts work stealing. Note that a worker cannot spin wait on a lock acquire that is not ready since this can lead to deadlocks.

**Lock Release.** To release a lock, the releasing worker first advances the head pointer and checks to see if the next strand has been tried and suspended. If not, the worker simply continues the execution after the lock release. If the next strand has been tried and suspended, the worker performing the lock release now has two continuations that it can potentially work on — the continuation after the lock release, and the suspended lock acquire enabled by this lock release. Both choices lead to the same theoretical guarantees. In our implementation, we chose to have the worker suspend the continuation after the lock release and resume the next lock acquire in the list to reduce contention. Note that it is possible for a worker to release a lock while a different worker is concurrently suspending the next strand in line — the synchronization is coordinated using a Dekker-like protocol [59], since there are at most two workers concurrently operating on a given list node.

**Handling Strand ID Collisions.** A worker may encounter a head list node marked as “has collision,” — in this case, multiple strands with the same id acquired this lock. Recall that during recording, the runtime stores full pedigrees only when it discovers a collision; therefore, the first strand involved in the collision has the strand id stored and the remaining strands involved in the collision have full pedigrees stored. Thus, if a worker finds a head node with the same strand ID but marked as “has collision,” it must read its full pedigree and compare it against other list nodes hashed with the same strand IDs (for which the full
pedigree is stored). If none of them match the current pedigree, it can proceed with getting the lock. Otherwise, it must suspend.

### 6.1.3 Runtime Modifications

We originally designed and implemented the runtime system in chapter 5 for this project, though its functionality is broader. The fact that a lock acquire causes a worker to suspend its current execution causes the PORRidge scheduler to diverge from the vanilla work-stealing scheduler used by Cilk Plus without locks. As with the previously presented schedulers, the PORRidge scheduler no longer maintains the $P$-deque invariant of vanilla work stealing since worker can suspend execution when it has a non-empty deque. Thus the runtime must handle multiple deques per worker, and additional care must be taken to provide the provably-scalable time bound for replay.

During replay, a worker can suspend execution (1) upon a lock acquire if the lock acquire is not ready, or (2) upon a lock release, if the lock release in turn enables a suspended lock acquire. In the first case, if the worker suspends its current (non-empty) deque, work steals and allocates a new deque for the stolen work, thereby increasing the total number of deques. In the second case, the worker suspends the continuation of the lock release, and resumes the deque containing the lock acquire that it just enabled; in this case, the overall number of deques in the system does not increase. Note that the deque redistribution policy in chapter 5 is necessary to balance the load of suspended deques among the workers; we use this fact to provide the provably-scalable replay time bound in section 6.2. The mugging of entire suspended deques on steals (also described in chapter 5) is not necessary for this time bound, but improves performance in practice.
6.1.4 Performance Optimization

Thus far we have been discussing the design assuming that the lock-acquire ordering for a given lock is represented using a hash list. The hash-list representation works, but it can incur large overhead in practice for benchmarks that are already memory-bound (such as the graph benchmarks described in section 6.3), since random accesses to the hash list inherently lack locality and incur additional cache misses. We optimized the implementation of the record phase in PORRidge by using a small bloom filter to detect strand ID collisions in place of a hash table. Doing so allows the PORRidge to store the bloom filter with the lock object itself, leading to better spatial locality, and it uses much less space than keeping an actual hash list. The trade-off is that a bloom filter can report false positives (i.e., detecting collisions between strand IDs with different values) and thus may lead to reading and logging the full pedigrees unnecessarily. In our experiments, however, we found that using the bloom-filter outperforms the hash list due to cache effects.

Even though we were able to use a bloom filter during recording, the same optimization does not work during replay, since a worker uses the hash table not to identify collisions but rather to find the list node corresponding to the encountered lock acquire quickly. During replay, a worker encountering a lock acquire that is not yet at the head of the list needs to find the corresponding list node in order to mark it suspended. If the corresponding strand ID is marked to have collision during recording, the worker also needs to search through the list nodes with the same strand ID to precisely identify the correct list node. A bloom filter is not sufficient for these purposes. Nevertheless, for many benchmarks, the number of lock acquires for a given lock is small; thus, keeping the lock-acquire ordering in a simple array and searching through the array suffices. For such benchmarks, the spatial locality and decrease in memory usage when using a simple array outweighs the benefit of constant-time search via
a hash-list. Since the number of lock acquires per lock is known at the beginning of the replay, in our implementation, we optimized the replay to choose between the two representations — PORRidge keeps the lock-acquire ordering in a simple array if the number is small, and it uses a hash-list otherwise.

6.2 Performance Bounds

6.2.1 Record Running Time

The recording process requires no changes to the runtime system and adds only constant-time overhead\(^3\). We model locks by letting \(B_i\) be the total amount of time that lock \(\ell_i\) is held. Then we say that the total blocking time is \(B = \sum_i B_i\). We first divide the computation into two types of phases. We will bound the time spent in each phase separately.

A phase is **non-blocking** if no processor is waiting on a lock, otherwise it is **blocking**. The following lemma comes from the fact that the total time any processor could be holding a lock is at most \(B\).

**Lemma 6.1.** The total amount of time spent in blocking phases is at most \(B\).

**Lemma 6.2.** The total expected time spent in non-blocking phases is \(T_1/P + O(T_\infty)\). The time spent in non-blocking phases is \(T_1/P + O(T_\infty + \lg 1/\epsilon)\) with probability \(1 - 1/\epsilon\).

**Proof.** During non-blocking phases, the processors are either working or stealing. The total number of work steps is at most \(T_1\), since each work step consumes a unit of work in the computation DAG. From an argument very similar to that in ABP [8], one can show that the total number of steal steps when no worker is blocked is \(O(PT_\infty)\) in expectation and

---

\(^3\)For ease of exposition we ignore the small probability of strand ID collisions, causing non-constant overhead to read the full pedigree.
$O(PT_\infty + P \log 1/\epsilon)$ with probability at least $(1 - 1/\epsilon)$. Since there are a total of $P$ processors executing these work or steal steps, the total time spent on non-blocking phases is as stated. Note that some work may also be done during blocking phases; however, this only over-estimates the running time.

Combining lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 yields the following theorem:

**Theorem 6.3.** Given a computation with work $T_1$, span $T_\infty$, and blocking $B$, if we record the computation on $P$ processors, the running time is $O(T_1/P + T_\infty + B)$ in expectation.

### 6.2.2 Replay Running Time

Analyzing the replay process is trickier. When a recorded computation is replayed, the runtime must satisfy additional happens-before edges. These edges are not specified in the original DAG, as a lock can be acquired by multiple threads in any order. We call this new DAG an **augmented DAG**. The augmented DAG has the same work as the original DAG but may have a larger span. We denote the span of an augmented DAG as $T'_\infty$. We will show the following theorem:

**Theorem 6.4.** Given an augmented DAG with work $T_1$ and span $T'_\infty$, the replay process completes in expected time $O(T_1/P' + T'_\infty \log \log P')$.

Note that this bound is nearly tight, since $T_1/P$ and $T'_\infty$ are lower bounds for replaying. The additional factor $\log \log P$ is tiny for most machines. Further, for computations with sufficient parallelism, the $T_1/P$ term will dominate, meaning that replay overhead will be minimal.
As with the analysis of recording, we divide time steps into work steps and steal steps. No worker ever waits on a lock, so there are no blocking steps\(^4\) The total work is still bounded by \(T_1\). Therefore, it only remains to bound the number of steal attempts.

We will use the ideas from the ABP analysis [8] to bound the number of steal attempts. The main difference between vanilla work stealing and our replay strategy is that we now have more than \(P\) deques. In particular, the high-level idea in the ABP analysis is the following. If there are \(X\) deques in the system, then \(X\) steal attempts are likely to reduce the critical path by a constant amount. Therefore, the total number of steal attempts is \(X \times T'_\infty\) in expectation. Since our scheduler can have an arbitrarily large number of deques (as large as the number of critical sections in the program), we would get a very bad bound if we directly applied that technique. We use additional insights to bound the number of steal attempts for a replay scheduler. We first make the following observation, due to the stealing policy described for our runtime in chapter 5.

**Observation 6.5.** A steal from a suspended deque always succeeds since it is never empty. Since a successful steal is followed by a unit of work by the thief, the total number of steals from suspended deques is bounded by \(T_1\).

Note also that when the number of suspended deques is small, i.e. still on the order of \(O(P)\), we can use an analysis similar to ABP to bound the steal attempts. We only run into issues when the number of suspended deques is not small.

A **work-bounded phase** begins when at least \(P/2\) workers have at least one suspended deque. During a work-bounded phase, about a quarter of the steal attempts are likely to succeed (since that many of the steals occur from a suspended deque). Thus we can bound

\(^4\)Again we ignore the negligible probability of strand ID collision which force workers to read their full pedigree. In practice, most benchmark runs see no collisions at all.
the total number of steal attempts in these phases by the work of the computation. A **steal-bounded** phase begins with fewer than \( P/2 \) workers having any suspended deques. Recall, as described in section 5.3.3, we try to keep the number of deques across workers roughly balanced by throwing deques to workers at random. Therefore, if fewer than \( P/2 \) workers have suspended deques, the total number of deques in the system are likely to be small. Therefore, we will bound the steal attempts occurred during steal-bounded phases using analysis similar to that in ABP. Note that a phase is either work-bounded or steal-bounded.

**Lemma 6.6.** The expected number of steal attempts during work-bounded phases is \( O(T_1) \).

**Proof.** In work bounded phases, at least \( P/2 \) processors have suspended deques. Since a thief chooses a victim uniformly at random, we have \( 1/2 \) probability of stealing into these processors with suspended deques. In addition, since these workers have at most one active deque and at least one suspended deque, about half of the steals from these workers are expected to be successful. Therefore, the expected number of steals attempts during work-bounded phases is \( 4X \) where \( X \) is the number of steal attempts from suspended deques. Combining with Observation 6.5 gives the lemma.

We now consider bounding the steal attempts in steal-bounded phases. Although we now potentially have more than \( P \) deques, we can still use analysis similar to APB to bound the steal attempts. At a very high level, the APB analysis works as follows. The computation starts out having bounded “potential,” which is a function of the computation’s span. Note that the important node that one needs to execute in order to make progress on the span always sits on top of some deque. The key point in the ABP analysis is that, if there are \( X \) deques in the system, and we steal uniformly at random from them, then after \( O(X) \) number of steal attempts, some worker steals and executes the important node at the top of
some deque and thus make progress on the span. Hence we can bound the number of steal attempts to be $O(XT_{\infty})$ in expectation.

Similar to ABP, we define a potential function based on the depth of nodes in the augmented dag. The depth of a node $d(u)$ is recursively defined as 1 plus the maximum depth of all its parents. The weight of a node is $w(u) = T'_{\infty} - d(u)$. Then, we define a potential as follows:

**Definition 6.7.** The potential $\Phi(u)$ of a node $u$ is $3^{2w(u)-1}$ if $u$ is assigned, and $3^{2w(u)}$ if $u$ is ready.

The total potential of the computation is the sum of the potentials of all its ready and assigned nodes, and the follow lemma follows from the APB analysis in a straightforward manner.

**Lemma 6.8.** The initial potential is $3^{2T'_{\infty}-1}$ and it never increases during the computation.

The following lemma is a straightforward generalization of Lemmas 7 and 8 in ABP [8].

**Lemma 6.9.** Let $\Phi_i$ denote the potential at time $t$ and say that the probability of each deque being a victim of a steal attempt is at least $1/X$. Then after $X$ steal attempts, the potential is at most $\Phi(t)/4$ with probability at least $1/4$.

The following structural lemmas follow in a straightforward manner from the arguments used throughout the ABP paper [8], so we state them without proof here.\(^5\) In ABP, $X$ would be $P$. In our case, we need to analyze what $X$ is. To bound $X$, we define the number of suspended deques a worker has as its load, and we are concerned with the maximum load, i.e., highest number of suspended deques a worker can have. We consider two scenarios. First

\(^5\)ABP does not explicitly capture these three lemmas as claims in their paper — some of their proof is captured by “Lemma 8” and “Theorem 9” of [8], but the rest falls to inter-proof discussion within the paper.
scenario is where there are at most $2P$ suspended deques in the system, and we can bound the maximum load in this case.

**Lemma 6.10.** Say there are at most $2P$ suspended deques over all processors. With probability at least $1 - 1/P^2$, the processor with the largest load has at most $k = \lg \lg P + O(1)$ suspended deques.

**Proof.** The lemma follows from the Azar et. al’s [11, 13] classic balls into bins results. They prove that if we throw $K$ balls into $P$ bins by checking two bins and throwing the ball into the less loaded bin, then the maximum load is $\lg \lg P + O(K/P)$ with high probability. That is, the loads in bins are mostly balanced within an additive factor of $\lg \lg P$. If we think of suspended deques as balls and processors as bins, by performing the load balancing of suspended deques described in section 5.3.3, this result guarantees that when deques are suspended, they are distributed evenly.

We will say that a distribution is **balanced** if the processor with the largest number of deques has fewer than $2 \lg \lg P$ deques, otherwise, we will say that the distribution is unbalanced. We must also worry about imbalance creeping in as processors steal from suspended deques and suspended deques disappear. However, the proof of Theorem 4.1 from Azar et. al’s paper [13] implies that if we start from an imbalanced distribution, and on each step, pick two random bins, and move a ball from the more loaded bin to the less loaded bin, then after $P^2 \lg \lg P$ steps, bins will be balanced again. Since our strategy for steals from section 6.1 follows exactly this strategy, the next claim follows:

**Claim 6.11.** If we start from a balanced distribution, it becomes imbalanced after $P^2 \lg \lg P$ steal attempts with probability at most $1/P^2$. If the distribution becomes imbalanced, it becomes balanced again after $P^2 \lg \lg P$ steal attempts with probability at least $(1 - 1/P^2)$.  
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In the other scenario, where there are more than $2P$ suspended deques in the system, we cannot readily bound the maximum load, but one can show that such a scenario falls under the work-bounded phase with high probability:

**Lemma 6.12.** Say there are more than $2P$ suspended deques. At least $P/2$ workers have at least one suspended deque with probability at least $1 - (e/8)^{P/2} \geq 1 - 1/P^2$ for large enough $P$.

*Proof.* The probability that $P/2$ workers have no suspended deques is $(P/P/2)(1/2)^{2P} \leq (2e/16)^{P/2}$. \hfill \Box

We will divide each steal bounded phase into rounds with $2P \lg \lg P$ steal attempts. We say that a round is **good** if the maximum load is at most $2 \lg \lg P$ throughout the round and bad otherwise. Then in a good round, we can generalize the lemma from APB (stated as lemma 6.9), and show:

**Lemma 6.13.** Let $\Phi(t)$ denote the potential at the beginning of a good round. After $P \lg \lg P$ steal attempts, at the end of the round, the potential is at most $3\Phi(t)/4$ with probability at least $1/4$. \hfill \Box

*Proof.* There are at most $2P \lg \lg P$ deques during the round. Therefore, the probability that a particular steal attempt hits a particular deque is at least $1/(2P \lg \lg P)$ (it may be higher since some workers have fewer than $\lg \lg P$ suspended deques). Therefore, we can apply a small modification to lemma 6.9 generalized from ABP and argue that the total potential decreases. \hfill \Box

**Lemma 6.14.** The total number of good rounds is $O(T'_\infty)$ in expectation.
Proof. Similar arguments to ABP. At a high level, from lemma 6.13, a constant number
good rounds suffice to decrease the potential by a constant factor in expectation. Therefore,
the number of rounds needed to reduce the potential to one is log of the initial potential,
which is $3^{2T_{\infty}'}$. Therefore, after $O(T_{\infty}')$ rounds, the potential disappears and the computation
completes. □

We still need to bound the number of bad rounds, however.

**Lemma 6.15.** The number of bad rounds is $O((1/P)X)$ where $X$ is the number of good rounds.

*Proof.* A round is good with probability at least $1 - 1/P^2$ from lemma 6.10, Claim 6.11,
and lemma 6.12. If we ever get into a bad round, things become balanced again after
$O(P^2 \lg \lg P)$ steal attempts, or $O(P)$ rounds from Claim 6.11. Therefore, it takes $P^2$ good
rounds before a bad round occurs and then there can be at most $P$ bad rounds before a good
round occurs again. □

The following lemma follows from lemmas 6.14 and 6.15 and the fact that each round has
$P \lg \lg P$ steals.

**Lemma 6.16.** The expected number of steal attempts in steal bounded phases is at most
$O(T_{\infty}')P \lg \lg P)$.

The following lemma follows from lemmas 6.6 and 6.16.

**Lemma 6.17.** The total number of steal attempts across all phases is $O(T_1 + T_{\infty}')P \lg \lg P)$.

Lemma 6.17 and the fact that the total amount of work is $T_1$ implies theorem 6.4.
6.2.3 Discussion

(a) An example DAG with multiple locks where the recording bound is tight since all critical sections must execute sequentially.

(b) An example DAG with multiple locks where getting a tight bound for recording is impossible for an online scheduler. The offline scheduler can always schedule the “important” (in this case, the right-most) critical section first, but an online scheduler has no way of knowing which critical section is “important”, and therefore may execute it last.

Figure 6.2: Examples for bad DAGs with multiple locks.

We now discuss how good or bad these bounds are, theoretically. For a single lock, note that $T_1/P$, $T_\infty$, and $B$ are all lower bounds on the execution on $P$ workers; therefore, the bound is tight. For multiple locks while $T_1/P$ and $T_\infty$ are still lower bounds, $B$ is not a lower bound for all dags. Nevertheless, this bound is existentially tight — there exist dags for which it is tight. Consider the DAG shown in figure 6.2a. In this dag, the gray rectangles represent critical sections and critical sections marked $l_i$ all access the same lock; similarly for lock $l_2$.

Imagine that this dag continues on and each layer accesses a different lock. In this dag, all the critical sections must execute sequentially after one another; therefore $b$ is a lower bound. Therefore, for multiple locks, our bound is existentially tight; that is, there exist dags for which this bound is tight.
An existentially tight bound may not be satisfying. In general, however, it is difficult for online schedulers to get tight bounds on all computation DAGs with multiple locks without knowing what the future DAG looks like. For instance, consider the DAG shown in figure 6.2b. Again, critical sections in each layer access the same lock. However, now there is no synchronization point between layers; therefore, the layers can execute in parallel. An optimal offline scheduler will schedule the right-most critical section of each layer first so it can schedule the next layer in parallel with the first layer. Therefore, if we carefully construct the DAG, an offline scheduler can get full speedup. However, an online scheduler can not know which critical section of each layer leads to more future work. Therefore, it may make the mistake of executing the right-most critical section last for each layer and therefore will get no speedup. In particular, for any online strategy $S$, there is a bad DAG where the next layer is always created by the critical section this strategy $S$ executes last. Therefore, an online scheduler can not guarantee optimality.

Let us now consider replay. In this case, $T_1/P$, and $T'_\infty$ are lower bounds; therefore the replay bound of $O(T_1/P + \lg \lg PT'_\infty)$ is nearly tight — it just has an additional $\lg \lg P$ factor on the span term which is tiny for most machines. In addition, since it is on the span term, according to the work-first principle [77], this overhead does not affect computations with sufficient parallelism.

On series-parallel (or more generally, fully-strict) computations, depth-first work stealing (of the kind we use) also guarantees a space bound; in particular, if the sequential execution uses $S_1$ stack space, work-stealing uses $O(PS_1)$ when using $P$ workers. Since record uses vanilla work-stealing, it also provides this space bound. However, the replay scheduler executes the augmented DAG which is not a fully-strict DAG. In fact, one can generate augmented DAGs for which it would be impossible to simultaneously provide good speedup and space bounds;
the construction is similar to the lower bound in section 3.1 in [28]. Since our replay scheduler provides good speedup, it can not guarantee low space usage.

### 6.3 Empirical Evaluation

We now turn to the implementation and evaluation of PORRidge. The main benefit of a processor-oblivious record-replay system is that one can replay an execution on a different number of processors from that used during the recording — including a larger number — allowing the replay to benefit from parallel execution. There are inherent overheads in the record and replay in order to allow processor-oblivious replay, however. Specifically, during record, PORRidge must record happens-before edges via strand IDs in a schedule-independent fashion; during replay, PORRidge may need to suspend and resume strands upon lock acquires and releases.

We empirically evaluated the overhead and scalability of the record phase and replay phase across six benchmarks with different execution characteristics. Our results indicate that, as long as the computation has enough parallelism, the record phase scales similarly as the baseline. When the baseline runs low on parallelism, however, the record phase can incur high overhead and cause slow down. The replay phase tends to incur similar and sometimes smaller overhead than the recording. Due to its non-blocking execution model, replay using the same number of workers as in the recorded execution tends to execute faster than recording. In fact, as long as the recorded execution contains sufficient parallelism, the replay continues to get speedup beyond $P$ workers, where $P$ is the number of workers used during recording.

**Benchmarks.** We used the following six benchmarks to evaluate the PORRidge system. The first one, chess, is a Cilk Plus program published by Intel [101] that solves a chess
puzzle — given eight chess pieces excluding pawns, count the number of configurations where the pieces are placed such that they can attack all squares on an 8 × 8 chess board. The program uses reducers [79] to keep counts on the number of such configurations found and to perform I/O; we modified the program to use locks instead. Two benchmarks, dedup and ferret, from the PARSEC benchmark suite [26, 25] are used; they can be implemented as Cilk Plus programs that utilize reducers for performing file I/O, which we replace with locks. Finally, we converted three nondeterministic versions of graph algorithms from the Problem Based Benchmark Suite [169] to use locks instead of Compare-And-Swap (CAS): MIS (Maximal Independent Set), matching (Maximal Matching), and refine (Delaunay Refinement). These benchmarks cover a wide spectrum of behaviors.

Their runtime characteristics when executing on one worker are shown in table 6.1. Note that the characteristics during parallel execution may differ slightly for some of the graph benchmarks as they are nondeterministic by nature. The first three benchmarks use few locks, but still have plenty of lock acquires; however, they do a significant amount of work outside of critical sections. The three graph benchmarks use a much larger number of locks,
since there is one lock per vertex. In addition, they do almost all of their work within critical sections.

**Experimental Platform.** We ran our experiments on an Intel Xeon E5-2665 with 16 2.40-GHz cores on two sockets; 64 GB of DRAM; two 20 MB L3 caches, each shared among 8 cores; and private L2- and L1-caches of sizes 2 MB and 512 KB, respectively. Both hyperthreading and dynamic frequency scaling are disabled in order to get consistent results across runs. For recorded runs, running times are in seconds as a mean of five runs. For a given number of workers, the one with the median running time is chosen to be used for the replay runs. For replay runs, running times are in seconds as a mean of ten runs. For the most part, the standard deviation was within 5% of the mean for both record and replay. There are a few exceptions: graph algorithms have higher standard deviation during replay. In particular, memory-bound graph algorithms (matching and MIS) have higher standard deviations during some replayed runs, up to 12% for MIS. for this phenomenon in the next section.

**Notation.** We use the following notations in this section. The label **baseline** refers to executions of the benchmarks with ordinary spin locks (i.e., without PORRidge). The label **record** refers to the executions with recording enabled using PORRidge. The label **replay** refers to the executions with replay enabled using PORRidge. We use $P_{base}$ to refer to the number of workers used during baseline execution, $P_{rec}$ to refer to the number of workers used during record and $P_{rep}$ to refer to the number of workers used during replay. When $P_{rep}$ is subscripted, the subscript refers to the number of workers used in the recorded that is being replayed; if there is no subscript, then we are replaying with the same number of workers as the recorded run.
Table 6.2: Execution times running on one worker ($P_{base} = P_{rec} = P_{rep} = 1$) for six benchmarks, in seconds. The replay column shows the replay execution time for replaying the run recorded with one worker. The numbers shown in parenthesis indicate the overhead compared to the baseline.

### 6.3.1 Overhead of Record

To evaluate the recording overhead, we compare the running time of PORRidge recording on one worker with the baseline running on one worker. Table 6.2 shows the execution times of six benchmark for these configurations. The recording overhead ranges from 1–3.39× with a geometric mean of 1.62×. Since PORRidge incurs overhead only upon lock operations, the overhead is in part dictated by how much work is done per lock acquire. For programs that perform sufficient amount of work outside of critical sections, such as chess, dedup, and ferret, the overhead is negligible. The graph algorithms, especially matching and MIS, incur higher overhead. For these applications, almost all of the work occurs inside critical sections. In addition, each critical section does a very small amount of work. Their executions mostly involve repeatedly traversing some edge, acquiring a lock corresponding to the vertex at the end of the edge, updating a field in the vertex, and releasing the lock. Hence, the execution time of these programs is dominated by the cost of acquiring and releasing locks. Moreover, these applications are memory bound — they have large working sets and display very little locality in accessing data. The additional space used for logging during recording puts additional pressure on the memory hierarchy. In the initial implementation, we have used a hash list to detect collisions of section IDs (discussed in section 6.1), and the additional cache
Table 6.3: Execution times, in seconds, when replaying on one worker executions recorded on different number of workers. The numbers shown in parenthesis indicate the overhead compared to the execution time of that recorded on one worker. Highlighted cells indicate execution time differ from that of the recorded run on one worker by more than ±10%.

| application | $P = 1$ | $P = 2$ | $P = 4$ | $P = 8$ | $P = 12$ | $P = 16$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chess</td>
<td>65.14 (1.01x)</td>
<td>65.13 (1.01x)</td>
<td>65.11 (1.01x)</td>
<td>65.17 (1.01x)</td>
<td>65.20 (1.01x)</td>
<td>65.13 (1.01x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dedup</td>
<td>48.16 (1.00x)</td>
<td>48.15 (1.00x)</td>
<td>48.16 (1.00x)</td>
<td>48.21 (1.00x)</td>
<td>48.11 (1.00x)</td>
<td>48.20 (1.00x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferret</td>
<td>9.10 (1.02x)</td>
<td>8.95 (1.01x)</td>
<td>8.95 (1.01x)</td>
<td>8.94 (1.01x)</td>
<td>8.93 (1.00x)</td>
<td>8.93 (1.00x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matching</td>
<td>10.07 (1.04x)</td>
<td>10.13 (1.05x)</td>
<td>10.13 (1.05x)</td>
<td>10.17 (1.05x)</td>
<td>10.37 (1.08x)</td>
<td>10.43 (1.08x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIS</td>
<td>3.77 (1.11x)</td>
<td>3.90 (1.15x)</td>
<td>3.94 (1.16x)</td>
<td>3.93 (1.16x)</td>
<td>3.97 (1.17x)</td>
<td>4.04 (1.19x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refine</td>
<td>13.63 (0.93x)</td>
<td>13.67 (0.93x)</td>
<td>13.47 (0.91x)</td>
<td>13.73 (0.93x)</td>
<td>13.70 (0.93x)</td>
<td>13.73 (0.93x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

misses incurred by accessing the hash list incurred much larger overhead in these applications (8–9x). By reordering the bookkeeping data layout to obtain better spatial locality and using a bloom filter instead of a hash list, we were able to reduce the overhead drastically.

### 6.3.2 Overhead of Replay

Replay has two types of overheads. Replay, like record, incurs overhead upon lock acquires and releases. When a worker tries to acquire a lock, it must access that lock’s hash-list and query the hash-list with the current strand ID to see if this strand is the next in line to access this lock. If so, it can acquire the lock. Otherwise, it must suspend. Upon a release, the worker advances the head of the hash-list; if the next lock acquire has been tried and suspended, the worker suspends its current execution and resumes the execution of the next lock acquire. In addition, replay also incurs overheads due to maintaining more deques than the vanilla Cilk runtime system.

If we record on one worker and replay on one worker, the execution proceeds in exactly the same order. Therefore, the replay execution never has to suspend. Essentially, the work done by replay is the same as the work done by record except that replay reads the hash-list
instead of writing to it. We see from table 6.3 that in this case, as expected, replay exhibits essentially the same overhead as record.

The more interesting case is when we record on more than one worker and then replay on one worker ($P_{rec} > 1$ and $P_{rep} = 1$). In this case, replay has additional overheads — namely the overhead of suspending and resuming lock acquires. Table 6.3 shows the overhead of replay on one worker, replaying executions recorded on different number of workers. We can compare these with the execution when we record one worker and replay on one worker (the first column of the figure). It turns out that for the most part, the additional overhead incurred by processor-oblivious replay is small. Only MIS incurs more than 10% additional overhead compared to one-worker record. Note that when we replay (on one worker) an execution recorded on multiple workers, the worker likely encounters critical sections in a different order than the recorded execution did. When this worker encounters a critical section that cannot be executed yet it must suspend its current deque and work steal. In addition, since work stealing is random, the next critical section it acquires may again not be the right one. Therefore, the worker may suspend many deques before encountering a critical section it can execute. Since these graph benchmarks have very little work outside critical sections and a very large number of lock acquires, these suspensions (and the cost of resuming later) cause these overheads.

We can gauge such an overhead by comparing the overhead of executions with $P_{rec} > 1$ and $P_{rep} = 1$ with the overhead of executions with $P_{rec} = P_{rep} = 1$ shown in table 6.3. It turns out that for the most part, the additional overhead incurred by suspending and resuming lock acquires is negligible — at most a few percent increase for the memory-bound benchmarks.
6.3.3 Scalability

To analyze the scalability of PORRidge for recording, we compare the speedup of record to the baseline’s. The speedup is computed with respect to their respective one-worker execution counterpart. Table 6.4 shows scalability of both the baseline and recorded runs across benchmarks (the first two columns). The scalability profile for record tracks that of the baseline closely across all benchmarks. This is especially surprising for memory-bound benchmarks since the workers spend longer within critical sections during recording compared to the baseline. In spite if this, it appears that the additional overhead is distributed across processors evenly and did not reduce the overall parallelism by much.

Table 6.4 as well shows scalability of replay runs that replay executions recorded on $P_{rec} = 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16$ processors. Here, we measure the speedup of a replay run by comparing it against the time replaying the same recorded execution on one worker.

Recall that the expected execution time for replay on $P$ workers is $O\left(\frac{T_1}{P'} + T'_\infty \log \log P'\right)$, where $T_1$ is the overall work in the computation and the $T'_\infty$ is the span in the augmented dag. Since $T_\infty \leq T'_\infty \leq T_\infty + B$, replay should scale as long as record scales (ignoring the $\lg \lg P$ term). The experiments do indicate that it is generally safe to ignore the $\lg \lg P$ term and that the overheads of suspending and restarting in replay is small. For applications where the recording scales, indeed we see that the replay on the same number of workers scale similarly, as shown in the highlighted cells in table 6.4.

The two exceptions are data points in matching and MIS. There are two possible explanation. The first is that the augmented dag is running out parallelism. We don’t believe that this is the case, since if replay uses more workers $P_{rep} > P_{rec}$, we continue to see the execution scales (i.e., by looking at the scalability of data points below the highlighted cells). The more likely
explanation is the following: these benchmarks are already memory bound, and replay has a much larger memory footprint than record, causing additional cache misses, and the higher memory latency slows down the parallel execution. Indeed, these executions incur higher cache misses during replay than during record. There are two reasons for these additional cache misses. First, during replay, workers suspend their current deque from time to time (discussed in section 6.1) and thus can create large number of suspended deques. Second, while record can use a bloom filter and do without a hash list, replay must use either an array or a hash list. While arrays have fewer cache misses than the hash list, both of these have a larger memory footprint than the bloom filter. Indeed, recall that one of the optimizations that we implemented for replay is to use a lock-acquire array instead of a hash list if the number of lock acquires per lock is small (which is the case for these benchmarks). The overhead of replay was much higher when we used a hash list in our initial implementation, which requires even more memory than the array.

The additional memory footprint also in part explains the higher standard deviation for some benchmarks mentioned earlier, namely matching and MIS. How many additional deques created during replay is a function of scheduling, and the number of suspended deques can differ from run to run. Execution times for benchmarks that are already memory bound will be more sensitive to this changes in the number of suspended deques.

Finally, note that, replay of an execution recorded on $P_{rec} = P$ workers can continue to scale when $P_{rep} > P$, as long as there is still parallelism in the augmented dag, as predicted by our theoretical analysis. Such scalability is evident across all benchmarks, as shown by the numbers in the same column below the highlighted cells in table 6.4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bench</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>baseline</th>
<th>replay on P workers (P_{rec} = P) as an execution recorded on P' workers (P_{rec} = P')</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P' = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P' = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P' = 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P' = 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P' = 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P' = 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chess</td>
<td>64.49 (1.00x)</td>
<td>64.36 (1.00x)</td>
<td>65.14 (1.00x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32.20 (2.00x)</td>
<td>32.20 (2.00x)</td>
<td>32.60 (2.00x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.11 (4.00x)</td>
<td>16.11 (4.00x)</td>
<td>16.50 (3.95x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dedup</td>
<td>1.50 (7.91x)</td>
<td>8.13 (7.92x)</td>
<td>8.55 (7.62x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.38 (11.99x)</td>
<td>5.38 (11.96x)</td>
<td>5.91 (11.02x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.04 (15.66x)</td>
<td>4.11 (15.66x)</td>
<td>4.52 (14.41x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferret</td>
<td>48.04 (1.00x)</td>
<td>48.20 (1.00x)</td>
<td>48.16 (1.00x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.43 (1.87x)</td>
<td>24.44 (1.94x)</td>
<td>24.58 (1.92x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.43 (3.86x)</td>
<td>12.40 (3.89x)</td>
<td>12.61 (3.82x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.43 (7.47x)</td>
<td>6.49 (7.43x)</td>
<td>6.72 (7.17x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.52 (10.63x)</td>
<td>4.53 (10.64x)</td>
<td>4.88 (9.87x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.61 (13.31x)</td>
<td>3.65 (13.32x)</td>
<td>3.95 (12.19x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matching</td>
<td>8.92 (1.00x)</td>
<td>8.89 (1.00x)</td>
<td>9.10 (1.00x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.52 (1.97x)</td>
<td>4.57 (1.95x)</td>
<td>4.53 (2.01x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.31 (3.86x)</td>
<td>2.33 (3.88x)</td>
<td>2.32 (3.93x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.27 (7.02x)</td>
<td>1.24 (7.17x)</td>
<td>1.24 (7.34x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.91 (9.80x)</td>
<td>0.91 (9.77x)</td>
<td>0.95 (9.78x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIS</td>
<td>3.06 (1.00x)</td>
<td>9.64 (1.00x)</td>
<td>10.07 (1.00x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.92 (1.67x)</td>
<td>5.78 (1.46x)</td>
<td>6.88 (1.49x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.96 (3.19x)</td>
<td>3.03 (3.18x)</td>
<td>3.95 (2.55x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.50 (6.12x)</td>
<td>1.68 (5.74x)</td>
<td>3.77 (4.31x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.32 (9.56x)</td>
<td>1.13 (8.55x)</td>
<td>2.57 (3.92x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.25 (12.24x)</td>
<td>0.89 (10.83x)</td>
<td>2.56 (3.93x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refine</td>
<td>1.02 (1.00x)</td>
<td>3.40 (1.00x)</td>
<td>3.77 (1.00x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.65 (1.57x)</td>
<td>2.03 (1.67x)</td>
<td>2.57 (1.47x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.32 (3.19x)</td>
<td>1.03 (3.30x)</td>
<td>1.63 (2.31x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.16 (6.38x)</td>
<td>0.58 (5.86x)</td>
<td>1.38 (2.73x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.13 (7.85x)</td>
<td>0.22 (8.10x)</td>
<td>1.54 (2.45x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.14 (7.29x)</td>
<td>0.38 (8.95x)</td>
<td>1.50 (2.51x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.70 (1.00x)</td>
<td>14.73 (1.00x)</td>
<td>13.63 (1.00x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.36 (1.59x)</td>
<td>9.32 (1.58x)</td>
<td>9.38 (1.45x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.40 (2.66x)</td>
<td>5.53 (2.66x)</td>
<td>5.60 (2.43x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.15 (3.71x)</td>
<td>3.87 (3.81x)</td>
<td>4.29 (3.18x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.73 (4.29x)</td>
<td>3.32 (4.44x)</td>
<td>3.91 (3.49x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.45 (4.78x)</td>
<td>3.04 (4.86x)</td>
<td>3.61 (3.78x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Execution times on P = 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, in seconds, and their scalability profile for all benchmarks. Each of the replay columns shows the replay time with P_{rec} = P workers replaying the same recorded execution (with P_{rec} = P'), as shown in the column heading. The numbers in the parenthesis indicate the speedup comparing to its single-worker execution counterpart, which has the 1.00 speedup. The highlighted cells indicate replay runs that uses the same number of workers as in the recording.
Benefits of processor obliviousness. As our experimental data indicates, processor-oblivious record and replay can be implemented efficiently. The only time PORRidge exhibits non-negligible overhead is when the benchmark is already memory bound. For dynamic multithreaded computations, a processor-aware record-and-replay system would need to log additional information to record the inherent non-determinism in the scheduler, which would further increase the memory footprint of the recording.

Moreover, the strategy used by PORRidge has the additional benefit of scaling the replay beyond the number workers used in record, which a processor-aware record and replay system cannot provide. If a recording is done on $P$ workers and takes $x$ time, in a processor-aware system, the replay cannot run in less than $x$ time (asymptotically) no matter how many workers we give it. In fact, it would likely be slower since it would spin when it encounters a lock acquire that is not ready and would have to exactly replicate the steal patterns of the record, causing potentially more idleness. On the other hand, PORRidge never spins during replay and uses suspension to explore all the possible parallelism in the augmented dag. Therefore, as the experiments indicate, replay often runs just as fast as the record when $P_{rep} = P_{rec}$, and can continue to scale when $P_{rep} > P_{rec}$.

6.4 Related Work

Record and Replay. To our knowledge, all software-based record and replay systems are tied to thread-based programming models: a runtime system records the behavior and interleaving of the threads in the program, and on replay re-runs the same threads with the same behavior. Recording and replaying on the same number of threads simplifies both the recording process (as thread-based identifiers can be used to identify operations) and the replay process (as there is no need to map operations from the recorded run onto a different
number of threads). RecPlay [157] and JaRec [82] do not handle racy accesses, and have reasonable overhead, but, as with PORRidge, are unsound in the presence of races.

Racy accesses are more challenging, since accesses to shared memory result in happens-before edges that must be preserved during replay. For systems that handle racy accesses, there are several approaches. Some speculate that races are infrequent or irrelevant to keep recording overhead down [118, 186]. Some preserve a limited amount of information during record and rely on offline search or constraint-solving approaches to generate the information required for replay [125, 6, 97, 146]. Some systems track racy interleavings directly, which either add large overhead [190, 116], use coarse-granularity communication tracking (such as page-based conflict detection) that can be overly-conservative [113, 63], or rely on carefully modified virtual machines [33].

One could apply a traditional thread-based record-and-replay system on dynamic multi-threaded computation directly, and record all sources of non-determinism in order to replay deterministically. PinPlay [147] is such a general record and replay system based on Pin, a popular dynamic binary instrumentation framework [128], that captures all sources of non-determinism including racy memory accesses, thread interleavings, and results from system calls. We ran PinPlay on Delaunay Refinement (refine described in section 6.3) and find that it has 96.8× overhead for recording and 16.1× overhead for replay when executing the computation on one worker — 1-2 orders of magnitudes worse than the PORRidge overheads of 1.26× and 1.16×, respectively. When we tried recording and replaying on multiple workers, the executions with PinPlay slowed down and showed no speedup. This result in part speaks to the performance advantage of PORRidge’s approach, because PORRidge does not need to reproduce the runtime’s non-determinism while traditional thread-based record-and-replay systems must. Reproducing the runtime’s non-determinism requires logging all inter-thread
interactions among worker threads and causing a worker thread to spin wait (instead of doing useful work) when it reaches a recorded inter-thread interaction before the other thread gets there. Note that such inter-thread interactions include all failed steal attempts between a thief and a victim worker, since a failed steal attempt is communicated through shared memory accesses. Chimera [117], another record-and-replay system for pthreaded code, on the other hand, uses static race detection to identify potentially-racing pairs of accesses, and uses lightweight synchronization, as well as lock coarsening, to enable a simple record and replay technique. Such an approach, could be adapted to make PORRidge applicable to racy Cilk programs.

Another strategy is to record information at the hardware level [189, 96, 136, 149], by piggybacking on cache-coherence protocols to record communication between different hardware contexts. While these systems could, in principle, be used to record the behavior of Cilk programs and to capture the non-determinism introduced by the scheduler, they have two drawbacks: 1) like existing software-based models, their (hardware) context-based recording system constrains replay to run with the same level of parallelism as record; 2) they require hardware modifications, and hence do not work in any existing commodity systems.

Determinism. A related technique is deterministic execution, where a combination of programming model constraints and runtime checks ensures that an application always produces the same behavior when presented with the same input. Note that this is subtly different than record and replay: in record and replay, different recorded runs can exhibit different behaviors; replay must replicate whichever recorded run it is replaying. One approach to determinism is to mandate it through programming model restrictions [27, 39, 139, 156, 32, 24] which generally preclude general use of locks and other synchronization mechanisms.
Moreover, while some of these approaches can provide determinism independent of the number of threads [27, 139], most do not. Another approach is to enforce determinism through hardware [54, 56], compiler [22], OS [10, 23] or runtime approaches [126, 142]. While these techniques do not require specialized programming models, these techniques are usually not processor oblivious.

6.5 Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter presented the first processor oblivious record and replay scheme for data race-free dynamic multithreaded programs. This scheme is provably good, efficient in practice, and provides good scalability.

There are many directions of future work. First, we could target a richer set of primitives that induce happens-before relationships; for instance, try-lock and compare-and-swap. These require rethinking the exact semantics we want from a happens-before edge, since, in some cases, programs use the non-determinism induced by these mechanisms to enable efficiency, complicating which edges we want to record. Second, we could try to expand to programs with data races — this would involve recording happens-before relationships not just between critical sections, but also between accesses to memory locations that could be involved in races. As mentioned in the introduction, this does not require conceptual changes to PORRidge, just the ability to indicate to PORRidge where non-determinism due to races might occur. Finally, we can explore other mechanisms to enable processor-oblivious record and replay to see if some of them will give better performance.
Chapter 7

Efficient Race Detection for Structured Future-Parallel Computations

The race detection algorithm in chapter 4 was focused only on fork/join computations. These fork/join computations can be represented as series-parallel DAGs, yielding nice structural properties that allowed CRacer to efficiently detect determinacy races. Specifically, a reachability data structure can be constructed on-the-fly and queried with no asymptotic overhead, whether execution is serial [19] or in parallel (chapter 4).

This chapter and the next consider programs with more general dependencies. In particular, we consider the use of futures, as described in section 5.2.1. Notice that two primitives for futures (create_future and get_future) subsume the spawn and sync primitives for fork/join parallelism. The spawn primitive is a restricted create_future, since corresponding subcomputations cannot escape the scope of the subsequent sync primitive. In fact, using futures can generate arbitrary dependencies. This is beneficial since not all parallel algorithms can be written as fork/join computations.
The disadvantage, however, is that non-series-parallel computation DAGs are harder to reason about. Hence the ability to detect determinacy races is even more important than for series-parallel programs.

This chapter presents a race detection algorithm for programs that use futures in a “structured” way (see chapter 8 for an approach to arbitrary futures). Specifically, we only consider programs with **structured futures**, which must be used in the following way:

- **get_future** is called on each future handle at most once
- there is a sequential dependency chain from each **create_future** to the corresponding **get_future**

Intuitively, the second restriction ensures that there can be no races on future handles. These restrictions are equivalent to single-touch well-structured futures analyzed by Herlihy and Liu [92]; these computation can be executed by a work-stealing scheduler efficiently and with relatively few cache misses (compared to arbitrary future-parallel computations). Such restrictions could be enforced by a compiler by ensuring that future handles are only passed by value (as parameters to functions or as return values), never captured as a reference, and cannot be written to a global variable that can be read by multiple parallel subcomputations.

We first describe an algorithm for maintaining reachability relationships among strands in a computation. Pairing our reachability algorithm with an access history data structure (see chapter 4) yields a race detection algorithm that runs a program serially and in time $O(T_1 \alpha(m, n))$, where $T_1$ is the work of the program, $\alpha$ is the inverse Ackermann’s function, $m$ is the number of memory accesses in the program, and $n$ is the number of parallel strands created (the number of **spawn** or **get_future** operations).
Section 7.1 discusses how to maintain reachability for programs with structured use of futures by extending the SP-Bags algorithm; section 7.2 proves its correctness. The necessary changes to a series-parallel access history data structure are discussed in section 7.3, which also analyzes the runtime of the full race detection algorithm. We briefly discuss related work in section 7.4 before concluding in section 7.5.

7.1 Extending SP-Bags for Structured Futures

As mentioned in the introduction, programmatically, \texttt{spawn} and \texttt{sync} are subsumed by \texttt{create\_future} and \texttt{get\_future} since we can model \texttt{spawn} as \texttt{create\_future} and \texttt{sync} as \texttt{get\_future} on all the functions in the function scope. Henceforth, for simplicity, we will assume that we only have \texttt{create\_future} and \texttt{get\_future} constructs to create parallelism.

We refer to the strand that calls \texttt{get\_future} (F) (as its last instruction) as the \texttt{creator}(F) and strand that calls \texttt{get\_future} (F) (as its first instruction) as the \texttt{getter}(F). The computation dag consists of three kinds of nodes — regular strands with one incoming and one outgoing edge, creator strands with two outgoing edges and getter strands with two incoming edges. It also consists of three kinds of edges: spawn edges are edges from creator nodes to the first strand of the future; join edges are edges from last strand of a future to getter nodes; all other edges (that go between strands of the same function instance) are continue edges. \footnote{Spawn and join edges here were called non-SP edges earlier, but it is more convenient to distinguish between them in this manner in this section.}

This algorithm is similar to the SP-Bags algorithm for detecting races for series-parallel programs [71]. As with that algorithm, we will use a the fast disjoint-set data structure [179].
The data structure maintains a dynamic collection $D$ of disjoint sets and provides three operations:

- **MAKE-SET($x$)**: $D = D \cup \{\{x\}\}$
- **UNION($A$, $B$)**: $D = D \cup A \cup B - A - B$
- **FIND($x$)** returns the set that contains the element $x$.

In addition, like SP-Bags, our algorithm depends on the **depth-first eager execution** of the computation. That is, when we get to a **creator($F$)**, we will always execute the future $F$. When we return from the future $F$, we will then follow the continue edge of **creator($F$)**. Due to the restriction that we have structured futures, this execution has the property that the execution will never block since when we get to the **getter($F$)** strand, we will have already executed $F$ (which executes immediately after **creator($F$)**).

Now we are ready to describe the algorithm. This algorithm maintains a bag for each function instance $F$ for which **get_future** has not yet been called (these bags can be stored with the future handle). This bag is labeled either an $S$-bag, represented by $S_F$ or a $P$-bag, represented by $P_F$. The algorithm maintains these bags as follows:

1. On $f = \text{create_future}(F)$: $S_F = \text{MAKE-SET}(u)$ where $u$ is the first strand of $F$.
2. On return of function $F$: $P_F = S_F$; de-allocate $S_F$.
3. On $y = \text{get_future}(f)$ where $f$ is $F$'s handle and the current strand ($\text{getter}(F)$) is in function $F'$: $S_{F'} = \text{UNION}(S_F, P_F)$; de-allocate $P_F$.
4. strands of a function $F$ are always added to $S_F$.  
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In order to check if the currently executing strand \( v \) (which reads or writes a memory location \( \ell \)) is in parallel with a (already executed) strand \( u \) (from \( \ell \)'s access history), we do a \texttt{Find}(u). If this returns an \( S \) bag, then \( u \prec v \) and \( u \)'s access doesn’t race with \( v \)'s; otherwise it does.

### 7.2 Correctness Proof

We will prove the following theorem:

**Theorem 7.1.** If the currently executing strand is \( v \), then a previously executed strand \( u \) is currently in an \( S \) bag iff \( u \prec v \); otherwise it is in a \( P \) bag.

We now define a couple of more terms. A node \( u \) is a **spawn predecessor** of a node \( v \) if there is a path from \( u \) to \( v \) which consists of only spawn and continue edges. A node \( u \) is a **join predecessor** of \( v \) if there is a path from \( u \) to \( v \) that consists of only join and continue edges. Spawn and join-successor are defined in the symmetric way. Each node is its own spawn and join predecessor and successor.

We first state a property of eager executions in this model:

**Property 7.2.** When a strand \( v \) is currently executing, all spawn predecessors of \( v \) are part of some active function — a function that has started, but not completed. In addition, the converse is also true; all strands \( w \) that are part of active functions are spawn predecessors of \( v \).

The proof consists of two steps: (1) We will first establish a static property of paths in programs with structured futures; in particular, if \( u \prec v \), then we can find a node \( w \) where the path from \( u \) to \( w \) where \( u \) is a join-predecessor of \( w \) and \( w \) is a spawn predecessor of \( v \). (2) We will then establish a dynamic property of the algorithm, namely that if \( u \) is a join
predecessor of some node \( w \), where \( w \) is part of an active function \( G \), then \( u \) is in the \( S \) bag of \( G \). If none of \( u \)'s join successors are part of an active function, then \( u \) is in a \( P \) bag. Together, these statements along with property 7.2 prove theorem 7.1.

First, we define a canonical order on the futures of the program. The order starts with the main function; we then progressively add futures to the computation. A future \( F \) can only be added if its creator strand and getter strand have already both been added. We can show that we can always find a canonical order by induction.

**Lemma 7.3.** We can always find a canonical order.

*Proof.* We will induct on adding new futures. We can always start since the main function is added first. At some point, we have already added some futures, say a set \( S \). Next, we will add the future \( F \) such that there is no future \( G \) such that \( \text{creator}(F) \prec \text{creator}(G) \) where both creator nodes are in \( S \). There must be some such future (if there are more than one, we can choose arbitrarily). Since no future was created sequentially after \( F \) was created, and \( \text{getter}(F) \) is sequentially after \( \text{creator}(F) \), \( \text{getter}(F) \) must also be in \( S \); therefore, it is legal for us to pick \( F \) as the next future in our canonical order.

We can now show this property by inducting on futures in the canonical order. It is easy to see that as we add futures, we do not change reachability between nodes that already exists and for new nodes, we augment additional paths by adding spawn edges to the end of the path and join edges to the beginning. The next lemmas follow directly.

**Lemma 7.4.** If \( u \prec v \), then there exists a path from \( u \) to \( v \) that contains two sections: The first path (possibly empty) contains only join and continue edges and the second part (possibly empty) contains only spawn and continue edges. In other words there is never a spawn edge followed by a join edge on this path. In addition, this path is unique.
Proof. Induct on futures in the canonical order (which we can always find according to lemma 7.3) and show that this is true as we add futures one by one.

Base case: We first have only the main strand, so this is true trivially.

Inductive case: Assume that after we have added a set $S$ of futures, the statement is true. We now add a new future $F'$.

Consider any nodes $u$ and $v$ in this new dag where . If neither $u$ nor $v$ are in $F'$, then the addition of $F'$ does not add any new paths between $u$ and $v$ (since the only new path added is between $\text{creator}(F)$ and $\text{getter}(F)$ and there was already a path between them before we added $F'$). In addition, any new path added does have a spawn followed by a join — therefore, the uniqueness is preserved. Therefore, we only need consider pairs where either $u$ or $v$ are in $F'$. If $u$ is in $F'$ and $v$ is not, then the path from $u$ to $v$ must go from the last strand of $F'$ to $\text{getter}(F')$ and then to $v$. By inductive hypothesis, the path from $\text{getter}(F')$ already follows the desired property and the path from $u$ to $\text{getter}(F')$ only contains join and continue edges. Therefore, the property still holds. A symmetric argument applies when $v$ is in $F'$.

\[ \square \]

Lemma 7.5. If $u \prec v$, then there is some node $w$ (possibly $u$ or $v$) which is a join successor of $u$ and a spawn predecessor of $v$.

We next prove the dynamic property by looking at the execution as it unfolds. Therefore, we implicitly assume that when we refer to any strand (or function), it is either currently executing or has already executed (we have no knowledge of strands or functions that are still to execute).
For each function $F$, we define its **operating function** $G$ as the function containing the “farthest join descendant” of the last executed strand of $F$. We say that a function $F$ is **active** if it has started, but has not yet returned. It is its own operating function. If a function is not active (it has returned), it may be **confluent** or **non-confluent**. It is confluent if its operating function is active; otherwise it is non-confluent. By definition, the operating function of a non-confluent function is always some non-confluent function and an operating function is always either active or non-confluent. A confluent function can never be its own operating function, but a non-confluent function $F$ may be its own operating function if its $\text{getter}(F)$ has not yet executed.

The following lemma is proved by induction on the program as it executes.

**Lemma 7.6.** (a) When a function $F$ is active, all its strands are in its $S$ bag. (b) If a function $F$ is confluent, then all its strands are in its operating function $G$’s $S$ bag. (c) If a function $F$ is non-confluent, then all its strands are in its operating function $G$’s $P$ bag.

**Proof.** When a function is first called, it has an $S$ bag and its strands are placed in the $S$ bag. They remain in this $S$ bag while it is active. Once the function returns, all its items move to a $P$ bag. All its strands remain in $S$ bags while the function is active. For the other two statements, we induct on time after $F$ returns.

Base Case: When $F$ returns, $\text{getter}(F)$ has not yet been called. Therefore, it is its own operating function; it is non-confluent; and all its strands are in its own $P$ bag.

Inductive Case: We will do this by two cases:

**Case 1:** $F$ is non-confluent and $G$ is its (non-confluent) operating function; by inductive hypothesis, all strands of $G$ are in $G$’s $P$ bag. The only thing that can make changes the
location of its strands is if \texttt{getter}(G) executes, say by function \textit{H}. At this point, \textit{H} (which is currently active) becomes the operating function for both \textit{G} and \textit{F} — therefore, \textit{F} is now confluent. All strands of \textit{F} (and incidentally \textit{G}) move to \textit{H}'s \textit{S} bag.

**Case 2:** \textit{F} is confluent and \textit{G} is its (active) operating function; by inductive hypothesis, all strands of \textit{F} are in \textit{G}'s \textit{S} bag. The only thing that changes the location of \textit{F}'s strands is if \textit{G} returns. At this point \textit{G} becomes non-confluent (since it is no longer active); therefore \textit{F} also becomes non confluent. All of \textit{F}'s strands move to \textit{G}'s \textit{P} bag.

We are now ready to prove theorem 7.1. The intuition is that if a function \textit{F} is confluent, then there is some strand \textit{w} in its (active) operating procedure which is a join ancestor of all strands of \textit{F} and a spawn ancestor of currently executing strand.

**Proof of Theorem 7.1.** By lemma 7.5, we know that if \textit{u} \prec \textit{v}, then we can find a node \textit{w} such that \textit{u} is a join predecessor of \textit{w} and \textit{w} is a spawn predecessor of \textit{v}. By property 7.2, since \textit{v} is executing, the function containing \textit{w}, say \textit{G}, is still active. Therefore, by definition, the function containing \textit{u} is confluent. Therefore, by lemma 7.6, \textit{u} is an \textit{S} bag.

If \textit{u} does not precede \textit{v}, then there is no path from \textit{u} to \textit{v}. Therefore \textit{u} can not have a path to any strand \textit{w} in any active function (otherwise by the second statement of property 7.2, since \textit{w} has path to \textit{v}, \textit{u} will also have a path to \textit{v}). Therefore, by definition, \textit{u} is non confluent. By lemma 7.6, \textit{u} is in a \textit{P} bag.

### 7.3 Full Race Detection Algorithm

In the previous section, we discussed how to maintain reachability data structure dynamically. We now discuss how this algorithm can be used to do race detection in a program with
structured futures. In order to do so, we must consider the other aspect of race-detection, namely the **access history** — for each memory location $\ell$, the access history maintains enough information about the previous accesses to $\ell$ so that future accesses to $\ell$ can detect races.

For serial race detection of series-parallel programs, the access history for each memory location $\ell$ contains the last *serial* reader strand $r$ and writer strand $w$ for $\ell$ [71]. Whenever a strand $s$ reads from a memory location $\ell$, the race detector checks the reachability data structure to determine whether $s$ is logically parallel with the last writer $w$; if so, a race is reported. Otherwise, the detector checks if $s$ is in series with the last reader, and replaces it if so. Crucially, storing only the last serial reader suffices when the computation is series-parallel. A writer $s$ is similar but compared against both the last reader and writer. For parallel race detection of series-parallel programs, it suffices to maintain two readers and one writer [132]. In both cases, the access history stores a constant number of previous accesses, and each memory access leads to at most a constant number of queries into the reachability data structure.

This property no longer holds for programs with futures, however. In particular, the access history for memory location $\ell$ still holds only one writer strand, namely the most recent writer $\text{last-writer}(\ell)$. However, it must now store an arbitrarily large reader-list. Race detection proceeds as follows. Whenever a strand $s$ reads from the memory location $\ell$, the race detector checks the reachability data structure to determine whether $s$ is logically parallel with $\text{last-writer}(\ell)$; if so, a race is reported. Otherwise, $s$ is added to $\text{reader-list}(\ell)$. When a strand $s$ writes to a memory location $\ell$, the race detector must check $s$ against all readers in $\text{reader-list}(\ell)$ and with $\text{last-writer}(\ell)$. If $s$ is in parallel with any of them, then it declares a race. Otherwise, the reader list is set to *empty* and $s$ is stored as $\text{last-writer}(\ell)$.
1. Currently executing strand \( s \) reads location \( \ell \): check if \( \text{last-writer}(\ell) \) is in a \( P \) bag; if so, declare a race. Otherwise, append \( r \) to \( \text{reader-list}(\ell) \).

2. Currently executing strand \( s \) writes to location \( \ell \): check if any reader \( r \in \text{reader-list}(\ell) \) is in a \( P \) bag; if so, declare a race. Otherwise, empty the reader list and set \( \text{last-writer}(\ell) = w \).

Figure 7.1: Pseudocode for memory accesses, using the extended SP-Bags algorithm to perform reachability queries.

We can empty the reader list without missing any races, because anything that executes later that would be in parallel with these readers must also be in parallel with \( s \) (which is the new \( \text{last-writer}(\ell) \) and the race will be reported with \( s \). Figure 7.1 shows the pseudocode for each memory access.

Unlike series-parallel computations, each write may generate multiple queries. However, we can bound the total number of queries since each writer removes the entire \( \text{reader-list} \), yielding the following theorem.

**Theorem 7.7.** The total running time of race detection for structured single-touch future-parallel programs is \( O(T_1 \alpha(m, n)) \) time, where \( \alpha \) is the inverse Ackermann’s function, \( m \) is the number of memory accesses, and \( n \) is the number of \text{spawn} or \text{create_future} calls in the program.

**Proof.** The fast disjoint-sets data structure provides the bound of amortized time \( O(\alpha(m, n)) \) per operation, where \( m \) is the number of operations and \( n \) is the number of sets. For our program, \( m \) is at most the number of memory accesses and \( n \) is the number of strands in the program. Clearly we only do \( T_1 \) MAKE-SET and UNION operations, so we only need to bound the number of FIND operations, which occur at queries.
We only do queries at memory accesses. On each read, we do one query — checking the reachability between the last writer and the current strand. On each write, we may do many queries — against all of the readers in the reader list. However, we remove all the readers in the reader-list are removed at a write. Therefore, each read leads to at most two queries, one when the read itself occurs and another when a subsequent write to the same memory location occurs. So the total number of queries is bounded by $2 \times$ number of reads. Since the total number of reads is at most $T_1$, the total number of disjoint-sets operations is $O(T_1)$.

The number of sets is the total number of places at which parallelism is created, i.e. the number of spawn or create_future calls in the program. Thus the total cost of race detection is $O(T_1\alpha(T_1,n))$.

### 7.4 Related Work

As discussed in section 4.5, there is a large body of work on race detection for fork/join programs. Other structured computations have also been considered; Dimitrov et al.[60] propose an algorithm for race detection on computations that look like grids while Lee and Schardl [119] propose a race detector for fork-join computations that use a special kind of reduction mechanism. Recently, Surendran and Sarkar [173] proposed the first race detection algorithm for programs that use futures. Their reachability data structure has significantly more overhead than ours, however; in particular, the running time increases quadratically with the number of futures (that is multiplicatively instead of additively as in our case).

There are two important distinctions between our approaches. First, the reachability data structure does not encode paths that include both SP and non-SP edges. Therefore, to answer a single reachability question of whether $u \prec v$, they must make multiple queries to the reachability data structure. Second, their reachability data structure explicitly stores
a dag and each reachability query does a search on the dag; therefore, each query to the
reachability data structure can take more than constant time.

In addition to race-detection for programs with structured parallelism and futures, there is
a rich literature on dynamic race detection for programming models that generate compu-
tations with nondeterministic dependence structures, such as ones that involve locks [164,
45, 153, 47, 141, 191, 152, 72, 69, 55]. For such models, since the output necessarily depends
on the schedule, the best correctness guarantee that a race detector can provide is for a
given program, for a given input, and for a given schedule. Also, these race detectors are
often based on a persistent threading model; applying them to dynamically multithreaded
programs means tracking all memory accesses of the work-stealing scheduler, resulting in
high overhead and reporting of benign races in the runtime system.

7.5 Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter presented a race-detection algorithm for programs that use futures in a struc-
tured way. This structured use of futures still admits many useful applications [92], but our
race detection algorithm to be very efficient. The overhead for our algorithm is proportion to
the inverse Ackermann’s function, which is so slow-growing that for all intents and purposes
the bound is asymptotically optimal.

One obvious avenue for future work is to implement this algorithm and evaluate them, using
the runtime from chapter 5 to implement futures. Also, our algorithm only works when the
computation is executed serially — it would be interesting to consider how to parallelize
the algorithm. There may be larger classes of restricted futures that still admit efficient race
detection algorithms. Chapter 8 discusses race detection for arbitrary use of futures.
Chapter 8

Efficient Race Detection for General Future-Parallel Computations

The previous chapter presented an efficient (nearly asymptotically-optimal) algorithm for detecting races in computations that use futures in a restricted way. In this chapter we consider race detection on general future-parallel computations, placing no restrictions on how futures can be used. This generality comes at a cost, though we argue that this cost is reasonable for many programs.

General use of futures can generate computation DAGs with arbitrary dependencies. Therefore it seems unlikely that we can provide race detection without some asymptotic overhead. We present an algorithm whose running time depends on the number of get_future operations performed in the computation. In particular, we reduce the race-detection problem to doing on-the-fly dynamic reachability queries on a series-parallel dag with extra edges due to get_future. Our algorithm runs in $O(T_1 + k^2)$ time, where $k$ is the number of get_future calls in the computation.
As noted in chapter 7, `create_future` and `get_future` are strictly more general than `spawn` and `sync`, since we can replace each `spawn` with a `create_future` and each `sync` with a `get_future` on each of the futures created so far. However, we do not do so in the model for this chapter, since replacing `sync` operations with `get_future` will increase $k$. Separating the two types of parallel primitives is in fact a major advantage of our model.

This dynamic reachability algorithm can be extended with an access history component using the same approach as chapter 7, resulting in a full determinacy race detection algorithm that runs in time $O(T_1 + k^2)$.

**Outline** This is chapter is structured as follows. Section 8.1 explains how we can utilize our knowledge of series-parallel DAGs to model general DAGs, while section 8.2 builds on this to explain an offline reachability algorithm. We extend this to an online algorithm in section 8.3. The algorithm is proven correct in section 8.4 and the performance of the full race detection algorithm is analyzed in section 8.5. Sections 8.6 and 8.7 discuss related work and conclude, respectively.

### 8.1 “Nearly” Series-Parallel DAGs

We model future-parallel computations as a series-parallel DAG with some non-SP edges. The `create_future` primitive creates a sub-SP-dag which is ended by the `get_future` primitive. We add artificial SP edges from the computation’s root to each future task’s start node, and from each future task’s end node to the computation sink. These edges are for modeling purposes only, allowing us to support future tasks that create and get other futures. These additional edges do not change the meaning of the DAG and are less restrictive than `create/get` edges.
Note that the root of the computation may now have outdegree greater than two. As in previous chapters, we would like to assume binary forking and spawning. So we remedy this by adding a binary tree of height \( \log k \) to the start of the computation, where \( k \) is the number of future tasks in the computation.

This model of series-parallel computation dags with arbitrary non-SP edges is quite general and subsumes computations that can arise from future [127, 40, 73, 43, 42, 110, 9, 86] or other future-like (such as “put” and “get” [37, 180]) parallel constructs that we encountered in the literature. Therefore, our algorithm would work on all of these primitives.

We need to answer reachability queries in such graphs, where \( O(k) \) arbitrary non-SP edges have been added. We will show how to build a data structure in time \( O(n + k^2) \), where \( n \) is the total number of vertices.

Formally, we consider reachability on a graph \( G = (V, E_{SP} \cup E_{non}) \). The minor \( G_{SP} = (V, E_{SP}) \) contains all the series-parallel edges, while \( E_{non} \) contains the non-SP edges. We assume non-SP edges are not incident on fork or join nodes and that the computation’s source node is not a fork node\(^1\). We also assume that the graph description specifies which edges are part of \( E_{SP} \) and which are the extra edges of \( E_{non} \). This information is provided in a programming model with different linguistic keywords for different edge types — both spawn and sync and create_future and get_future. This has a minor disadvantage to the programmer, since now they must remember more keywords. However, we will see that it allows our reachability data structure to be much more efficient.

We write \( u \prec v \) to denote the presence of a directed path from \( u \) to \( v \) in the graph in question. We say that \( u \) is a predecessor of \( v \) and \( v \) is a successor of \( u \). To disambiguate, we often

\(^1\)This is without loss of generality, since we can add a constant number of nodes to fix any violations.
indicate the graph being discussed as a subscript of the precedes symbol, e.g., $u \prec_G v$ to mean that there is a path from $u$ to $v$ in $G$. (The path can be empty, i.e., we always have $v \prec v$.) We use $u \prec_{SP} v$ as a shorthand for $u \prec_{G_{SP}} v$, i.e., to indicate that there is a path from $u$ to $v$ using only the edges $E_{SP}$. We use $u \rightsquigarrow v$ to refer to a (possibly empty) directed path from $u$ to $v$, and we use $u \overset{G}{\rightsquigarrow} v$ to mean a path in $G$. As before, we use $u \overset{SP}{\rightsquigarrow} v$ as a shorthand for $u \overset{G_{SP}}{\rightsquigarrow} v$.

Consider a node $v$. If $x$ and $y$ are both predecessors of $v$ and $x \prec y$, then we say that $y$ is a nearer predecessor of $v$. Similarly, if $x$ and $y$ are both successors of $v$, and $x \prec y$, then we say that $x$ is a nearer successor. When we use the term “nearer” in this section, we always mean with respect to the series-parallel graph $G_{SP}$.

### 8.2 Offline Reachability

For ease of exposition, we first present how to compute reachability given a DAG a posteriori. We will prove this technique correct computes reachability, then show an online technique that maintains these same data structures for the currently exposed nodes. We should note that we do not know of any offline algorithm with better bounds than this algorithm.

It is instructive to first consider a very simple approach for computing reachability statically: perform a graph search from each node, building the transitive closure. Given a computation DAG $G = (V, E)$, This can extended to an online algorithm by storing the set of predecessors at each vertex. When we add a new edge $(u, v)$, we check if $v$ has gained any new predecessors by comparing the predecessor sets of $u$ and $v$. If $v$ gains a new predecessor, we update the predecessors for $v$’s neighbors. Note that a vertex can gain a new predecessor at most $|V|$
times, yielding a total time of $O(|V||E|)$ and supporting queries in $O(1)$ time. In the worst case we have $|E| = \Theta(T_1)$, so this method runs in time $O(T_1^2)$.

Rather than explicitly computing reachability on the entire computation DAG, we will utilize the model from section 8.1 to allow us to keep two smaller graphs, along with a reachability data structure for each. One of these graphs, $G_{SP} = (V, E_{SP})$, will contain all the nodes of the computation graph, but only series-parallel edges. The other, $R = (V_R, E_R)$, is an auxiliary graph which is not series-parallel.

We will leverage prior work on series-parallel reachability for the graph $G_{SP}$ and simply build the transitive closure for $R$. When we need to query reachability between two nodes $u$ and $v$, we first query the SP reachability data structure. If this reports a serial relationship, we are done. Only if it reports a parallel relationship do we query the second, non-SP reachability data structure. This is the key idea that allows our algorithm to be efficient: since we $R$ for all reachability queries, we add only a select subset of nodes to it. So building this data structure is fast, even though we compute reachability on $R$ in a very simple way.

Bender et al. [19] addressed how to efficiently build a reachability data structure for $G_{SP}$ (summarized and extended to parallel execution in chapter 4). In particular, the data structure can be constructed in $O(|V|)$ time and support queries in $O(1)$ time. (SP-Order is overkill for the offline setting, but also applies in the dynamic case.) Thus the focus of this work is on the efficient construction of $R$. 
8.2.1 Properties of the Auxiliary Graph

Here we describe the key features of the auxiliary graph \( \mathcal{R} \). We will later consider the specifics in more detail, but these properties are enough to imply correctness of the query. Moreover, these properties are the core motivations of algorithm design (both static and dynamic).

The vertices in \( \mathcal{R} \) are a subset of nodes from the original graph. We call these nodes \( V_\mathcal{R} \subseteq V \) the anchor nodes. The set of anchor nodes comprises all nodes incident on the non-SP edges \( E_{\text{non}} \), as well as some (but not too many) other nodes. The graph \( \mathcal{R} \) is designed to ensure the following three properties, the third motivating the extra anchor nodes:

**Property 8.1.** For any two anchor nodes \( u, v \in V_\mathcal{R} \), we have \( u \prec_\mathcal{R} v \) if and only if \( u \prec_G v \).

**Property 8.2.** \(|V_\mathcal{R}| = O(|E_{\text{non}}|)\) and \(|E_\mathcal{R}| = \Theta(|E_{\text{non}}|)\).

We associate with each node \( v \) in \( G \) two specific anchor nodes (possibly null): an anchor predecessor and anchor successor, denoted \( \text{PredAnchor}(v) \) and \( \text{SuccAnchor}(v) \), respectively. The key property of these anchor predecessor and successors is as follows.

**Property 8.3.** First, if not null, the anchor predecessor (or successor) is a predecessor (or successor) in \( G_{\text{SP}} \), i.e., for every node \( v \) there exists a path \( \text{PredAnchor}(v) \overset{\text{SP}}{\to} v \overset{\text{SP}}{\to} \text{SuccAnchor}(v) \).

Consider any non-SP edge \((x, y) \in E_{\text{non}}\). If there is a path \( x \to y \overset{\text{SP}}{\to} v \), then \( \text{PredAnchor}(v) \) is not null and there exists a path of the form \( x \to y \overset{\text{SP}}{\to} \text{PredAnchor}(v) \overset{\text{SP}}{\to} v \). Similarly, a path \( v \overset{\text{SP}}{\to} x \to y \) implies a path \( v \overset{\text{SP}}{\to} \text{SuccAnchor}(v) \overset{\text{SP}}{\to} x \to y \).

In other words, \( \text{PredAnchor}(v) \) is nearer than all other predecessors that have incoming non-SP edges. (It may be null if there are no predecessors with incoming non-SP edges.)
Similarly, SuccAnchor(\(v\)) is nearer than all other successors having outgoing non-SP edges. (It is null if there are no successors with outgoing non-SP edges).

### 8.2.2 Reachability Queries

Assuming an auxiliary graph with the aforementioned properties, querying whether \(u \prec_G v\) operates as follows:

```
PRECEDES(u,v)
1  if u \prec_{SP} v // Query the reachability structure on G_{SP}
2      return TRUE
3  elseif SuccAnchor(u) \neq null, PredAnchor(v) \neq null, and
                         SuccAnchor(u) \prec_{R} PredAnchor(v)
               // Query the reachability structure on R
4      return TRUE
5  else return FALSE
```

Note that we only query the reachability structure on \(R\) if \(u \not\prec_{SP} v\) — this is important for correctness; the second query may return the wrong answer if \(u \prec_{SP} v\).

The following lemma says that the query is correct.

**Lemma 8.4.** Assuming properties 8.1 and 8.3, the query algorithm correctly returns \(u \prec v\) if and only if there is a path from \(u\) to \(v\) in \(G\).

**Proof.** There are three cases, corresponding to each of the returns. The first case is that \(u \prec_{SP} v\). Then the algorithm trivially returns the correct answer (true).
Figure 8.1: Example graph $G$ (left), auxiliary graph $R$ (middle), and the corresponding anchor predecessors/successors (right). The dashed arrows correspond to the non-SP edges $E_{\text{non}}$; omitting the dashed (non-SP) edges from the graphs yields the series-parallel subgraphs $G_{\text{SP}}$ and $R_{\text{SP}}$, respectively. Nodes with thicker borders are the anchor nodes, and the magenta nodes are the principle anchors (those incident on non-SP edges). The nodes are numbered by their execution order.

Figure 8.2: A partial execution of the dag from figure 8.1 just after node 12 has been executed. Only nodes that have been processed are displayed.

Figure 8.3: A partial execution of the dag from figure 8.1 just after processing node 24. Note that 24 cannot execute because it has an unsatisfied incoming non-SP edge, so the node now blocks and the execution would continue with 6’s other child.
The second case is that \( u \not\preceq_{SP} v \) and \( u \prec_G v \). Let \( p = u \overset{G}{\rightsquigarrow} v \) be any path from \( u \) to \( v \). Since there is no path in \( G_{SP} \), \( p \) must use at least one non-SP edge. If there is just one non-SP edge \((a, y)\) on the path, then we can rewrite the path as \( u \overset{SP}{\rightsquigarrow} a \overset{E_{eq}}{\rightsquigarrow} y \overset{SP}{\rightsquigarrow} v \). Otherwise, let \((a, b)\) be the first non-SP edge on the path, and let \((x, y)\) be the last non-SP edge on the path. Then \( p = u \overset{SP}{\rightsquigarrow} a \overset{E_{eq}}{\rightsquigarrow} b \overset{G}{\rightsquigarrow} x \overset{E_{eq}}{\rightsquigarrow} y \overset{SP}{\rightsquigarrow} v \). In either case, since \( a \) has an outgoing non-SP edge, we can apply property 8.3 to conclude that the path \( u \overset{SP}{\rightsquigarrow} SuccAnchor(u) \overset{SP}{\rightsquigarrow} a \).

Similarly, there also exists a path \( y \overset{SP}{\rightsquigarrow} PredAnchor(v) \overset{SP}{\rightsquigarrow} v \). Splicing these paths together appropriately with \( p \), we conclude that there exists a path \( p' = u \overset{SP}{\rightsquigarrow} SuccAnchor(u) \overset{G}{\rightsquigarrow} PredAnchor(v) \overset{SP}{\rightsquigarrow} v \). Importantly, there is a path \( SuccAnchor(u) \overset{G}{\rightsquigarrow} PredAnchor(v) \). Thus, by property 8.1 \( SuccAnchor(u) \prec_R PredAnchor(v) \) and the query correctly returns true.

Finally, suppose \( u \not\prec_G v \). We claim that \( SuccAnchor(u) \not\prec_G PredAnchor(v) \), and hence by property 8.1 \( SuccAnchor(u) \not\prec_R PredAnchor(v) \) and the query correctly returns false. We justify the claim by contradiction—if there exists a path \( SuccAnchor(u) \rightsquigarrow PredAnchor(v) \), then by property 8.3 there also exists a path \( u \rightsquigarrow SuccAnchor(u) \rightsquigarrow PredAnchor(v) \rightsquigarrow v \), and hence \( u \prec_G v \), which is a contradiction. }

### 8.2.3 The Auxiliary Graph

Now we discuss the construction of the \textit{a posteriori} auxiliary graph. In reality, this graph is built-up incrementally while executing \( G \). But since nodes are never removed, it is helpful to reason about the auxiliary graph as a static entity. An example graph and auxiliary graph are shown in figure 8.1.

As already noted, \( V_R \) includes all of the vertices in \( G \) that are incident on non-SP edges. We also add to \( V_R \) just enough fork and join nodes to make property 8.3 feasible. In particular, the anchor nodes include all of the following:
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• all nodes incident on a non-SP edge, which we call **principle anchors**, 

• the first node $source(G_{SP})$ of the entire graph (to remove some corner cases), 

• all fork nodes whose left and right subdags in $G_{SP}$ each contain at least one principle anchor, and 

• all join nodes whose left and right subdags in $G_{SP}$ each contain at least one principle anchor.

In the example, fork node 7 and corresponding join node 26 are both anchor nodes because each of the left and right subdags contain a principle anchor, namely 9 and 24, respectively. In contrast, fork 6 and corresponding join 27 are not anchor nodes because only the left subdag contains any principle anchors.

Note that which nodes are anchors depends only on the series parallel graph $G_{SP}$ and which nodes have incident non-SP edges. How the nodes are related by non-SP edges, as well as the direction of the edges, does not affect anything except specific edges in $R$.

The reason for making certain join nodes anchors is to make it possible to define anchor predecessors consistent with property 8.3. Otherwise, node 29 could not possibly have an anchor predecessor, as there is no anchor node that comes after both 19 and 24. Similarly, certain forks are made into anchors to enable an anchor successor.

But we also have to be careful not to make $R$ too large. By making forks and joins anchors only when both subdags have principle anchors, we are able to bound the number of anchor nodes. Proof of the following lemma follows the same ideas as bounding the number of internal nodes in a full binary tree with respect to the number of leaves. The “tree” here is nesting subdags of anchored forks.
Lemma 8.5. There are $O(|E_{\text{non}}| + 1)$ anchor nodes (which are exactly the vertices in $R$).

Proof. Let $p$ be the number of principle anchors. There are (at most) two principle anchors induced by each non-SP edge, so we have $p \leq 2|E_{\text{non}}|$. If $p = 0$, the only anchor is the first node in the graph. The rest of this lemma considers the case that $p \geq 1$.

To count the total number of anchors, we consider a collection of series-parallel graphs inductively over the series/parallel compositions used to create $G_{\text{SP}}$, starting from the base case singleton nodes. The idea is to count the number $x$ of graphs containing principle anchors. Initially, $x = p$ as each principle anchor is in a separate graph. This number can only decrease when graphs are composed, since compositions do not create principle anchors.

The key observation is that whenever a composition rule results in more (fork or join) anchors, the number $x$ of graphs with principle anchors decreases by one. In particular, anchors are only created on parallel composition of two graphs having principle anchors. In this case, 2 new anchor nodes are created. But two graphs with principle anchors are combined into one, so $x$ decreases by 1. Thus, this case can occur at most $p - 1$ times overall. No other cases results in anchor nodes being created, so the total number of anchor nodes including the source node is at most $p + 2(p - 1) + 1 = 3p - 1$.

Defining the anchor predecessor and successor. There is some flexibility in how we choose the anchor predecessor and successor of each node $u$ in $G_{\text{SP}}$, as there may be multiple nodes that meet the requirements of property 8.3. We choose the nearest such node:

Definition 8.6. The anchor predecessor of $v$, denoted $\text{PredAnchor}(v)$, is the node $y$ such that (1) $y \in V_R$ is an anchor node, (2) $y \prec_{\text{SP}} v$ is a predecessor of $v$ in $G_{\text{SP}}$, and (3) $y$ is nearer, with respect to $G_{\text{SP}}$, than all other anchor nodes preceding $v$; that is, for all other
anchor nodes $x \prec_{SP} v$, we have $x \prec_{SP} y$. Since the first node of the graph is an anchor node, the anchor predecessor is never null.

The anchor successor is defined symmetrically except that it may be null if $v$ has no successors that are anchor nodes.

It should be straightforward to see that, if the above definition is well-defined, i.e., if such a node always exists, then this definition of anchor predecessor and anchor successor satisfies property 8.3. What may or may not be obvious is that the definition is well-defined.

**Lemma 8.7.** The definition of anchor predecessor (or successor) is well-defined. That is to say, for every node with any predecessors (or successors) that are anchors, there is exactly one such anchor node that is nearer than all others. Thus, the conditions of property 8.3 are satisfied.

**Proof.** Consider the anchor predecessor. (The argument for successor is similar.) Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there exists some node $v$ for which the $\text{PredAnchor}(v)$ is ill-defined, i.e., there is no node meeting the requirements. Then there must be at least two distinct anchor nodes $x_1, x_2 \prec_{SP} v$ such that: there is no anchor node closer to $v$ than $x_1$ or $x_2$. Consider any paths $p_1 = x_1 \leadsto_{SP} v$ and $p_2 = x_2 \leadsto_{SP} v$. Let $u$ be the earliest node at which these paths cross (and possibly $u = v$). Then $u$ must be a join node having anchor nodes in both of its subdags, so $u$ would be an anchor node and $x_1, x_2 \prec_{SP} u$. This contradicts the assumption that there is no anchor node nearer to $v$ than $x_1$ or $x_2$. □

**The edges in $\mathcal{R}$.** The edges in $E_{\mathcal{R}}$ consist of all of the non-SP edges $E_{\text{non}}$ plus just enough edges to ensure that the anchor nodes have the same transitive closure in both $G$ and $\mathcal{R}$ (property 8.1). Specifically, $\mathcal{R}$ consists of a series-parallel minor $\mathcal{R}_{SP} = (V_{\mathcal{R}}, E_{\mathcal{R}})$ of $G_{SP}$,
plus the non-SP edges $E_{\text{non}}$. Moreover, an anchor node is a fork or join in $R_{\text{SP}}$ if and only if it is also a fork or join in $G_{\text{SP}}$.

For each anchor, its edges in $R_{\text{SP}}$ are:

- For a non-join anchor node $v$, let $(u,v)$ be the only incoming edge in $G_{\text{SP}}$. Then $v$ has exactly one incoming edge in $R_{\text{SP}}$: the edge $(\text{PredAnchor}(u),v)$.

- For a join anchor node $j$, let $(\ell,j)$ and $(r,j)$ be the two incoming edges in $G_{\text{SP}}$. Then $j$ has exactly two incoming edges in $R_{\text{SP}}$: the edges $(\text{PredAnchor}(\ell),j)$ and $(\text{PredAnchor}(r),j)$.

- For a fork anchor node $f$, let $(f,\ell)$ and $(f,r)$ be the two outgoing edges in $G_{\text{SP}}$. Then $f$ has exactly two outgoing edges in $R_{\text{SP}}$: the edges $(f,\text{SuccAnchor}(\ell))$ and $(f,\text{SuccAnchor}(r))$.

With the exception of the black-box reachability structure and making nodes into principle anchors, our algorithm entirely ignores $E_{\text{non}}$, so we will generally reason about $R_{\text{SP}}$. We note that the only two black-box reachability structures are with respect to $G_{\text{SP}}$ and $R$; we never perform reachability queries on $R_{\text{SP}}$ (after all, these would return the same answer as queries in $G_{\text{SP}}$ but restricted to anchor nodes).

**Lemma 8.8.** This definition of $R$ is well-defined. Moreover, it satisfies property 8.1. That is, for any two anchor nodes $u, v \in V_R$, we have $u \prec_R v$ if and only if $u \prec_G v$.

**Proof.** We start by showing that $R$ is well defined. The only issue is with respect to the forks. We need to verify (1) that we do not add any edges of the form $(f,\text{NULL})$, and (2) that there are exactly two outgoing edges. The latter is not immediately obvious given that
edges are also defined in the other direction. (1) follows from the fact that a fork is only an anchor if both subdags have anchors, and hence by lemma 8.7 the sources $\ell$ and $r$ of each subdag has an anchor successor. Moreover, for (2), $\text{SuccAnchor}(\ell)$ and $\text{SuccAnchor}(r)$ are “between” $\ell$ and $r$, respectively, and all other succeeding anchors. Thus, no other anchor would an edge originating at $f$.

We next show property 8.1.

$(\Rightarrow)$ We will show the contrapositive. By definition, the anchor predecessor of a node precedes that node in $G_{\text{SP}}$. Similarly, the anchor successor is a successor of the node. By inspection of edges added, $R_{\text{SP}}$ only includes edges between nodes that have the proper relationship in $G_{\text{SP}}$. That is to say, if $u \not\prec_{G_{\text{SP}}} v$ then $u \not\prec_{R_{\text{SP}}} v$.

$(\Leftarrow)$ Suppose $u \prec_{G} v$. Then there exists a path $p$ from $u$ to $v$. Choose $p$ to be the path that goes through the most possible anchors, and partition it at every anchor; that is, $p : u = x_0 \leadsto x_1 \leadsto \cdots \leadsto x_{k-1} \leadsto x_k = v$. We claim that for each subpath, $p_i : x_i \prec_R x_{i+1}$, which is enough to imply $u \prec_R v$. To prove the claim, suppose first that the $x_i \leadsto x_{i+1}$ contains a non-SP edge. Then it consists of a single edge $x_i \xrightarrow{\text{non}} x_{i+1}$ because both endpoints of non-SP edges are anchors. Otherwise, $x_i \xrightarrow{\text{SP}} x_{i+1}$. By choice of $p$, $x_i$ must be the anchor predecessor of the node that immediately precedes $x_{i+1}$ on the path. (Or else there is a longer path.) Thus, the edge $(x_i, x_{i+1}) \in R_{\text{SP}}$. 

\[ \square \]

### 8.3 Online Construction of Reachability Data Structures

This section outlines issues relating to constructing the data structure efficiently while executing the graph sequentially. Our algorithm proceeds through the following steps: select a node $u$ that has not yet executed; process $u$, by which we mean update the data structures;
if all of $u$’s predecessors have been executed, execute $u$, which corresponds to executing the original instructions in the program. After executing $u$, the outgoing edges from $u$ and corresponding nodes are revealed to the algorithm and may be selected. Initially, only the source node is available to select.

The main algorithm is in processing the nodes, which is where all the data-structural updates occur. In particular, we need to: keep track of the anchor predecessor; maintain the anchor successor; add nodes and edges $G_{SP}$, $R$, and $R_{SP}$ as appropriate; and update both reachability structures. The reachability structures are a black box implied by the underlying graphs $G_{SP}$ and $R$, so it suffices to specify when vertices and edges are added. The bulk of this section is devoted to discussing this processing step.

Note that the anchors, anchor predecessor, anchor successor, and $R$, are all defined as in section 8.1 but with respect to the subgraph of nodes processed thus far. We maintain $R_{SP}$ and $R$ explicitly, but we shall describe only $R_{SP}$—$R$ is formed by adding the non-SP edges $E_{non}$.

As it turns out, maintaining the anchor predecessor is relatively easy, but keeping track of the anchor successor is more complicated. Our algorithm does not keep the anchor successor directly, instead using a level of indirection. For performance, our algorithm requires a specific depth-first execution order, discussed next.

### 8.3.1 Execution Order

Where possible, our algorithm selects nodes in the dag in depth-first, left-to-right order with respect to the series-parallel graph $G_{SP}$. That is to say, we always process and execute as
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2 Executing a node is where the race detector would perform queries into the data structure.
much of the left subdag of a fork node as possible before starting to process the right subdag of that fork. If there are no non-SP edges, this would mean executing the left subdag entirely before starting the right subdag, completing both before continuing to the join. However, because nodes are only ready to execute after their predecessors, we may have to delay certain nodes due to dependencies on non-SP edges. We call such delays blocking. A blocked node is executed whenever its dependencies are satisfied.

For concreteness, the execution operates as follows. Let $S$ denote the depth-first, left-to-right sequential ordering of $G_{SP}$ (i.e., ignoring any dependencies in $E_{non}$). On each step of the algorithm select the unexecuted, unblocked node $u$ that is earliest in $S$.

For example, the nodes in figure 8.1 are labeled according to their execution order in our algorithm. After executing node 12, we process the node 24. But node 24 cannot finish executing due to a dependency on 23. As such, 24 blocks and we continue with node 13 in depth-first order. After 23 is executed, 24 unblocks and can we resume the depth-first execution from there.

### 8.3.2 Challenges

The biggest challenge is that when a fork node is first encountered, we do not know if it will be an anchor. A fork node only becomes an anchor when a principle anchor has been processed in both of the fork’s subdags. Dealing with joins is easier because both subdags have executed completely before the corresponding join is processed, so we know immediately whether a join should be an anchor node.

Forks becoming anchors has a few ramifications. First, we need to verify that a fork node $f$ can be spliced into the right place in $R_{SP}$. Second, arbitrarily many nodes may now have $f$
as their anchor predecessor. Third, arbitrarily many nodes may now have $f$ as their anchor successor. The worry is that all of these updates would be too expensive.

Consider, for example, the partial execution shown in figure 8.1, just following node 12’s execution. Next, node 24 is processed (but not executed because it blocks), so the structures should be updated as in figure 8.3. Many changes have occurred due to the discovery of this new principle anchor. The fork node 7 becomes an anchor node, so it must be added to $\mathcal{R}_{SP}$, spliced in between 3 and 9. The newly discovered principle anchor 24 must also be added to $\mathcal{R}$, but this case is easier because it hangs off the end of the graph. In addition, many nodes have a new anchor predecessor or anchor successor. Specifically, the anchor predecessor of 7, 8, 10 and 12 changes from 3 to 7. The anchor successor of 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 changes from 9 to 7. And the anchor successor of 12 changes from NULL to 24.

8.3.3 Anchor Predecessor/Successor and Proxies

We store the anchor predecessor explicitly and update it through a graph search when creating any new anchors. We shall argue that the anchor predecessor cannot change more than a constant number of times due to the depth-first execution order.

Maintaining anchor successor explicitly, however, would be too expensive. Consider again our running example. The anchor successor of 2, 4, and 5 changes when 7 becomes an anchor. If we look at the a posteriori dag in figure 8.1, we can see that these will be updated again when 5 becomes an anchor. In fact, with a long chain of forks, the anchor successor may change a super-constant number of times.

Instead, we maintain the anchor successors through a level of indirection. For each node $u$, we store a proxy node $proxy(u)$, defined as follows:
1. If u’s anchor successor is null, then $proxy(u) = \text{NULL}$.

2. If $u$ is an anchor node, then $proxy(u) = u$.

3. If $u$ has an anchor successor, and there exists a join node $j$ satisfying all of the following three properties, then $proxy(u) = \text{PredAnchor}(j)$. The properties are (1) $u$ is one of $j$’s subdags, (2) that subdag does not contain any anchor nodes, and (3) the other subdag does contain at least one anchor node. (This is a case when $j$ is not an anchor.)

4. Otherwise, $proxy(u) = \text{PredAnchor}(u)$.

In the example, $proxy(2) = proxy(4) = proxy(5) = proxy(6) = 3$ both before and after processing 24. Note that node 2 falls in the third case, whereas nodes 4, 5, and 6 fall in the fourth.

Given the proxy, we compute the anchor successor as follows. The idea is to look at the proxy’s outgoing edge in $\mathcal{R}_{\text{SP}}$. If there is more than one, i.e., the proxy is a fork, then look in the direction that would lead to the node.
GetSuccAnchor(u)
1   if u is an anchor node
2       return u
3   elseif proxy(u) = NULL
4       return NULL
5   else if proxy(u) is not a fork node
6       return target of proxy(u)’s only out edge in \( R_{SP} \)
7   elseif u is in proxy(u)’s left subdag in \( G_{SP} \)
8       // i.e., check if proxy(u).left \prec_{G_{SP}} u
9       return target of proxy(u)’s left out edge in \( R_{SP} \)
10  else return target of proxy(u)’s right out edge in \( R_{SP} \)

In our example, 5’s proxy does not change after processing 24, but the target of the proxy’s outgoing edge does change in \( R \). This is exactly why the indirection of the proxy helps us—updates to \( R \) implicitly capture the changes to the anchor successor. For example, \( proxy(5).out = 9 \) before processing 24, and \( proxy(5).out = 7 \) after processing 24. We can see that for this example at least, GetSuccAnchor(5) returns the correct answer. The following lemma says that it is correct in general.

Lemma 8.9. Assuming proxy(u) is maintained as defined, GetSuccAnchor(u) correctly returns SuccAnchor(u).

Proof. The cases that proxy(u) = NULL or u is an anchor are trivial.

(Case 3.) Suppose the proxy(u) is chosen according to the third (join-node) case. Then we claim that j and u have the same anchor successor. In particular, since u is in j’s subdag, every path \( u \leadsto v \) to a successor v of j must pass through j. Thus, the only way u and j
can have different anchor successors is if there is an anchor node on a path $u \leadsto j$. That contradicts the assumption that we fall in this case.

Moreover, $j$ must fall into the fourth case, i.e., $\text{proxy}(j) = \text{PredAnchor}(j) = \text{proxy}(u)$. The reason is that (i) $j$ has an anchor successor, (ii) one of $j$’s subdags contains an anchor, eliminating case 3 for $j$, and (iii) $j$ is not an anchor join because its other subdag does not have an anchor. Thus, finishing case 3 reduces to applying case 4 on $j$.

(Case 4.) Suppose $\text{proxy}(u) = \text{PredAnchor}(u)$. Let $x$ be the returned value from $\text{GetSuccAnchor}$. If $x = \text{SuccAnchor}(u)$, we are done. Because $R$ preserves reachability (lemma 8.8), we must have $\text{PredAnchor}(u) \prec_R x \prec_R \text{SuccAnchor}(u)$. By definition of anchor predecessor and anchor successor and correctness of $R$, the only options possible are $x = \text{SuccAnchor}(u)$ and $u \not\prec_{SP} x, x \not\prec_{SP} u$. If $x = \text{SuccAnchor}(u)$, we are done, so suppose instead that $x$ and $u$ are not related. Then the paths from $\text{PredAnchor}(u)$ to $u$ and $x$ must diverge at some point, i.e., there must be some fork $f \neq \text{PredAnchor}(u)$ and corresponding join $j \neq \text{SuccAnchor}(u)$ with $\text{PredAnchor}(u) \prec_{SP} f \prec_{SP} x \prec_{SP} j \prec_{SP} \text{SuccAnchor}(u)$ and $\text{PredAnchor}(u) \prec_{SP} f \prec_{SP} u \prec_{SP} j \prec_{SP} \text{SuccAnchor}(u)$. Since the fork and join are not anchors, $u$’s branch must not have an anchor node. This is a contradiction as it would make $u$ fall in Case 3.

8.3.4 Algorithm to Process Nodes

This section describes the algorithm for processing a node. Recall from section 8.2 that we explicitly construct $R$ (adding nodes whenever new anchors are revealed), directly maintain $\text{PredAnchor}(u)$, and also maintain a value $\text{proxy}(u)$ that allows us to determine the anchor successor. This section describes the changes to these structures when processing a node. We do not describe the reachability structures here—when we insert an edge or vertex into $R_{SP}$
or \( R \), we implicitly mean to update the reachability structure on \( R \) as a black box. Moreover, the query algorithm was already described in section 8.2.2, and the only remaining obstacle to correctness is ensuring that the algorithm correctly maintains what it is supposed to.

We break-up the description into multiple cases depending on the type of node being processed.

**Case 1: Processing a node \( v \) that is neither a principle anchor nor a join.** This is the easiest case. Let \( (u, v) \in E_{SP} \) be the only incoming SP edge in \( G_{SP} \). Set \( \text{PredAnchor}(v) = \text{PredAnchor}(u) \) and \( \text{proxy}(v) = \text{null} \). Note that this case captures \( v \) being a fork as well.

**Case 2: Processing a join node \( j \).** Then there are two incoming edges \( (\ell, j), (r, j) \in E_{SP} \), coming from the sinks of the \( j \)'s left and right subdags in \( G_{SP} \), respectively. Set \( \text{proxy}(v) = \text{null} \). Next, we determine if \( j \) should become an anchor and set \( \text{PredAnchor}(j) = p_j \), where \( p_j \) is computed as follows. Note that \( u \prec_{SP} u \), so either of the first two cases covers equality:

\[
    p_j = \begin{cases} 
        \text{PredAnchor}(r) & \text{if } \text{PredAnchor}(\ell) \prec_{SP} \text{PredAnchor}(r) \\
        \text{PredAnchor}(\ell) & \text{if } \text{PredAnchor}(r) \prec_{SP} \text{PredAnchor}(\ell) \\
        j & \text{otherwise}
    \end{cases}
\]

(8.1)

If \( p_j \neq j \), then we are done.

Otherwise \( (p_j = j) \), \( j \) is made into an anchor. Add the vertex \( j \) and the edges \( (\text{PredAnchor}(\ell), j) \) and \( (\text{PredAnchor}(r), j) \) to \( R_{SP} \). Update \( \text{proxy}(j) = j \).
Finally, perform a backwards graph search in $G_{SP}$ from $\ell$ and $r$, only visiting nodes $x$ for which $proxy(x) = \text{NULL}$, i.e., those predecessors with no anchor successor. Set $proxy(x) = \text{PredAnchor}(\ell)$ for those nodes encountered searching back from $\ell$, and $proxy(x) = \text{PredAnchor}(r)$ for nodes encountered when searching back from $r$.\footnote{For all of these updated nodes, the anchor successor will never change again. We could explicitly store $\text{SuccAnchor}(x) = j$ in these cases. But since we need the proxy for other situations, we use it here as well.}

**Case 3: Processing a (non-join) node $v$ that is incident on a non-SP edge.** In the following, let $(u,v)$ be $v$’s only incoming edge in $G_{SP}$. This is the most complicated case because a fork can become an anchor node and anchor predecessors and successors for other nodes can change. We have two cases depending on whether a fork becomes an anchor. Following both cases, we deal with the impact of making $v$ an anchor on other nodes.

**Case 3a:** $\text{PredAnchor}(u)$ has no outgoing edges in $R_{SP}$. In our example, this case occurs, e.g., when processing node 9. (figure 8.2 shows $R$ after processing 9.)

In this case, no fork is made into an anchor. Simply add $v$ and the edge $(\text{PredAnchor}(u),v)$ to $R_{SP}$, and set $\text{PredAnchor}(v) = v$ and $proxy(v) = v$.

**Case 3b:** $\text{PredAnchor}(u)$ has an outgoing edge in $R_{SP}$. In our example (see figure 8.1), this case occurs when processing node 24.

First, identify the fork node by performing a backwards graph search from $v$ in $G_{SP}$ until reaching a node $f$ with $proxy(f) \neq \text{NULL}$.

Second, add $f$ and $v$ to $R$ as follows. For the subsequent step, it will be convenient to reference certain old values, so temporarily store $p_f = \text{PredAnchor}(f)$ and $s_f = \text{GetSuccAnchor}(f)$. \footnote{For all of these updated nodes, the anchor successor will never change again. We could explicitly store $\text{SuccAnchor}(x) = j$ in these cases. But since we need the proxy for other situations, we use it here as well.}
Add $f$ and $v$ to $\mathcal{R}_{\text{SP}}$; replace the edge $(f,v)$ by edges $(p_f,f)$ and $(f,s_f)$; add the edge $(f,v)$.

The nodes $f$ and $v$ are now anchors, so set $\text{PredAnchor}(f) = f$, $\text{proxy}(f) = f$, $\text{PredAnchor}(v) = v$, and $\text{proxy}(v) = v$.

Next, update any nodes whose anchor predecessor and proxy should change. Specifically, perform a graph search forward from $f$ in $G_{\text{SP}}$, truncating the search whenever reaching nodes $x$ with $\text{PredAnchor}(x) \neq p_f$. Consider each node $x$ reached during the search with $\text{PredAnchor}(x) = p_f$. For each of these nodes, update $\text{PredAnchor}(x) = f$. Also for each of these nodes, if $\text{proxy}(x) = p_f$, update it to $\text{proxy}(x) = f$.

In both cases: Add the non-SP edge to the reachability structure for $\mathcal{R}$. Perform a backwards graph search in $G_{\text{SP}}$ from $u$, only visiting those nodes $x$ for which $\text{proxy}(x) = \text{null}$. Set $\text{proxy}(x) = \text{PredAnchor}(u)$ for those nodes.

### 8.4 Correctness Proof

The main correctness argument boils down to showing that the values maintained by the algorithm match the definitions. We have already shown that the defined structures are sufficient to support queries, so we get overall correctness as a corollary. The proof is tedious, with cases matching each case of the algorithm, but there is nothing surprising therein.

**Lemma 8.10.** The algorithm correctly maintains anchors, anchor predecessors, proxies, and the graph $\mathcal{R}_{\text{SP}}$ according to the definitions specified in sections 8.1 and 8.2.

**Proof.** By induction over processing nodes, with each case of the algorithm considered separately. Note that a non-anchor node has no impact on $\mathcal{R}$, the anchor predecessor, or the
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4We do not have to remove the redundant edge $(p_f,s_f)$ from the non-SP graph $\mathcal{R}$ as it does not change the transitive closure.
anchor successor of other nodes. Moreover, a node being processed has no successors. Thus, Case 1 trivially does what it needs to—update the info for the node \( v \) itself.

(*Case 2.*) The join \( j \) should only become an anchor if both subdags have anchors. If both subdags have an anchor, then those anchors cannot be related to each other. Thus, \( p_j = j \) if and only if both subdags have anchors.

If \( p_j \neq j \), then \( j \) correctly chooses its predecessor by inheriting the nearer anchor predecessor from its two incoming edges. Nothing else changes.

If \( p_j = j \), then \( j \) indeed becomes an anchor, and the edges added to \( \mathcal{R}_{SP} \) are exactly as defined. Since \( j \) has no successors, no other node’s predecessor should change. But \( j \) may be the anchor successor of some nodes—specifically, only predecessors with no current anchor successors. If a node has an anchor successor, then so do all its predecessors, so the search can truncate at nodes with defined proxies. Consider just the search on the left subdag (the other being symmetric). For each node reached \( x \), the backward path from \( j \) to \( x \) either lies along a path to \( \text{PredAnchor}(\ell) \) or not. Note that no diverging path can have an anchor by definition of anchor predecessor. Thus, if \( x \) is on the path to the predecessor, \( x \) should have \( \text{proxy}(x) = \text{PredAnchor}(x) = \text{PredAnchor}(\ell) \). If \( x \) is not on the path, then the path to \( x \) must follow a different branch from a join \( j’ \), and \( x \)’s branch cannot have any anchors, so we should have \( \text{proxy}(x) = \text{PredAnchor}(j’) = \text{PredAnchor}(\ell) \). Either way, the proxy is set correctly.

(*Claim: if a node has proxy\( (x) \) set to a non-predecessor (i.e., the join case), then its proxy should never change again.*) Let \( j’ \) be the join such that \( \text{proxy}(x) = \text{PredAnchor}(j’) \). All predecessors of \( j’ \) have already executed, so \( x \)’s situation with respect to \( j’ \) cannot change.
The implication is that we only need to worry about updating the proxy again if it satisfies the other situations. Most notably, if \( \text{proxy}(x) = \text{PredAnchor}(x) \), then \( \text{proxy}(x) \) should change when \( \text{PredAnchor}(x) \) changes.

(Case 3.) We first argue that case 3a and 3b correctly identify when a fork should become an anchor. If \( \text{PredAnchor}(v) \) does not have any outgoing edges in \( \mathcal{R}_{SP} \), then there is no fork between \( \text{PredAnchor}(v) \) and \( v \) with any anchor successor. If \( \text{PredAnchor}(v) \) does have such an edge, then the path to the target of the edge must diverge at some fork \( f \) from the path to \( v \). The backwards search finds the point of divergence: the nearest predecessor to \( v \) with an anchor successor. Thus, cases 3b correctly anchorizes fork nodes. In both cases 3a and 3b, the edges added to \( \mathcal{R} \) correspond exactly to the definition.

Adding \( f \) as an anchor only changes the anchor predecessor for those nodes that formerly had \( \text{PredAnchor}(f) \) as their anchor predecessor. Since these must all be connected, the forward search corrects these. Moreover, according to the claim, the proxy should continue to track the anchor predecessor. No proxy or anchor predecessor for any node preceding \( f \) should change.

Making \( v \) itself an anchor is similar to (but slightly simpler than) case 2.

\textbf{Corollary 8.11.} For any two already-processed nodes \( u, v \in V \), the \( \text{QUERY}(u, v) \) correctly returns \( \text{TRUE} \) if \( u \prec_G v \) and \( \text{FALSE} \) otherwise.

\textit{Proof.} By lemma 8.4, we just need to prove properties 8.1 and 8.3. These are implied by lemmas 8.7 to 8.9 as long as the algorithm satisfies lemma 8.10. \( \square \)
8.5 Performance Analysis

This section argues that the construction algorithm runs in total time \( O(n + k^2) \) when using SP-Order for \( G_{SP} \) and dynamically computing the transitive closure of \( \mathcal{R} \), where \( n = |V| \) is the number of vertices and \( k = |E_{non}| \) is the number of non-SP edges.

The most worrisome part of the algorithm is that it performs graph searches which may, in the worst case, traverse the entire graph. Here we provide some lemmas that charge these searches against certain changes that can only occur a constant number of times.

The following lemma charges the cost of a backwards search against changing the node’s proxy from \texttt{null}, which can only happen once. The key observation for Case 3 is that both backwards searches touch the same nodes.

**Lemma 8.12.** For each node visited by a backward graph search, there are \( \Omega(1) \) nodes whose proxy changes from \texttt{null} to something else.

**Proof.** The backwards graph searches occur in Case 2 and Case 3. The former is easier as the search directly changes the proxy. The only nodes visited are those with \( \text{proxy}(x) = \text{null} \) (and their neighbors to decide when to stop). Since the series-parallel graph has in-degree zero, this is \( \Omega(1) \) nodes per change.

Case 3 performs up to two backwards search. The first does not directly change any proxies. However, it still only traverses nodes with a \texttt{null} proxy. These nodes will all be visited again in the second graph search, which matches the case. The cost here thus increases by a constant factor. \( \square \)
Bounding the cost of forward searches is less obvious. We state the two key helper lemmas here, followed by the main result: each node can only be involved in two forward searches, once when it is in the right subdag of a fork that becomes an anchor, and once when it is in the left subdag of a fork that becomes an anchor. An important assumption for these proofs is the depth-first execution order.

**Lemma 8.13.** Suppose the graph is processed in the specified depth-first order. Let $f$ be a fork and let $f_\ell$ be a fork nested in $f$’s left subdag. Suppose that both forks eventually become anchors. Then either the nested fork $f_\ell$ becomes an anchor before $f$ does, or $f$ becomes an anchor before processing the node $f_\ell$.

*Proof.* Suppose first we have not yet started processing $f$’s right subdag at the point that $f_\ell$ is processed. Then by depth-first order, we cannot process any of $f$’s right subdag until both of $f_\ell$’s subdags execute to the point they either complete (which means processing anchors by assumption) or block (also processing an anchor). So $f_\ell$ becomes an anchor before $f_r$.

Suppose instead that $f$’s right subdag has started processing. Then at least one anchor must have already been processed in $f$’s left subdag. The execution only jumps out of $f$’s right subdag if a principle anchor is processed, either because that principle anchor is blocked or because some other node becomes unblocked. In either case, $f$ has anchors in both subdags, so $f$ becomes an anchor.

**Lemma 8.14.** Suppose the graph is processed in the specified depth-first order. Let $f$ be a fork and let $f_r$ be a fork nested in $f$’s right subdag. Suppose that both forks eventually become anchors. Then $f$ becomes an anchor before processing any of $f_r$’s right subdag.

*Proof.* The right subdag of $f$ only starts executing when the left subdag has completed (having processed an anchor) or is blocked on anchors. In either case, by the time the first
principle anchor is processed in $f_r$, $f$ becomes an anchor. That would be while still processing $f_r$’s left subtree.

Lemma 8.15. If processing nodes in the specified depth-first order, each node can be visited by at most 2 forward searches.

Proof. Consider a particular node $x$. We claim that the two times $x$ can be visited by forward searches are: (1) the first time that $x$ is in the right subdag of a fork that becomes an anchor, and (2) the first time that $x$ is in the left subdag of a fork that becomes an anchor.

By inspection, forwards searches only occur when forks become anchors. Moreover, there must be a new anchor in one of the fork’s subdags to trigger the anchoring. Thus the corresponding join cannot have executed yet, and we need not worry about the forward search exiting the fork’s subdags.

(Right subdag.) Suppose for the sake of contradiction that a particular node $x$ is visited by two forward searches, from $f$ and $f_r$, while in the right subdag of both forks. Without loss of generality, let $f_r$ be in the right subdag of $f$. (Parallel composition has to nest.) Then by lemma 8.14, $f$ becomes an anchor before $x$ is processed. This contradicts the assumption that $x$ was involved in both searches.

(Left subdag.) Suppose for the sake of contradiction that a particular node $x$ is visited by two forward searches, from $f$ and $f_ℓ$, while in the left subdag of both forks. Without loss of generality, let $f_ℓ$ be in the left subdag of $f$. Then by lemma 8.13, we have two options. If $f_ℓ$ becomes an anchor before $f$, then the forwards search from $f$ would not pass through $f$, contradicting the assumption that both searches reach $x$. If not, $f$ becomes an anchor before processing $f_ℓ$ and hence before processing $x$, and the forward search from $f$ cannot touch $x$. 
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We now give our main performance theorem. Substituting in the time required to build the
transitive closure, we get a total construction time of $O(n + k^2)$ and query time of $O(1)$.

**Theorem 8.16.** Let $n = |V|$ be the number of vertices and let $k = |E_{\text{non}}|$ be the number of
non-SP edges in the input graph $G$.

Consider any incremental data structure that supports reachability queries on general graphs,
supporting both edge insertions and queries. Let $I$ be the total time to perform $\Theta(k)$ edge
insertions, and let $Q$ be the the time per query.

Then our construction algorithm runs in a total of $O(n + I)$ time, and it answers reachability
queries on any two already-processed nodes in $O(Q)$ time.

**Proof.** Almost all of the steps in the algorithm to process each node is clearly constant time
(e.g., looking at pointers, updating pointers, etc.). The exceptions are the following: (1) a
constant number of insertions into our reachability structure for $G_{\text{SP}}$, (2) a constant number
of insertions into our reachability structure for $R$, (3) a constant number of reachability
queries on $G_{\text{SP}}$, (4) the call to GETSUCCANCHOR, which is dominated by a reachability
query on $G_{\text{SP}}$, and (5) the graph searches. Using an efficient data structure for the base SP
graph (say, SP-Order), all steps except the graph searches and the insertions into $R$ require
constant time per node processed.

The total number of edges in $R$ is a constant per node anchor node for the edges in $R_{\text{SP}}$,
plus $k$ for the non-SP edges. By lemma 8.5, the total number of edges is thus $O(k)$, and
hence the total cost of construction is $O(I)$. 
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To bound the backward searches in aggregate, we apply lemma 8.12. Each only changes from proxy = NULL once over the course of the algorithm, so we can charge the searches to those changes. The total cost of backward searches is thus $O(n)$.

We bound forward searches using lemma 8.15, which says that each node can only be visited twice. Again we have a total cost of $O(n)$.

8.5.1 Full Race Detection

We have shown the efficiency of the dynamic reachability algorithm. This can be extended for a full race detection algorithm by adding an access history component. Note, again, that unlike series-parallel computations, each write may generate multiple queries; however, for the same reason as explained in section 7.3 the total number of queries is bounded by two times the total number of reads since each writer removes the entire reader-list. Therefore, the total running time is for race detection is $O(T_1 + k^2)$.

8.6 Related Work

Related to, but easier than, our problem is the static problem of building a reachability oracle for a directed graph. In the case where the base graph is an $n$-node directed tree and $k$ non-tree edges are added, Wang et al. [187] provide an algorithm that requires $O(n + k^2)$ space, $O(n + k^3)$ construction time, and answers queries in $O(1)$ time. Our algorithm achieves the same space, a better construction time, and works for more general series-parallel graphs. Moreover, our algorithm is incremental, supporting edge insertions, whereas their algorithm is offline. Also related is the problem of labeling each vertex (offline) such that queries can be answered by simply comparing vertex labels. The best practical algorithm we are aware
of uses 2-hop labels [49], but its construction time is polynomial, and there is no nontrivial bound known for the label size and hence query time once arbitrary edges are included in the graph.

Related work for race detection for fork/join programs is discussed in section 4.5. Race detection for other models is mentioned in section 7.4. To our knowledge there exists only one algorithm exists for determinacy race detection for dynamic multithreading with futures. Surendran and Sarkar [174] presented an online, serial algorithm for this problem. Given a program that normally executes in $T_1$ time on a single processor, that algorithm executes in time

$$O(T(k + 1)(n + 1)\alpha(T, s + k))$$

and space

$$O(s + k + n + v(k + 1))$$

where $k$ is the number of futures created, $s$ is the number of spawned tasks, $n$ is the number of future touches, $v$ is the number of shared memory locations, and $\alpha$ is the inverse Ackermann function.

8.7 Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter presented a race-detection algorithm for general future-parallel programs that runs in time $O(T_1 + k^2)$. By handling arbitrary futures, our system automatically handles
pipeline parallelism, a weaker but very common expression of parallelism. It is an open question whether a more specialized technique exists for race detection in pipeline parallel DAGs which may be more efficient.

Note that if one is not careful, a program with unstructured futures can deadlock. Such a deadlock is deterministic, however, and does not depend on the schedule. In such cases, our algorithm detects races until the execution deadlocks.

The most glaring opportunity for future work is an implementation of this algorithm, comparing it to Surendran and Sarkar’s [174] algorithm. The algorithm presented here would be rather complicated to implement, requiring that we maintain the entire computation graph is memory in order for the graph searches. It would be interesting to consider similar algorithms that may be able to avoid the graph searches. There may also be different algorithms which reduce the overhead of the $k^2$ term.

In addition, our current algorithm executes a computation serially. In future work we hope to develop a parallel algorithm for race detection, either as an extension to the presented algorithm or via a new algorithm.
Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Directions

It is increasing important to write software that utilizes modern multicore hardware. To offset the new challenges that parallel programming brings, we will need different techniques and tools for programming such hardware. Concurrency platforms like Cilk Plus [99] have decreased the difficulty in parallel programming, but more can be done. This dissertation has explored how runtime systems can be designed to support better tools to improve parallel programming.

Specifically, we have explored the design space around allowing Cilk workers to have multiple deques, considering the consequences of each design point to dynamic tools to ease parallel programming. The result is a set of runtime systems and tools which make parallel programming a more pleasant experience.

Chapter 3 presented Batcher, a runtime scheduler that automatically groups concurrent data structure operations into groups and invokes operations on a batched data structure,
efficiently scheduling work on this data structure and on the core computation. The result allows batched data structures to be treated essentially as sequential data structure operations, including a theoretical performance guarantee.

A specialization of that runtime scheduler is provided in chapter 4, yielding a tool that automatically detects determinacy races in Cilk programs. By leveraging custom runtime support, CRacer runs efficiently and in parallel, reducing the time for the typical develop-test-debug feedback loop.

Chapter 5 covers an extension to the Cilk Plus runtime system that allows non-blocking suspension and resumption at arbitrary points. This can be used to support more advanced synchronization than is available in Cilk (fork/join programs) as well as hiding the latency of external events, such as network operations or I/O.

PORRidge, a debugging tool for non-deterministic parallel programs, is designed and examined in chapter 6. While existing record-and-replay tools target persistent thread models, PORRidge leverages the structure of fork/join dynamically multithreaded programs to provide process-oblivious record and replay of lock acquisitions in Cilk programs. PORRidge comes with a nearly-optimal performance bound and has been shown to perform well in practice.

Finally, chapters 7 and 8 extends the work in chapter 4 with the goal of detecting races for broader classes of computations. In particular, it considers the of futures, which can be used to generate arbitrary computation DAGs. A useful but restricted use of futures is considered in chapter 7, while chapter 8 handles any use of futures. In both cases we design efficient race detection systems for such computations. Work on implementing these systems,
using the runtime from chapter 5 to bring futures into the purview of Cilk’s work stealing scheduler, is in-progress.

In fact, none of these runtime systems contain mutually exclusive features. With some engineering effort, these could be merged into a single runtime system that may serve as an important platform for future research.

9.1 Future Work

Of course, the investigations in this dissertation represent only a sample of this research space. As Matt Might describes [133], a dissertation is just a small dent in the boundaries of human knowledge. In addition to the many ways each individual project may be improved (engineering improvements, improved performance bounds, etc.), there are many directions not addressed by this dissertation.

Though we have mostly considered how runtime support can improve tools for parallel programming, there are many levels in the software development stack that might be reconsidered in the context of parallel runtime systems. For example, Lee et al. [120] explore how an extension to Linux’s virtual memory system can be used to improve the efficiency and interoperability of the Cilk Plus runtime system.

This dissertation has focused only on shared-memory homogeneous systems. With the popularity of multicore architectures we have also seen fresh exploration of heterogeneous hardware designs, where different cores may have different performance characteristics. These parallel machines can be particularly difficult to program, but some of the burden might be
shifted to the runtime system if they can hide this heterogeneity and provide good performance. The same can be said for distributed systems, where communication between subsystems must be an integral consideration of any scheduler.

Perhaps the largest gap in our understanding of this area pertains to **locality** of memory use. Even in the sequential systems there is a large gap between memory latency and clock speeds, leading to decreasing processor utilization over the years. Memory latency is often worse in parallel machines, where some memory may be closer to some cores than others and thus transfer times may differ depending on location. Runtime systems may find increasing use in automatically handling some memory transfers, reducing complexity in much the same way that runtime garbage collectors reduce the complexity of manual memory management. Further, though there is plenty of work on minimizing cache misses for sequential algorithms (e.g. [18, 78], understanding cache misses in the context of dynamic scheduling is a harder problem [92, 44, 2]. In particular, it is unclear how a runtime scheduler might strike the right balance between load balance and locality of reference.
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